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Foreword

The Nation relies on scientists and engineers to conduct research and development,
teach, and meet the technical needs of industry and society. Ensuring an adequate supply
of versatile and well-trained people poses several challenges to America's formal education
system, from elementary school through graduate school. The House Committee on Sci-
ence, Space, and Technology asked the Office of Technology Assessment to analyze the
factors that will affect the supply of scientists and engineers in the foreseeable future.

American schools, colleges, and universities educate the scientists and engineers who
replenish the technical work force. This report examines how and why students are drawn
toward or deterred from pursuing a career in science or engineering. Schools, families, peers,
informal education effortssuch as museums, science centers, special programs, and tele-
visionall play a role. The subtitle of this reportGrade School to Grad Schoolemphasizes
that many factors and institutions must be understood as all one system.

The advisory panel, workshop participants, and other contributors to this study were
instrumental in defining the major issues and providing a range of perspectives on them.
OTA thanks them for their commitment of energy and sense of purpose. Their participa-
tion does not necessarily represent endorsement of the contents of this report, for which
OTA bears sole responsibility.

JOHN H. GIBBONS
Director
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Summary

American schools, colleges, and universities have
the capacity to provide enough scientists and engi
neers to meet the Nation's needs. Historically,
students and institutions have satisfied changing
market needs, as evid-nced by the response of engi-
neering enrollments to the semiconductor industry
boom of the late 1970s. However, many research-
ers, employers, and policymakers are concerned that
future supply will be inadequate. In the early 1990s,
the Nation will experience a decline in the number
of college-age students, although some increase can
be expected before the turn of the century. More
important, fewer students, particularly those white
males who have been the mainstay of science, seem
to be interested in science and engineering careers.
Women's interest in science and engineering, after
rising for a long time, seems to have plateaued. Non-
Asian minorities, traditionally poorly represented
in science and engineering, will form a steadily in-
creasing proportion of American schoolchildren.

Despite these changes, OTA concludes that short-
ages of scientists and engineers are not inevitable;
the labor market will continue to adjust, albeit with
transitory and perhaps costly shortages and sur-
pluses. The Federal Government may need to play
a more active role. Rather than trying to direct mar-
ket responses, policy can aim to prepare a cadre of
versatile scientists and engineers for research and
teaching careers, invest in an educational system
that creates a reservoir of flexible talent for the work
force, and ensure opportunities for the participation
of all groups in science and engineering.

The Federal Government has had both direct and
indirect effects on the education of scientists and
engineers, but it is only one of many actors in the
system. The Federal role in science and engineer.
ing education is most significant at the graduate
level, more diffuse at the undergraduate level, and
small in elementary and secondary education.

Federal investment in science and engineering edu-
cation and training is undertaken for many reasons;
there is no single objective or mission. One class of
investments is in direct support of graduate students
and production capacity at blue-chip universities.
Other investments are made in newer, developing
colleges and universities with growth potential, and
in undergraduate and precollege education. Federal

support is spread across different types of institu-
tions and students, partly because of the uncertainty
of payoffs, and partly to ensure equality of access
and geographical balance. Both short- and long-term
investments are necessary in a marketplace where
demogtaphics, economics, and technology con-
stantly change the criteria for st_cess in education
for the work force.

The educational process from grade school to
graduate school is 20 years long. This means there
are many possible Federal options for enriching the
future supply of scientists and engineers. It is diffi-
cult, however, to distinguish which would have the
most impact. At each level of the educational sys-
tem, there are many choices for action. Few meas-
ures guarantee predictable effects in the relatively
short term; most are more speculative and longer-
term possibilities. Just as there are no imminent crises
in replenishing the science and engineering work
force, there are no quick fixes.

This assessment:

examines the forces associated with elementary
and secondary education that shape the talent
pool;
traces pathways to undergraduate and gradu-
ate education in science and engineering; and
presents a discussion of policy areas for possi-
ble congressional action, developed under two
strategies labeled "retention" and "recruitment."

Two Federal management issues are also identified.
These are leadership and coordination among Fed-
eral agencies, and evaluation of trends and outcomes
to define future policy actions that will improve the
reach and content of science and engineering edu-
cation. The overarching policy issue is whether the
Federal Government allows the market for scien-
tists and engineers to take its course or attempts to
intervene more boldly.

The two broad strategies of retention and recruit-
ment complement each other and would operate
best in tandem (see table). The retention strategy
is designed to invigorate the current science and
engineering work force by reducing attrition of un-
dergraduate and graduate students. Such short-term
retention programs could increase output of scien-
tists and engineers within a few years. In contrast,

LI
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Policy Options To improve Science and Engineering Educe Von

RecruitmentEnlarge the Pool
Elementary and secondary teaching: encourage and reward teachers; expand support for
preservice and inservice training.
School opportunities: reproduce scienceintensive schools; adjust cor se-taking and cur-
ricula; reviow tracking; and revise testing.
Intervention programs: Increase interest in and readiness for science and engineering
majors; transfer the lessons from successful programs; encourage sponsorship from all
sources.
Informal education: increase support of science centers, TV, fairs, and camps.
Opportunities for wom6a: enforce Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 and pro-
vide special support and Intervention.
Opportunities for minorities: enforce civil rights legislation and provide special support
and intervention.

RetentionKeep Students In the Pool
Graduate training support: "buy" Ph.D.s with fellowships and trainea:rips; these people
are most likely to join the research work force.
Academic R&D spending: bolster demand and support research assistants, especially
through the mission agencies.
Foreign students: adjust :mmlgration policy to ease entry and retention.
Undergraduate environmen!s: support institutions that reward teaching and provide role
models, such as research colleges and universities, and historically Black Institutions.
Hands-on experience: encourage undergraduate research apprenticeships and coopera-
tive education that Impart career skills.
Targeted support for undergraduates: link need- or meritbased aid to college major.

Strengthen Federal Science and Engineering Education Efforts
National Science Foundation as lead science education agency: underscore responsibil-
ity through the Science and Engineering Education Directorate for elementary through un-
dergraduate science programs.
Federal interagency coordination and data collectionraise the visibility of science edu-
cation and the transfer of information between agencies and to educational communities.

recruitment is a long -term strategy to enlarge the
base of potential scientists and engineers by recruit-
ing more and different students into science and
engineering. Such a strategy entails working with
schools and colleges, along with children, teachers,
and staff, to renovate elementary and secondary
mathematics and science education.

If the Nation wants more scientists and engineers
relatively quickly, then retaining college and grad-
uate students in science and engineering is the most
useful policy strategy. Many able students leave sci-
ence during college, after earning baccalaureate
degrees, ar ' during graduate school. Only about
30 percent of baccalaureate science and engineer-
ing graduates enter full-time graduate study, and
nearly half of science and engineering doctoral can-
didates never earn Ph.D.s. Some loss is inevitable
(and, indeed, beneficial to other fields), but these
who leave unwillingly and prematurely are a rich
resource that could be tapped. Because attrition rates
Ore so ;lig' the population of research scien-

tists and engineers is relatively small; slight improve-
ments in retention could increase sig... *Andy the
number of scientists and engineers in the work force.
Federal policies could work at all levels to retain
more of these able, interested students in the pool,

Many factors affect students' career choice and
persistence in science and engineering: interest and
aputude-, perceptions about careers gleaned from
university faculty, peers, and jobs, and dnticipa ted
earnings and ocher, nonmonetary rewc,rds. Students
considering academic careers must al:,o weigh the
burden of undertaking and financing graduate train-
ing. The Federal Government affects these career
decisions through targeted support of students,
universities, and research, and through its perva-
sive influence on the American economy and re-
search agenda. The extent and form of Federal sup-
port for students, particularly graduate students,
affects the attractiveness of further study. Federal
research and development (R&D) support and na-
tional missions (e.g., in health, space, defense) shape

12
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students' perceptions of the job market for scien-
tists and engineers, as well as the environments in
which students are educated.

Many of the policies discussed in this report in-
volve established mechanisms that could be ex-
panded effectively. There are prepared college grad-
uates and graduate students who, with the prove,i
incentives of fellowships and R&D-supported jobs,
could be attracted to science and engineering.

The basic goal of recruitment is to expand and
improve the talent pool. The years to do this are
elementary school through the first years of college.
A particularly critical time is 6th through 12th grade,
when course-taking becomes more specialized and
career plans are formed. Policies to expand the math-
ematics and science talent pool differ from those to
accelerate or improve the education of a small,
science-oriented population. Students who take
early, enthusiastic likings to science and mathe-
matics can be served differently from those whose
interests are still developing.

For all students, the content and quality of their
elementary and secondary education determine their
academic preparation for college, their likelihood
of graduating from college, and their ability to de-
rive the greatest benefit from a college education.
Better high school graduates mean better college
graduates, and ultimately better scientists and engi-
neers. Increased participation for those students out-
side the traditional stereotype of college-bound sci-
ence or engineering majors, such as many minorities
and women, must begin with early changes in their
preparation, awareness, and interest. They must first
be prepared for and drawn into college and science
majors before they can respond to graduate and
R&D programs. The continuing low proportion of
these groups in science and engineering indicates
that the current educational system, and career in-
centives must be made to work better. The end of
expansion and transition to a steady state of enroll-
ments and research funding will require universi-
ties, employers, and the Federal Government to ad-
just their models and mechanisms of science and
engineering recruitment.

There are two demonstrably successful ways to
recruit young people to science and engineering: of-
fer special science and mathematics educational en-

richment programs tailored to selected students, and
give all students good, enthusiastic teaching. An area
of lively innovation is informal educationscience
museums, television programs, camps, and other ex-
periences outside the formal school system.

In the near term, policies can only be implemented
with existing teachers, schools, textbooks, and
equipment, in a system with multiple educational
objectives. In the longer term, substantial improve-
ments in recruitment might come through full-scale
revision of elementary and secondary curricula,
tracking, testing, and course structure. Such sweep-
ing change should be undertaken with all students
and all purposes of education in mind (not just sci-
ence and engineering), and will be hard to achieve
given the scale of American education and the in-
ertia of the existing system.

The health of the U.S. economy, technological
changes, and shifting government priorities, none
of which can be projected with any useful degree
of accuracy, all affect future demand for scientists
and engineers. The demand has increased since
World War II, and most analysts expect that growth
to continue; but growth will vary significantly from
field to field. The complexity of analyzing changes
in demand for the relatively small science and engi-
neering work force confounds forecasts, especially
at the level of individual fields. Federal actions, be-
cause of their pervasive effects on the economy and
on the size and location of R&D activities, have
strong effects, both direct and indirect, on the
demand.

Although comprising only 4 percent of American
workers, scientists and engineers have specialized
skills that are vital to the national welfare: they
widen human understanding by doing basic research
and by teaching, they develop and apply new tech-
nologies of every kind, and they keep the national
physical infrastructure and manufacturing base run-
ning smoothly. Others trained as scientists and engi-
neers, but not actively employed in research or prod-
uct development, also contribute to our national
well-being in other occupations. Historically, the de-
mand for scientists and engineers has been rising.
The Nation is well advised, therefore, to seek an
adequate supply of people prepared for science and
engineering careers.

13
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Scientists and engineers, although comprising only
4 percent of American workers, have specialized
skills vital to the national welfare. They w ',den hu-
man understanding by doing basic research and
teaching, they develop and apply new technologies
of every kind, and they keep the national manufac-
turing base running smoothly. Many people trained
as scientists and engineers, but not actively employed
in research or product development, also contrib-
ute to the well-being of the United States by bring-
ing strong quantitath e skills and an understanding
of science to other occupations and fields. The Na-
tion is well advised, therefore, to seek an adequate
supply of people equipped and able to work in sci-
ence and engineering)

Recent trends have raised doubts in some minds
about the adequacy of the future science and engi-
neering work force.' Declining birth rates portend
lower college and university enrollments, and thus
fewer science anc: c:gineering majors. Each succes-
sive college-age co _ lso contains a larger propor-
tion of ethnic and racial minorities,' which histori-

'Equipped and able" implies high "quality." Because then. is nu
agreement on definitions, It is difficult to measure the quality of stu-
dents and of the education they are receiving. Quality is a pervasive
factor in a scientist's or engineer's education and professional work,
It is also an attribute embodied by a group, suggesting that trained per-
sonnel possess the know ledge and skills that make them Yersattic enuugh
to satisfy a parneular market demand alien it ariscs. This asscssniciit
assumes that excellence is a paramount goal of public

:Definitions of "scientist" and "engineer," and therefore estimates
oldie number of each, cary considuaoly by source. Throughout this
assessment, the category ": cienusts and enginters" includes social sci-
entists. Analyses that refer to "natural scientists and engineers" ex
dude social scientists. Classifying people by kind of science or engi
neenng degree kbaLLalaureate, master... or Ph.D.), rather than kind
of icor!, performed, is the mure reliable basis fur gauging future sup
ply, including an important subset and focus of this assessmentthe
"research work force." For further discussion, see U.S. Congress, Of-
fice of Technology Assessment, "Preparing for Science and Engineer-
ing Careers. Field-Ley d Profiles," staff paper, Jan. 21, 1987, pp xs :Qt.

'Unless otherwise indicated, "minorities" refers to Blacks, Hispanics,
and American Indians. AsiaAmencans have the highest rates of par.
ticipation in science and engineering of any group, thus, they are nut
considered with the other minorities. All of these analytical categories
mask the heterogeneity within racial and ethnic groups, which is die
cussed below and in two forthcoming reports: U.S. Congress, Office
of Tech nology Assessment, Elementary and Secomiary Education for
Science and Engineering A Technical Memorandum, forthcoming,
summer 1988, and U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment,
Higher Education for &mkt: and EngineeringA Tel lirm.11 fem o-
randum , forthcoming, summer 1988.

Lally hake been poorly represented in science and
engineering. Furthermore, the number of women
plant. ,cience and engineering majors, after a dec-
ade of steady increases peaking in the late 1970s,
has plateaued. Their gains in science and engineer-
ing baccalaureate degree-taking have not compen-
sated for the more dramatic declines in participa-
tion by white males in the mid-1970s. (Many white
finales, who in the past would have been likely to
become scientists or engineers, in recent years have
pursued majors in business instead, women are now
following suit.) In general, interest in scientific and
engineering careers, as indicated by annual surveys
of incoming college freshmen, has been declining
slightly for the last 3 to 5 years (although the an-
nual output of baccalaureate science and engineer
ing degrees is holding steady))

These trends, combined with the past decade's sus-
tained grow th in science and engineering employ-
ment, have led some observers to forecast shortfalls
in the science and engineering work force. The be-
lief that the pattern of births determines the num-
ber of future scientists and engineers ("demographic
determinism") is, however, open to question on a
number of grounds:

Women (and, to a lesser extent, Blacks and
Hispanics) raised their rates of participation in
science and engineering during the 1970s; while
these gains seem to have leveled off in the 1980s,
there is no reason to believe that participation
cannot be further increased.
Longitudinal surveys of students show that their
choice of major and career plans change fre-
quently, even up to the sophomore year of col-
lege, and their choices are influenced by mar-
ket factors as well as by family and school.
Elementary and secondary schools could do a
better job of encouraging students in science
and mathematics, thus expanding the talent
pool.
Ph.D. production has never tracked either the
siz- of the birth cohort or the number of bac-

'Alcsander \\*. Atam et al., The Arncrican rnArnan. Tit Year
Trcid. Ahgeles, CA. higher Edueat ion Research liontutt., Unn er-
say of California at Los Angeles, 1987), pp. 14.19.
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kLtiaureate degrees granted. The number of nat-
ural science and engineering Ph.D.s awarded
tak.11 year is small, between 12,000 and 14,000.
Thus, programs that make th, Ph.D. more at-
traLtive, or other factors leading to fluLtuations
in PhD. awards, can have sizable influence on
the research work force.

OTA concludes that the changing demographics
of the college-age population, including its racial
and ethnic composition, are not necessarily pre-
dictive of either the size or quality of the future
science and engineering talent pool. There are
ways to increase participation of all kinds of stu-

dents at each level of the American educational
system. This system L., more flexible and less pre-
diLtable than the demographics suggest. Indi},idual
choices, affected by schools and the job market, can
go far to meet society's future needs for scientists
and engineers.

Should government intervention to increase the
number of people equippei to do science or engi-
neering be judged desirable, there is evidence to
guide appropriate policy actions. This assessment
summarizes the evidence and re}, iews policy options
for creating an adequate future supply of scientists
and engineers.

THE DEMOGRAPHIC OUTLOOK AND COMPOSITION OF
THE TALENT POOL

Like many other professions in U.S. society, sci-
ence and engineering ha} e historically drawn their
members from thew bite male segment of the pop-
ulation. Today, the total college-age population is
shrinking }} hile its minority component}} hich has
never been well-represented in science and engineer-
ingis growing. The size of the college-age popula-
tion at the turn of the century can be estimated relia-
bly, since they have already been born. Census
Bureau projections show that the number of U.S. -
born 18-year-olds will fall until the mid-1990s be-
fore recovering substantially in the succeeding dec-
ade. As seen in figure 1-1, some describe this pat-
tern as a "roller coaster." At the same time, the
minority proportion of each cohort will rise slowly
but steadily. (See figure 1-2.) In absolute terms, the
number of Black 18-year-olds is also falling, although
not as rapidly as whites. The number of Hispanic
youth is rising. By the year 2000, over 25 percent of
the college-age population will be Black or Hispanic.'

A simple estimate of future scientists and engineers
is obtained by multiplying the population of college-
age people in the birth cohort by the historical pro-
portion of college students, by sex and minority
composition, who major in science or engineering.

`Harold L. Hodgkin,on, All One System. DemographiLs of Edth a.
Nn, kAndergartcn ThrouAth Graduati. Sao)/ (IX'ashington, DC iii
;mute for Educational Leadership, 1985). The increased number of nor
Asian mil urine, dddl bd duuduur,uddl in a isAk Stats sudf as Cald,C

Lommana, Nlistassippt, Nem. York, and Teas. There is also
private school difference: minority enrollment in publiv elementary and
sevuudary shools natiurovidv is tun-Liu-1y ahuut pvrvvnt
nutty student population i, muvh smaller in private svhook

Similar formulas are thought to govern each birth
cohort's participation in graduate school and the
eventual } ield of Ph.D. scientists and engineers. This
sort of simple extrapolation predicts declining out-
put of scientists and engineers, which some take as
a portent of inevitable personnel shortages in cer-
tain fields of science and engineering.'

'National Svienve Foundation, The St renLe and Engineenng Prix-
rRA IlLport 87-2 (Washington, DC. April 1987), pp. 1-2.

Figure 1.1. Size of 18Year-Old Population,
by RacelEthnicity, 1979.2005
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Figure 1-2.Population Projections of 5- to 14-Year-
Olds, by Race/Ethnicity, 1982.2020
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SOURCE: US. Bureau of the Census, Projections of the Population of the United
States, by Age, Sex, and Race: 1983 to 2080, Current Population
Reports, Series P25, No. 952; Projections of the Hispanic Population,
1983 to 2080, Current Population Reports, Series P25, No. 995.

The number of minority high school graduates,
particularly Black males, who apply for and enroll
in college has been declining for the last 5 years.
Large high school dropout rates persist among His-
panics (only 60 to 70 percent of whom complete high
school by age 24).7 On the other hand, the Black
and Hispanic communities are far from homogene-
ous. Life experiences of Blacks vary between the
North and the South, and between rural and ur-
ban areas. The Black middle class is growing and,
since educational success correlates more closely with
social class than with race, Black participation rates
may rise. The experiences of Hispanics vary con-
siderably by their geographic origin: Mexican-Ameri-

7James R. Mingle, Focus on Minorities: Trends in Higher Education
Participation and Success (Denver, CO: Education Commission of the
States and the State Higher Education Executive Officers, July 1987);
U.S. Department of Education, Office of Educational Research and
Improvement, Center for Education Statistics, The Condition of Edu-
cation: A Statistical Report, 1987 Edition (Washington, DC 1987),
pp. 26.28; U.S. Department of Education, Office of Educational Re-
search and Improvement, Center for Education Statistics, Digest of
Education Statistics 1987 (Washington, DC: 1987), table 72.

can (Chicanos), Puerto Rican, and Cuban are the
three origins on which data are sometimes reported.'

One cannot draw safe conclusions about future
supplies of scientists and engineers on the basis of
aggregate demographic trends alone (see figure 1-
3). It is important to disaggregate and examine
how students of different talents, sexes, race, and
ethnicity flow through the education system to de-
termine how the talent pool for scientific and
engineering careers is formed and how degree
aspirations are realized.

The future science and engineering work force be-
gins with individual decisions to select and prepare
for such a career. Among the factors that research-
ers cite as being important to this decision (sum-
marind in table 1.1) are gender, race or ethnicity,
parental occupations and other family influences,
socioeconomic status, kind of school attended and
courses taken, teaching practices employed, student's
ability and talent, type of undergraduate college at-

8For most comparisons of student intentions, enrollments, and
degreetaking, data are not available at this level of detail. Typically,
the analytical categories of Black and Hispanic must suffice.

Figure 1.3. Projections of Natural Science/
Engineering (NSE) B.S. Awards
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Table 1.1. Factors Associated With Students' Majoring in Science and Engineering

The most important factors that contribute to students majoring in science and engineering
Factor
Being in the academic track
Taking the most demanding science and mathematics

Courses

Race and ethnicitybeing white or Asian rather than
Black or Hispanic

Sexmale rather than female

Principal effect

Family socioeconomic statusbeing able to afford
college

Parentshaving a parent who is a scientist or engineer

Early research participation
Intrinsic interestfinding science enjoyable
Having a good, enthusiastic science teacher and/or

guidance counselor
Participation in an intervention program
Being in a scienceIntensive school

Access to advanced courses and encouragement
Preparation for college science or engineering major

Cultural acceptance of science or engineering as a
Career

Cultural acceptance of science or engineering as a
career, no childbearing/family conflicts with career

Well educated, schooloriented parents; access to good
schools; information on negotiating the system

Role model, early and substantial exposure to science as
process

Early exposure to how science really works
Curiosity about mathematics and science courses
Heightened student interest and achievement; positive

attitudes toward science; college attendance
Development of interest, enthusiasm, self-esteem
Access to courses, labs, peers, and teachersa science

environment

Factors that may contribute to students
Factor
Having a wellqualified science teacher

Meeting or observing a scientist or engineer, having a
role model

Being taught using many science experiments ("hands-
on" experience)

Being in a school district with a science coordinator
Factors about which there is lit

Factor

majoring in science and engineering
Likely principal effect
More likely to be knowledgeable about science and com

municate positive attitude
Selfidentification with science

Heightened interest and knowledge of reality of science

School is likely to have better curricula and facilities
tie evidence of contribution
Effect if any

Being in summer science camp

Television (e.g., "3-2-1 Contact")

Science centers and museums

National Science Foundation mathematics and science
curricula

Having a teacher that has been through a National
Science Foundation teacher institute

Having a good textbook
State and local graduation requirements

Being in a school or district that benefits from Depart-
ment of Education Title II funding

Career seminars and brochures

Teacher salaries ..r.d school funding

Self-confidence and enthusiasm developed from science
being a voluntary activity

Heightened enthusiasm, self concept, and knowledge
about science

Alternative to classroom; "Explainer" experience builds
academic self-esteem

More experimental work, more relevant content

Teacher more interested in and knowledgeable about
science

More likely to maintain interest in science classes
More likely to take more and higher level mathematics

and science classes
Better trained teachers, more equipment

Better knowledge of what science and engineering
careers are about

Richer schools can afford to do more in science, get bet-
ter teachers, and retain them

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1988.
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tended, early participation in scientific research, and
availability of graduate funding. While the probabil-
ity that a woman, Black, or Hispanic will major in
science or engineering is many times lower than that
of a white male, it is not easy to express and meas-
ure exactly what it is about being female, a mem-
ber of an ethnic minority, or a white male that leads
to these behaviors.'

9The complexity of such questions of cause and effect is well de-
scribed by a study of the causes of the national decline in achievement
test scores, recently published by the Congressional Budget Office. U.S.
Congress, Congressional Budget Office, Educational Achievement: Ex-
planations and Implications of Recent Trends (Washington, DC: Au-
gust 1987).

It is not necessary to understand all the causes
of cultural, racial, ethnic, and sex differences that
underlie the propensity to major in science and engi-
neering before seeking to make changes to the sys-
tem. It is helpful, however, to understand how com-
ing demographic changes will translate into the
passage of talent through the education system. Al-
though the talent pool forms as early as junior high
school, its composition evolves from students who
are interested in science and mathematics in the
early grades and attend college, to those who major
in science or engineering and actually earn degrees
in these fields.

THE SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING "PIPELINE"
The formal education system is seen by many as

a kind of "pipeline" through which students pass
on their way to science and engineering careers. The
pipeline is a model of the process that refines abun-
dant "crude" talent into select "finished" products
as signified by award of baccalaureate, master's, and
doctorate degrees (for an example, see figure 1-4).
According to this model:

"Although the talent pool seems to reach its
maximum size before high school, migration
into the pool continues to occur during grades
9 through 12. However, after high school, migra-
tion is almost entirely out of, not into, the
pool.'"°
"The early years (prior to 9th grade) are criti-
cal in recruiting students to the sciences. Socio-
economic status (parental educational attain-
ment, occupation, and income) is a strong
influence at this stage, affecting values and for-
mal and informal educational activities that
have a major impact on the development of
children's interests and abilities.""
"[In high school] the influence of aptitude and
sense of competence are critical . . . . Particu-
larly crucial are the decisions students make re-
garding enrollment in advanced mathematics
courses."
"Major losses to the science and engineering tal-

°Sue E. Berryman, Who Will Do Science? A Special Report (New
York, NY: The Rockefeller Foundation, 1983), p. 7.

"Government- University- Industry Roundtable, Nurturing Science
and Engineering Talent (Washington, DC: National Academy Press,
1987), p. v. Quotations below are from this source unless otherwise
noted.

ent pool occur during the college years. This
signals the need to pay more attention to the
quality of undergraduate programsthe extent
of interaction between students and senior
faculty, the balance between curricula designed
to weed students out and curricula designed to
nurture students along, and the availability of
undergraduate research experiences."
"The transition from undergraduate to gradu-
ate school is another big loss point . . . . Stu-
dents' perceptions of opportunity are key here.
The availability of jobs, income potential, job
security, and occupational status all come into
play."

The pipeline model emphasizes the links between
all stages of formal education, from kindergarten
through graduate school. It suggests that an early
display and recognition of talent is essential. With-
out the traditional preparatory mathematics and sci-
ence courses, students are left behind, unable to
catch up if they aspire to a scientific or engineering
career. Yet losses of aspiring science and engineer-
ing students occur at each juncture in the pipeline.
While an attitude of exclusivity has typified the cul-
tivation of science and engineering talent, a broader
base of learners has always been possible. The Na-
tional Academy of Sciences concludes:

Every educational and developmental stage is a
potential point of intervention, and a comprehen-
sive approach to nurturing science and engineering
talent must address the whole pipeline.'

"Ibid.
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Figure 1.4. Natural SciencelEngineering" Pipeline: Following a Class From High School
Through Graduate School

1979 Ngh school sailors
irierested h NSE 590,000 (15%)

1980 cdlege freshmen plannhg
NSE degrees 340,000 (9%)

1984 NSE B. S . degrees 206.000 (1.5%)

Ii
1984 NSE graduate students 61.000 (1%) \._/
1986 NSE M .S. degrees 46000 (1%) 4/7

1992 NSE Ph.D.s 9,700 (0 . 2%)b

!Natural science/engineering (NSE) Includes physical, mathematical, and life sciences, and engineering, but not the social sciences.
°National Science Foundation estimate, based on the historical rats in NSE of 5 percent of B.S. graduates going on for Ph.D.s (using an 8year average lag time from

B.S. to Ph.D.). If market conditions increase demand for Ph.D.s, then this estimate may understate future production of NSE Ph.D.s. The number of NSE Ph.D.s in
1988 was about 12,000, or over 7 percent of NSE B.S. graduates In 1978 (Center for Education Statistics degree data). Assuming 7 percent of 1988 B.S. graduates
rather than 5 percent go on for Ph.D.s would project 14,400 NSE Ph.D.s in 1992 rather than 9,700. Other methods of prediction (for instance, estimating Ph.D.s as
a percent of the 30year-old age cohort) show similar responsiveness to changing participation rates and assumptions. The Ph.D. population is very small and responds
to changing conditions In academia and the job market, so that populationbased estimates should be taken as rough indicators or warning signals rather than as
solid predictions.

NOTE: These National Science Foundation estimates indicate the general pattern of the NSE pipeline, but are not actual numbers ofstudents In the pipeline. (For
instance, actual natural science/engineering B.S. production was 209,000 in 1988, Center for Education Statistics data.) The estimates we based on data from
the U.B. Department of Educationsponsored National Longitudinal Study of 1972 Seniors (for the high school senior through graduate school transitions) and
High School and Beyond Study of 1980 Seniors (for the high school sophomore to high school senior transition). Since the National LongitudinalStudy was
conducted, student interest in NSE majors has risen, but It is not yet clear whether trends In student interest with time will follow the pattern of 1972 high
school seniors revealed by the National Longitudinal Study.

SOURCE: National Science Foundation, The Science and Engineering Pipeline, PRA Report 87.2, April 1987, p. 3; and personal communication withNational Science
Foundation staff.
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Clarifying the Portrayal of Supply

In reality, each tier of education has to work with
the students with which it is fed..In recent years,
each tier has voiced serious complaints about the
quality of students emerging from the preceding tier.
Nevertheless, the task is to do the best with the avail-
able students rather than bemoaning the situation
and laying blame." OTA finds that the pipeline is
not filled solely by the determined core of com-
mitted students who display early promise, high
achievement, and drive. Estimates suggest that
one.' quarter of those who eventually go on to ma-
jor in science and engineering come from outside
the academic (college- preparatory) curriculum
track."

In the long run, the greatest influence on the size
and quality of the science and engineering work
force is elementary and secondary education, for it
is the schools that interest and prepare, or fail to
prepare, students with the necessary background in
science and mathematics. Schools are asked to do
many things for students, including inspiring an ap-
preciation for knowledge and instilling good study
habits for its pursuit. One of their tasks is identify-
ing and sorting talent (the "college-bound") for col-
lege study, which targets students for certain careers.
Schools, in effect, are purveyors and engineers of
culture, as well as being gatekeepers to the profes-
sions. This duality is expressed in competing desires
for both mass and elite education: schools are ex-
pected to arrange programs for the "gifted and tal-
ented" and programs to bootstrap the disadvantaged
and learning disabled. Against these. objectives, the

"There is widespread disenchantment with the overall quality of
elementary, secondary, and even higher education, which is perceived
to be declining, while its cost is rising in real terms. See, for example,
National Commission on Excellence in Education, A Nation at Risk
(Washington, DC: April 1983); Carnegie Forum on Education and the
Economy, A Nation Prepared; Teachers for the 11st Century,The Re-
port of the Task Force on Teaching as a Profession (New York, NY:
Carnegie Forum, May 1986); The Chronicle of Higher Education, "Text
of Presidents' Open Letter Urging Colleges To Be Active in School
Reform," vol. 34, No. 4, Sept. 23, 1987, p. A23.

"This estimate is based on an analysis of the High School and Be
yond survey, class of 1982. Valerie E. Lee, "Identifying Potential Sci
entists and Engineers: An Analysis of the High SchoolCollege Tran-
sition," OTA contractor report, September 1987. Though variations
in the preparation and paths to a career in science or engineering are
not wellunderstood, a detailed analysis of the relationship between
coursetaking and intended college major is contained in Office of Tech.
nology Assessment, Elementary and Secondary Education for Science
and Engineering, op. cit., footnote 3.

challenge is to prevent mathematics and science edu-
cation from being shortchanged.

Schools, therefore, can do a lot to repare or in-
hibit students in science and engineering, through
actions such as course offerings, curricula, testing,
and tracking. Calls today for "technological liter-
acy" echo the post-Sputnik battle cry that raised the
level of mathematics and science consciousness
and contentin the schools. But the teaching of
mathematics and science leaves much to be desired
content at the elementary level, pedagogical tech-
niques in high school. The training of science teachers,
with its emphasis on teaching methods, often fails
to inculcate in future science teachers an under-
standing of and enthusiasm for science as a process
of inquiry, and not just a bundle of facts.'

The pipeline model is still a black box of the edu-
cational process that acts upon students. Ii portrays
the net effects of this process as a dwindling supply
of talent, with its composition in flux, that has been
sorted and guided toward future careers that require
additional education. As an analytical tool, the pipe-
line illuminates choices and motivations both within
students and schools. Each is future-oriented, antic-
ipating a market that will match skills and inter-
ests to expected employment needs. Although the
match is imperfect, the funding of these needs cre-
ates "demand."

Anticipating Future Demand for
Scientists and Engineers

The health of the economy, technological changes,
and shifting government priorities, which cannot
be projected with any useful degree of accuracy, all
affect future demand for scientists and engineers (see
table 1-2). Historically, this demand has been ris-
ing, and many analysts expect that growth to con-
tinue; but growth will vary significantly from field
to field. The complexity of analyzing changes in de-
mand for the relatively small science and engineer-
ing work force confounds forecasts and increases

'Edward B. Harvey and Lorna R. Marsden, "Excellence and Equal.
ity: The Contradiction in Science Teaching in America,"ScienceTeach.
ing: The Year in School Science 1985, Audrey B. Champagne and Leslie
E. Hornig (eds.) (Washington, DC: American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science, 1986), pp. 126.147; Iris R. Weiss, "Pre. and In.
Service Training, Roles of Various Actors, and Incentives to Quality
Science Teaching," OTA workshop summary, September 1987.
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The future supply of scientists and engineers could be improved by many actions. In the long term, the number of minorities
that enter these field. rzl only be Increased if more attention is paid to elementary and secondary education, where
the minority talent goo . unduly curtailed. Here, minority students participate in an Intervention program at the Lawrence
Hall of Science, California, which offers special courses designed to interest students in science. Highly able white
students could also be encouraged toward science and engineering; many now opt for other careers, such as business,
instead. In either case, the same techniques, such as hands-on experiments in science, help stimulate students' interest

In, and understanding of, science.

uncertainty, especially at the level of individual
fields. t6

Federal actions, because of their pervasive effects
on the economy and on the size and location of
research and development (R&D) activities, have

16Concern for and methods of projecting employment demand for
scientists and engineers were reviewed in U.S. Congress, Office of Tech-
nology Assessment, Demographic Trends and the Scientific and Engi-
neering Work ForceA Technical Memorandum, OTA-TM-SET35
(Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, December 1985),
esp. ch. 3. OTA concluded first, that labor markets for scientists and
engineers display considerable flexibility. These markets send signals

strong effects, both direct and indirect, on the de-
mand. Spot shortages and surpluses in some dis-
ciplines seem unavoidable as long as we maintain
a dynamic economy. Recent examples include certain
computer-related engineering and science subfields,
and resource geology before that. Market forces tend
to correct such shortages before policy measures

to potential new entrants and to existing participants causing them
to realign their education and training according to market needs. Sec-
ond, trends toward increasing participation by women, older students,
and minorities will push overall participation rates up, even as birth
cohorts shrink.
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Table 1.2.Factors Influencing Demand for and Supplyof Scientists and Engineers

Factors that increase demand
Increase in basic research
Increase in mission research
Economic growth
Increasing technological sophistication of U.S. manufacturing and services due to scion-
Mir: progress, international competition, and demand for a higher standard of living
Increase in science and engineering higher education enrollments (causing an increased
demand for faculty)

Factors that decrease demand
Sending R&D and engineering offshore
Decrease in basic or mission research
Economic recession

Factors that shift demand between disciplines
Technologiesl change and scientific advance of all kinds, which render some disciplines
obsolete while creating new onAs
Automation of engineering functions by means of computer-aided design and manufac-
turing and other communication and information technologies
Using technicians for some tasks now undertaken by scientists and engineers

Factors influencing supply
The size and rate of increase or decrease of demand for scientists and engineers modu-
lated by the salary advantage for scientists and engineers and the national level of R &D
expenditure
The number of births and their racial and ethnic composition
Education at elementary, secondary, and higher levels
Permanent and temporary immigration of foreign scientists and inuirtse s
Federal and State Initiatives to encourage different types of institutions to award more
science and engineering degrees or award degrees at a higher level
Legislation' and other actions that affect the opportunity to attend and afford college or
graduate education

SOURCE: Offlee of Technology Assessment. INS.

would." Nevertheless, policy is needed to ensure a
baseline capacity to adjust to market changes.

Historically, scientists and engineers haveexperi-
enced lower unemployment than other professionals.
Based on employer reports and salary offers.to new
graduates, at present, no long-term shortages are
apparent.° Salaries are an indicator of demand;
salary increases in a field or industry signal a need
to attract more trained personnel, both new grad-
uates and those elsewhere in the work force. For
example, spot shortages in certain engineering spe-
cialties (such as those supporting the energy boom
of the 1970s and the electronics boom of the early
1980s) occasionally drive salaries up rapidly before
subsiding.19

"More pronounced shortages are created by Federal research mis
sions, such as the Apollo program in the 1960s. See Arnold S. Levine,
"The Apollo Program: Science and Engineering Personnel Demand
Created by a Federal Research Mission," OTA contractor report, Oc-
tober 1986.

"National Science Foundation, National Patterns of Science and
Technology Resources, NSF 86.309 (Washington, DC: 1986).

"Engineeting salaries over the past 30 years have been flat, in real
dollars. The most recent information on job offers to science and engi.

When the number of students in the educational
system (usually at the undergraduate level where en-
rollments indicate the likely future distribution of
degrees):

... is deemed too low in a given field, as compared
with an anticipated need for their services, policy-
makers can deploy strategies designed to increase
this number. Broadly speaking, these strategies seek
to increase the percentage of students at that stage
majoring in the shortage field or to reduce student
attrition up to that stage. .. . It appears that strate-
gies designed to reduce the attrition from natural
sciences and engineering coursework are more real-
istically based than field-specific strategies."

neering graduates indicates that although salaries are not increasinga
sign of a steady supplyat all degree levels scientists and engineers en
joy the highest average starting salaries relative to other fields. Com.
mission on Professionals In Science and Technology, Salaries of Sci
entists, Engineers, and Technicians (Washir,gtor., DC: October 1987).
A primary source of salary data is the annual Carle Placement Council
survey, which notes that average salary offers to women in 1987 were
lower than to men in all fields except engineering (see Manpower Com.
ments, September 1987, pp. 12.13).

National Science Foundation, op. cit., footnote 6, p. 2.
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STRATEGIES TO MEET FUTURE NEEDS:
FEDERAL AND STATE ROLES

In articulating concern about future numbers of
scientists and engineers, politicians and industry
leaders have linked educational needs to improving
the Nation's industrial competitiveness in a global
economy. Several strategies exist to hedge against
shifting national needs and any enduring
matches between increasing future demand for
scientists and engineers and the supply that would
result from unperturbed historical trends. Strate-
gies that emphasize the supply of talent must focus
on education and the schools; therefore, the prin-
cipal policy actors are Federal and State Govern-
ments. Various other institutions, however, have
roles to play.

Strategies are of two general types: retaining stu-
dents interested in a science or engineering career
by reducing their attrition from the talent pool,
and recruiting new students to enlarge the pool.
One specific strategy is to encourage more students
of the kind that have traditionally entered these
careers, predominantly highly able white males, to
shift from their current careers of choice (such as
business) back to science and engineering fields.
Another is to enthuse the vast majority of students
who are now disaffected from science in elementary
and secondary education for whatever reasonpoor
teaching, undemanding curricula, or belief that sci-
ence and engineering are too difficult. Still another
strategy is to provide more support to women and
minorities to enter careers in science and engineer-
ing. There is n emerging, in particular, a consid-
erable body of empirical knowledge on the things
that can be done to encourage women and minor-
ities to study science and engineering. Such actions
include the introduction of role models, the use of
intervention programs, familiarizing teachers with
the subtle ways by which they discriminate by race
and by gender, and creating a classroom climate of
high expectations and self-esteem among students."

11Shirley M. Makom, Equity and EaccrIknce: Compatibk Goals, An
Assessment of Programs That Facilitate Increased Access rnd Achieve-
ment of Females and Minorities in K-12 Mathematics and Science Edu.
cation (Washington, DC: Of iced Opportunities in Science, Amer-
kan Association for the Advancement of Science, December 1984),
esp. pp. 14.20.

The surest strategy of all, and one that the United
States has employed since these lands were first
colonized, is to welcome immigration of scientists
and engineers. American science and engineering
has reaped longstanding benefits from this ready re-
source. At the graduate level, this policy is being
applied in the face of declines in the numbers of U.S.
citizens entering graduate school. The chief U.S.
worry is an over-reliance on foreign talent, though
it is unclear how much is "too much."" There are
also ways of reducing the demand for U.S. scien-
tists and engineers, including reducing spending on
basic and applied research, making more intensive
use of technicians, or taking R&D overseas and thus
using foreign scientists and engineers.

Federal Influence on the Production
of Scientists and Engineers

Federal R&D initiativesalthough not intended
primarily as personnel development programs
shape the research job market, the availability of
academic research funds (including research assistant-
ships), and consequently, the demand for Ph.D.s.
These effects are amplified by the private sector's
job markets, too, whenas is often the caseFederal
programs influence industry R&D decisions. Under-
graduate enrollments also repond to other Federal
initiatives: the GI bill led to increases (especially of
male veterans returning home after World War
II)," Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

nImportin: talent is controversial and risky, since imposts may :li
curb domestic labor markets and since concerns about ''brain drains"
to the United States are already causing some foreign governments to
consider ways to stem the losses from their own taknr pools and to
repatriate their citizens. Some also cite the oral communication skills
of foreignborn faculty and teaching assistants as a problem in under-
graduate science and engineering education. See Elinor G. Barber and
Robert P. Morgan, The hnpacr of Foreign Graduate Students on U.S.
Engineering Education (New York, NY and St. Louis, MO: Institute
of International Education and Center for Development Technology,
Washington University, June 1987), pp. 69.79.

The Korean and Vietnam wars did not; enrollment increases
which occurred more in 2 than year institutions ether Vietnam
were proportional to population growth. U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, School EnrollmentSocial and Eco-
nomic Characteristics of Students: Ocrober 1976 (Washingto:., DC:
February 1978), pp. 14.
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boosted college attendance by minority students,14
and Title IX of the 1972 Education Amendments
increased the participation of women in higher edu-
cation.'

The most demonstrably effective direct Federal
investment in science and engineering education
of Ph.D.s is the funding of graduate fellowships
in specific fields of study. Though few in number,
fellowship and traineeships help produce Ph.D.s
and encourage students to shift their postdoctoral
plans." There are few timely solutions to shortages

11Mcycr Weinbel, The Search for Quality integrated Education:
Policy and Research on Minority Students in School and Colley (West-
port, CT: Greenwood Press, 1983), pp. 306.319.

Phyllis Wei.Eris Cheng, University of Southern California, The
New Fatalism and Women's Educational Equity," unpublished man.
ustript, December 1987.

:The postdoctoral fellowship is a multipurpose measure. For the re.
cipient, it can be an award of distinction, a period for augmenting one's
technkal skills, and/ot a way of postponing entry to a fallow market
of say, limited actvietnic opportunity. Interpretations of postdoctorates
as a postPh.D. status and activity must take Into account both
pacts on the work force and the individual career. Sec National Re.
search Council, Postdoctoral Appointments and Disappointments
(Washington, DC: National Academy Pre:4, 1981); William Zumcta,
"Anatomy of the Bolin In Postdoctoral Appointments During the
1970s: Troubling Implications for Quality Science!" Science, Technol
WY. & Human Values, vol. 9, No. 2, spring 1984, pp. 23.27.
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The Federal Government has a vital role In supporting
the infrastructure of graduate science and engineering
education in order to ensure an adequate supply of
retouchers. Federal support comes In several forms,
recognizing the fundamental links, as well as the
differences, between education and research at the
graduate level. The principal forms are institutional
support, research contracts, and fellowships and
traineeships awarded to students. In seeking to maintain
the educational infrastructure for science and engineering,
Federal policy needs to address each of these forms.

of specialized skills other than the versatility of those
already in the work force. Fine-tuning the educa-
tional system to affect the future production of sci-
entists and engineers to meet anticipated transient
conditions of . 'hanging job markets is difficult. The
lag times in the ailication system, especially for
Ph.D. scientists, are long compared to the usual
duration of shortages in particular employment
markets.

A long-term program to increase the pool of po-
tential scientific and engineering talent and the qual-
ity of those who eventually become scientists and
engineers will have to tackle the schools as the pe :n-
cipal institutions that motivate, attract and deter
sti.:*.ents from various careers.'' Other I, ng-term
measures might include:

Federal support of special intervention programs
to recruit and retain women and minorities in
science and engineering (and eventually to in-
stitutionalize in the schools and colleges the in-
terventioni that work).
Federal support for the propagation of higher
education environment:, that are unusually pro-
ductive of baccalaureates .vho eventually gain
Ph.D.s in science and engintering. (These envi-
ronments include not only research universi-
ties, but also others that excel at integrating
teaching and research for particular popula-
tions: private liberal arts colleges, including a
subset of predominantly women's colleges and
traditionally Black institutions.")
Focusing the responsibility for precollege math-
ematics and science (addressed to teachers and
students alike), as well as undergraduate science
and engineering programs, experiments, and
evaluations, on the National Science Founda-

gamines, peers, and out.ofschool influences (e.g., churches and
community organkations) Interact with schools. teachers, and cowl
selors w underscore (or undermine) the image of science and engineering
In American culture. Sec Robcrt E. Fullilove, "Images of Science: Fac
tors Affecting the Choke of Science as a Career," OTA contractor
report, 1937. The contrast of these interactions 41 Japanese culture is
explored in William K. Cummings, "International Comparison of Sri.
ence and Engineering Work Force Policies: Japan," OTA contractor
report, 1987.

'See, for erample, M. Elisabeth Tidball. "B.:calaureate Origins of
Recent Natural Science Doctorates."Journa/ of Higher Education, vol.
57, No 6, NovemberDecember 1986, pp. 606.620; Gail E. Thomas.
"Black Students in U.S. Graduate and Professional Schools in the 1980s:
A National and Institutional Assessment," Harvard Educational Re
view, vol. 57, No. 3, August 1937, pp. 261.282.
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tion's (NSF) Science and Engineering Educa-
tion (SEE) Directorate.

Interaction of the States and the
Federal Government

Although the Federal role in the national educa-
tion system is old (through the Northwest Ordinance,
it predates the U.S. Constitution), it is limited. Un-
der the 10th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution,
education is a power reserved to the States and the
people and, as such, is taken very seriously by State
legislatures and governments; it is the largest single
item of State spending." States, in turn, delegate
their responsibilities for education to other bodies.
In the case of elementary and secondary education,
the provision and some of the funding of education
are the charges of locally elected school districts,
which hire their own teachers and staff and make
many curricular decisions. Public university and col-
lege systems have extensive autonomy over higher
education, but rely on States for funding.

Two Federal agencies, NSF and the Department
of Education, specifically address science and engi-
neering education. The mission agencies," through
R&D and a potpourri of programs, also contribute
mightily. Under its enabling legislation, NSF is spe-
cifically charged with monitoring and maintaining
the quality of the science and engineering work
force. It is authorized and directed:

. . . to initiate and support basic scientific research
and programs to strengthen scientific research po-
tential and science education programs at all levels
in the mathematical, physical, medical, biological,
engineering, social, and other sciences. . . .31

Even with the transfer of some functions to the De-
partment of Education through later amendments
and reauthorizations, the promotion of basic re-

291J.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, State Gov-
ernment Finances in 1985, GF85-No. 3 (Washington, DC: December
1986).

"Mission agencies carry out the Federal responsibility in such areas
as health, defense, space, energy, and agriculture. This division of la-
bor corresponds to the Office of Management and Budget's categories
in the Federal budget. The main research and development agencies
are the National Institutes of Health, the Department of Defense, the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Department of
Energy, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

3'180 U.S.C.A. (Ch. 16, National Science Foundation, Sec. 1862.
Functions), 1987, p. 187.

search and of education in science remains equal
within the NSF mandate." Until very recently,
this mandate has been narrowly interpreted by the
research community and the NSF leadership as
mainly the provision of Federal basic research funds
to the 'elation's colleges and universities.'

The Department of Education is responsible for
overseeing the general health of the entire national
education system. It operates many major programs
that, in fiscal year 1988, will provide $20 billion to
States, school districts, colleges, and universities
approximately 6 to 7 percent of the national total
spent on education." Its charter calls for the col-
lection of a huge variety of data, statistics, and re-
search on education, and categorical support for stu-
dents. The di% ision of functions between NSF and
the Department of Education is mirrored in Con-
gress, where different committees have oversight and
appropriations authority over research and edu-
cation.

The overall Federal role in science and engineer-
ing education, exercised through NSF, the Depart-
ment of Education, and the mission agencies, is most
prominent at the undergraduate and graduate levels
(see table 1-3). Graduate education relies heavily on
Federal student, institutional, and research support.
Financial aid programs, Federal research support,
and the successive mounting and abandonment of
research-intensive domestic and military programs
influence the supply of and the demand for scien-
tists and engineers. In particular, there is ample evi-
dence that Ph.D.s, overall and in a given field, can
be "bought" by offering fellowships, traineeships,

321t is debatable whether an equal emphasis on research and edu-
cation should translate into relatively equal dollars. Clearly, this has
not been the case. In terms of outcomes, it is comparable to weighing
the returns from investing a research fellowship in one Ph.D. candi-
date versus supporting a summer institute experience for three or four
high school science teachers. The dollar equivalency will yield a meas-
urable near-term effect on one student and his or her career, but an
indirect, longer-term effect on perhaps untold numbers of students.
Which is the better, or more effective, Federal investment?

"The emphasis of the current National Science Foundation leader-
ship on centers and corporate participation in applications-oriented
university-based research, in addition to individual investigator projects,
is a clear break from the post-Vannevar Bush tradition. See Deborah
Shapley and Rustum Roy, Lost at the Frontier: U.S. Science and Tech-
nology Policy Adrift (Philadelphia, PA: 151 Press, 1985), esp. chs. 1-3.

"U.S. Department of Education, Digest of Education Statistics
1987, op. cit., footnote 7, pp. 25, 263-267. (The percentage is based
on data for fiscal year 1985.)
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Table 1.3. Major Federal Programs Affecting the Education of Future Scientists and Engineers

National Science Foundation ($100.$300 million)'
K-12: teacher training, curriculum and materials development, informal education, research, recognition program for ex-
emplary teachers, research participation for high school students
Undergraduate: research participation, instrumentation, undergraduate creativity awards
Graduate: graduate fellowships, graduate fellowships for minorities, research assistantships via research contracts, engi-
neering fellowships

U.S. Department of Education ($200.$500 million)
K-12: Title II, Education for Economic Security Act, used primarily for science and mathematics teacher training; magnet
school grants (not specifically targeted to science and engineering); discretionary programs
Undergraduate: Pell Grants (not specifically targeted to science and engineering), Minority Science Improvement Program,
cooperative education (about 15-30 percent of cooperative students are in science and engineering)
Graduate: Minority Institutions Science Improvement Program; Graduate and Professional Opportunities Program; Javits
Predoctoral Fellowships

National Institutes of Health ($400.$500 million)
K-12: research apprenticeships for minorities
Undergraduate: Minority Access to Research Careers Program, Minority Biomedical Research Support
Graduate: National Research Service Awards Predoctoral Training Grants, research assistantships funded via research
contracts, National Institutes of Mental Health Minority Fellowships

Other agencies with substantial science education efforts
K-12

U.S. Department of Agriculture: 4H, research apprenticeships
U.S. Department of Defense: research apprenticeships at laboratories
U.S. Department of Energy: Prefreshman Engineering Program, for women and minorities; student research apprentice.
ships and teacher training institutes at national laboratories
National Aeronautics and Space Administration: research apprenticeships, teacher workshops, and resource centers

Undergraduate
U.S. Department of Agriculture: Land Grant allocations (not specifically targeted to science and engineering)
U.S. Department of Commerce: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Sea Grant Program
U.S. Department of Defense: Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) (about 75 percent of funds are spent on science and
engineering majors)
U.S. Department of Energy: University-Laboratory Cooperative Program for summer research
Department of Health and Human Services: Health Careers Opportunities Program

Graduate
U.S. Department of Agriculture: Land Grant allocations (not specifically targeted to science and engineering)
U.S. Department of Defense: research assistantships via research contracts, graduate fellowships
U.S. Department of Energy: fellowships in particular research fields, summer research participation grants, research as-
sistantships funded via research contracts
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency: research assistantships via research contracts
National Aeronautics and Space Administration: graduate fellowships, minority graduate fellowships, research assistant-
ships via research contracts

aNOTE: Estimates of annual spending are from 1988. With the exception of those in the National Science Foundation, each of the programs listed here is funded at
the level of at least $1 million per year. Institutional development programs are omitted.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1988.

and research assistantships, which lessen the bur-
den of cost to students while offering them valu-
able apprenticeships as they progress toward the de-
gree." In the near term, this step is probably the
most effective way to increase the output of Ph.D.s,
who form the core of our research scientists and
engineers. In the longer term, research support and

35Arthur M. Hauptman, Students in Graduate and Professional
Education: What We Know and Need To Know (Washington, DC:
Association of American Universities, 1986); Michael T. Nettles, Fi-
nancial Aid and Minority Participation in Graduate Education, A Re-
search Report of the Minority Graduate Education Project (Princeton,
NJ: Educational Testing Service, 1987).

a robust university infrastructure sustain the Na-
tion's capacity to replenish the supply of scientists
and engineers, so long as those entering college are
both interested and prepared for these careers.

From the perspective of Congress, however, elemen-
tary and secondary education is at the same time
the part of the system in greatest need of improve-
ment and also the most removed from direct Fed-
eral influence. National Science Foundation fund-
ing for elementary and secondary mathematics and
science education peaked in fiscal year 1964, but
even then represented less than one-half of 1 per-
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cent of all spending on elementary and secondary
education.' NSF programs have focused princi-
pally on curriculum development and teacher train-
ing. Since fiscal year 1984, budget support for mathe-

36Michael S. Knapp et al., "Part Three: NSF's Investment History
in K.12 Science Education," Opportunities for Strategic Investment
in K -12 Science Education: Options for the Natrona! Science Founda-
tion, Volume 2 (Menlo Park, CA: SRI lnternationaljune 1987); U.S.
Department of Education, Digest of Education Statistics 1987, op. cit.,
footnote 7, p. 25.

matics and science education has grown conspicuously
in response to congressional initiatives."

'71n a National Science Foundation budget totaling $1.7 billion in
fiscal year 1988, the Science and Engineering Education Directorate
increased by 40 percent to $139 million. Following the reinstatement
of the Science and Engineering Education Directorate in 19S2, fund-
ing for elementary and secondary programs has increased steadily from
$3.8 million in fiscal year 1983 to an estimated $80 million to $85 mil-
lion in fiscal year 1988.

NATIONAL NEEDS AND THE GOALS OF SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING EDUCATION

The national goal of maintaining and invigorat-
ing a science and engineering work force demands
policy efforts on three fronts to create adequate
numbers of well-prepared students available to serve
as scientists and engineers. First, capable young peo-
ple must be welcomed throughout the educational
process. Second, their talents must be nurtured by
elementary and secondary schools and institutions
of higher education. Third, they must perceive em-
ployment opportunities that utilize their talents by
providing fulfilling work.

The pool of potential talent needs to be large and
versatile, whether or not there is reason to fear a
future shortage of scientists and engineers. To the
extent that the education system unduly limits the
talent pool by prematurely shunting aside students
or accepting society's gender, race, and class biases
in its talent selection, it is acting out a self-fulfilling
prophecy of demographic determinism. Using the
past performance and interests of minority students
in science and engineering to project an inevitable
shortage in these fields, for example, is a counsel
of despair. In conveying information about the os-
tensibly desirable social and intellectual character-
istics of scientists and engineers, seasoned with the
stereotypes and images that permeate American cul-
ture, the formal education system sorts many other-
wise talented students out of the science and engi-
neering pipeline.

It is clear that American schools, colleges, and
universities have the capacity to provide enough
qualified scientists and engineers to meet the Na-
tion's needs. However, there is evidence that the

system may not be working as well as it could. Our
schools can learn to identify talent better and to
nurture it with greater care. Our universities can
take measures to attract and retain more talent in
science and engineering. Students who now fall
through the cracks can be better servedboth by
the formal system and by informal means. All of
these approaches can lead to a larger, stronger pool
of talent that reflects the variety of American soci-
ety in serving its future technological needs.

The loss of a potential scientist or engineer to a
career in another profession is still society's gain.
We would hope that our education system would
prepare students for careers that will be in demand.
But the market is too unpredictable to target spe-
cific personnel needs, so the goal of education, in-
cluding that for science and engineering, should be
to prepare students for an uncertain future by im-
parting a range of skills. This means that the skills
of scientists and engineers must be both special-
ized enough to satisfy the demands of a stable mar-
ket for science and engineering faculty and indus-
trial researchers and general enough to qualify
degree-holders for special opportunities that arise
farther afield from their training but grow cen-
tral to the national interest."

18A dynamic economy will create such national needs and im-
balances. The best preparation for them is a malleable stock of what
some economists call "human capital." See Howard P. Tuckman, "The
Supply of Scientists and Engineers in an Era of Institutional and Tech.
nological Change," Policy Research and Analysis Workshop on an
Agenda for Science Policy Research (Washington, DC: National Sci-
ence Foundation, Sept. 17, 1987).
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Photo credit William Mills Montcomen, Counry Public Schou!:
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Chapter 2

Elementary and Secondary Education:
Shaping the Talent Pool

KEY QUESTIONS

What factors are associated with students' choices What influences outside school have similar
to major in science or engineering in college? effects?

What can schools do to interest, motivate, and What has prior Federal policy attempted to do
prepare students for careers in science or engi- and how successful has it been?
neering?

KEY FINDINGS

Mathematics preparation, hands-on laboratory
and field experience, research participation,
teachers' high expectations, high-quality teach-
ing, and placement in the academic curriculum
track or in a science-intensive school are cor-
related with interest in majoring in science or engi-
neering in college.

Career interests and expectations are also shaped
by out-of-school experiences. Families are critically
important influences.

Elementary and secondary education as a whole
needs renovation; mathematics and science are
but one part of it. That huge system resists re-
forms. There are few incentives for teachers and
schools to give most students the academic prep-
aration required for a science or engineering
career.

Intervention programs, based both in the com-
munity and in the schools, can enrich children's
experiences with and attitudes toward mathe-
matics and science. Informal education in museums,
science centers, summer camps, and community
facilities may help remove barriers to learning.

The future supply of scientists and engineers de-
pends, in the final analysis, on how well schools,
families, and communities encourage children to
study science and engineering. Many more students
could emerge from high school interested in science
and engineering, with good preparation in mathe-
matics and science, than now do so. It is not easy,

though, to identify what factors encourage students
to prepare for science and engineering careers, or
what factors deter them. (An attempt is made in
chapter 1, table 1-1.) Students need interest, abil-
ity, and preparation in science and mathematics;
none of these alone is sufficient. Students' social and
economic standing, cultural traditions, sex, race, and
ethnicity in turn shape their interest in science and
engineering, their access to courses, and future
educational opportunities. Many schools could do
better jobs of encouraging students, of both sexes
and of all ethnic backgrounds, to prepare for sci-
ence and engineering careers. Other informal ex-
periences, such as science centers and museums,
educational television, and summer research pro-
grams, can also help generate interest.

In general, family, friends, and the media shape
students' attitudes about careers in science and engi-
neering. Unsupportive parents and friends or neg-
ative stereotypes of science can dim students' visions
of such careers more surely than boring textbooks
or teachers.' Researchers have documented the im-
ages of science that young students hold by asking
them for written descriptions or drawings of scien-
tists (see box 2-A). These results speak eloquently
of the formidable task confronting a culture in con-
tinuing need of new scientists and engineers.

'Robert E. Fullilove, "Images of Science: Factors Affecting the
Choice of Science as a Career," OTA contractor report, September
1987.
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Box 2-A.The Unchanging Image of the Scientist
Children's ideas about scientists have changed little over the past 30 years. In 1957, Mead and Metraux summarized

the views of about 35,000 high school students, noting consistently shared characteristics, and then a division between a

positive and negative image:'

Shared Image
The scientist is a man who wears a white coat and works in a laboratory. He is elderly or middle aged and wearsglasses... .

He may be bald. He may wear a beard, may be unshaven and unkempt. He may be stooped and tired.... He is surrounded by
equipment: test tubes, bunsen burners, flasks and bottles, a jungle gym of blown glass tubes and weird machines with dials... .
He spends his days doing experiments. He pours chemicals from one test tube into another.... He experiments with plants and

animals, cutting them apart, injecting serum into animals....
Positive Image Negative Image

He is a very intelligent mana genius He has long years of
expensive training. He is interested in his work and takes it seri-
ously. He works for long hours in the laboratory, sometimes day
and night, going without food and sleep . He is prepared to
work for years without getting results. One day he may straighten
up and shout: "I've found it! I've found It!" ... Through his work
people will be healthier and live longer, they will have new and
better products to make life easier and pleasanter at home, and
our country will be protected from enemies abroad.

The scientist is a brain. He spends his days indoors, sitting in
a laboratory, pouring things from one test tube into another. His
work is uninteresting, dull, monotonous, tedious, time consum-
ing.... He may live in a cold water flat .... His work may be
dangerous. Chemicals may explode. He may be hurt by radia-
tion or may die. If he does medical research, he may bring home
disease, or may use himself as a guinea pig, or may even acciden-
tally kill someone.... He is so involved with his work that he
doesn't know what is going on in the world. He has no other
Interests and neglects his body for his mind.. .. He has no so-
cial life, no other intellectual interests, no hobbies or relaxations.
He bores his wife.... He brings home work and also bugs and
creepy things.

(See page 42 for student drawings of scientists.)

Based on their analysis, Mead and Metraux suggested that the mass media should emphasize the real, human rewards of
science, the enjoyment of group work, and how science works. Schools, they said, should:

emphasize participation in the classroom rather than passive learning;
emphasize group projects;
teach science as immediately pertinent to human values, living things, and the natural world;
teach mathematical principles much earlier;
provide teachers who enjoy and are proficient in science;
make sure that teaching and counseling encourage girls;
de-emphasize the rare individual geniuses of science, such as Einstein, to make science more accessible to the average
child and emphasize the individual sciences as broad fields of endeavor;
avoid talking about "Science, Scientists, and The Scientific Method" as a whole, and rather, talk about individual
fields and what different methods are; and
emphasize life sciences, humans, and other living things to make science more immediate to children.

Children of the 1980s hold images of science and scientists that are essentially unchanged from those ofthe 1950s. In
1986, researchers at Harvard University's Educational Technology Center applied Mead and Metraux's methodology to
another generation of potential scientists. They reported that:

Most responses sounded familiar: scientists are nerds and science is important but boring. The students had little inkling of
the day-to-day intellectual activities of scientists, of what experiments are for, or of the social nature of the scientific enterprise.2

Also in 1986, Cheryl Mason investigated the source of students' images, based an drawings of scientists made by chil-
dren using a "Draw-A-Scientist Test."3 Two representative examples are shown below. Most drawings portray the familiar
stereotype: the scientist is an elderly male, wearing a white coat and glasses and performing dangerous experiments. Inter-
views with 14- and 15-year-olds revealed that most students had developed impressions of science and scientists through
movies and cartoons ". . . which depicted scientists as mad, antisocial men."

Such images are potent and persistent. They enter into students' decisions about courses and careers. In part, these
images reflect real characteristics of many scientists. To the extent that the stereotypesmask the diversity and ordinariness
of many scientists, however, they may unduly deter children from pursuing science. Images are difficult to change. Teacher
training is important; many students in Mason's study cited teachers' personalities and their teaching methods as reasons
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for not liking science. Other approaches include exporzre to a diversity of real-life scientists through field trips, guest presen-
tations, and cooperative education and research work experience. Mead and Metraux's prescription still holds.

'The following are direct quotes from Margaret Mead and Rhoda Metraux, "Image of the Scientists Among High School Students," Science, vol. 126,
Aug: 30, 1957, pp. 384-390.

'Harvard Education Letter, "Why Do Few Students Want to Become Scientists?" vol. 4, No. I, January 1988, p. 6.
'Cheryl L Mason, Purdue University, "Student Attitudes Toward Science and ScienceRelated Careers. An Investigation of the Efficacy of a High School

Biology Teacher Intervention Program," unpublished doctoral dissertation, 1986

SCHOOLS AND STUDENTS
Elementary and secondary education is a huge and

varied enterprise in the United States, costing $170
billion per year, 4 percent of the gross national prod-
uct. It uses 2.5 million teachers, takes place in more
than 60,000 public and 40,000 private schools, and
enrolls 45 million students. Public education takes
place in 16,000 school districts and is the single great-
est component of State spending. In 1984-85, States
contributed about 49 percent of the cost of running
public schools nationwide, while local authorities
and the Federal Government provided 45 and 6 per-
cent, respectively. It costs about $4,000 per year to
educate a student.'

The quality of schools is crucial in determining
the size and quality of the science and engineering
talent pool. The tradition of local control, however,
limits Federal influence over this stage in the prep-
aration of potential scientists and engineers. The
Constitution "reserves to the States and the peo-
ple" many residual powers, including education. In
turn, the States (except Hawaii) delegate this respon-
sibility to localities. School districts and schools,
within the general boundaries of State education
standards, decide which mathematics and science
courses will be offered. Teachers and guidance coun-
selors, using standardized tests and individual judg-
ments, decide which students will be encouraged to
pursue courses leading to higher education in sci-

'U.S. Department of Education, Office of Educational Research and
Improvement, Center for Education Statistics, Digest of Education Sta-
tistics 1987 (Washington, DC: May 1987), tables 3, 4, 5, 21, 59, and
93. Data are the most recent in each case, but are drawn from various
years between 1980 and 1987.

83-358 0 88 -- 2

ence or engineering and which, perhaps unwittingly,
will be discouraged.

Many scientists and engineers say their career in-
terest crystallized as early as elementary or junior
high school, and most seem to make explicit choices
before entry into high school. This has led to the
widespread belief that future scientists and engineers
select these majors early in life, then work hard and
persist with their plans without considering other
choices.' But new evidence suggests that many stu-
dents' plans for their lives, as reflected in their in-
tended college majors, change during high school.'

Preparing scientists and engineers is but one of
many tasks that schools are asked to do. Instead
of playing "talent scout" and encouraging those with
the enthusiasm and ability to pursue science or engi-
neering careers, schools too often see their function
as culling out those who do not fit the traditional
image of those destined for college and the profes-
sions by discouraging them from taking preparatory
courses (including electives).5 All capable students
should feel welcome to study science and mathe-
matics, not just those who believe they "need" such
courses for their future careers.

'Historical evidence for this belief is collected in Bernice T. Wu-
son and Linda Beckman (eds.), Science as a Career Choice (New York,
NY: Russell Sage Foundation, 1973).

'Valerie E. Lee, "Identifying Potential Scientists and Engineers: An
Analysis of the High School-College Transition," OTA contractor re-
port, September 1987.

'For example, see Mary Budd Rowe, "Getting Chemistry Off the
Killer Course List," Journal of Chemical Education, vol. 60, 1983, pp.
954.956.
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School practices such as ability grouping or track-
ing are often applied too rigidly, restricting the prep-
aration of students who would otherwise be capa-
ble of pursuing careers as scientists or engineers. Poor
teaching, restricted course offerings, and dull or un-
realistic mathematics and science curricula also dis-
courage students. In many schools, students' course-
work could be more wisely guided.'

In these ways, some American schools deprive able
students of adequate preparation for science and
engineering careers. The decentralized American
school system resists change, so improvements are
very difficult to propagate. Certainly, Federal pol-
icy options are limited in this sphere. State educa-
tion standards are undergoing intense scrutiny and
are being tightened.' Results will be slow to ap-
pear.'

"Some argue that the democraoc tradition of American education
is sometimes observed most fully in the breach. The resulting lack of
student preparation wastes talent. See P.A. Cusick, The Egalitarian
Ideal and the American High School (New York, NY: Longman, 1983),
Arthur G. Powell, The Shopping Mall High School: Winners and Losers
in the Educational Marketplace (Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin, 1985).

Tducation Commission of the States, Survey of State Initiatives to
Improve Science and Mathematics Education (Denver, CO: Septem-
ber 1987).

'There are some indicators of declining quality, particularly in
achievement test scores. Data from the National Assessment of Educa-
tional Progress, a congressionally-mandated study of student achieve-
ment in several subject areas, for instance, show that the science achieve-
ment scores of 9-, 13-, and 17year-old students have declined
continuously since the first science assessment in 1969, although scores
of 9 and 13year-olds have risen somewhat since the mid-1970s. Math-
ematics achievement test scores of all age groups fell between 1972 and
1978, but, with the exception of 17-year-olds, these losses were recouped
by 1982. See National Science Board, Science Indicators: The 1985
Report (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1985),
p. 125. The science assessments for 1969, 1972.73, and 1976.77 were
conducted by the Education Commission of the States and are sum-
marized in National Assessment of Educational Progress, Three Na-
tional Assessments of Science: Changes in Achievement, 1969-77 (Den-
ver, CO: Education Commission of the States, June 1978). The science
assessment for 1982 was, however, a special supplement conducted by
the Science Assessment and Research Project at the University of Min-
nesota and was funded by the National Science Foundation (rather
than the Department of Education). The assessment is summarized in
Stacey J. Hueftle et al., Images of Science: A Summary of Results From
the 1981-82 National Assessment in Science (Minneapolis, MN: Min-
nesota Research and Evaluation Center, 1983). For mathematics, see
p. 126 of the National Science Board's Science Indicators (referenced
above); National Assessment of Educational Progress, The Third Na-
tional Mathematics Assessment: Results, Trends, and Issues (Denver,
CO: Education Commission of the States, April 1983).

In addition, international comparisonswhile difficult to interpret
because of the great differences between the education systems of differ
ent nationsshow that the achievement test scores of those U.S. :tu-
dents taking the traditional regimen of courses preparatory for science
and engineering careers lag those of their peers in other developed r a-

Formal Mathematics and
Science Education

Many aspects of elementary and secondary school
education in mathematics and science, such as over-
rigid tracking, poor curricula, and inadequate teach-
ing, limit all students,' opportunities and encourage-
ments to major in science and engineering in college.
For example, it is widely acknowledged that practi-
cal science experiments undertaken by students are
an effective teaching method (and that students like
them), but their role in high school science classes
has declined somewhat during the last decade: lec-
tures and discussions are more common.'

tio:Is, including Japan and Great Britain. See Curtis C. McKnight et
al., The Underachieving Curriculum: Assessing U.S. School Mathe-
matics From an International Perspective (Champaign, IL: Styes Pub-
lishing Co., January 1987), pp. 22-30; F. Joe Crosswhite et al., Second
international Mathematics Study: Summary Report for the United
States (Washington, DC: National Center for Education Statistics, May
1985), pp. 4, 51, 61-68, and 70-74; Willard J. Jacobson et al., The Sec-
ond lEA Science StudyU.S., revised edition (New York, NY: Teachers
College, Columbia University, September 1987); Robert Rothman, "For-
eigners Outpace American Students in Science," Education Week, Apr.
29, 1987, p. 7; Wayne Riddle, Comparison of the Achievement of Amer-
ican Elementary and Secondary Pupils With Those Abroad - -The Ex-
aminations Sponsored by the International Association for the Evalu-
ation of Educational Achievement, 86-683 EPW (Washington, DC:
Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service, Nov. 27, 1984,
updated June 30, 1986). Declines in laboratory work in schools have
also been attributed, for example, to its high expense and concerns
about safety and liability.

'Iris R. Weiss, Report of the 198586 National Survey of Science and
Mathematics Education (Research Triangle Park, NC: Research Tn-
angle Institute, November 1987), table 25, p. 49.
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Lectures and discussions are the most common teaching
technique employed in mathematics and science

classes. Too often, students emerge bored
and alienated from science.
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Table 2.1. -- Comparison of Selected Mathematics and Science Course Offerings by
School Grade Range, 1977 and 1985-86

Percentage of schools offering course

Course title

Of all schools with
at least grades 7-9a

Of all schools with
at least grades 10-12a

1977 1985-88 1977 1985.86
Mathematics:
General mathematics, grade 9 36 33 59 64
General mathematics, grades 10-12 17 42 46
Algot/re, 1st year 57 99
Algebra, 2 year 36 92
Geometry 33 41 97 95
Trigonometry 14 23 54 59
Probability/statistics 3 6 7 14
Advanced senior mathematics,

with no calculus 12 36
Advanced senior mathematics,

with calculus 12 34
Calculus 7 14 31 31
Advanced placement calculus 6 18

Science:
Life science 22 57 18 46
Earth science 28 57 37 52
Physical science 23 53 40 68
General science, grade 7 65 43 23 25
General science, grade 8 57 41 26 26
General science, grade 9 21 17 46 31
General science, grades 10-12 6 6 11 18
Biology, 1st year 30 41 95 99
Chemistry, 1st year 23 34 89 91
Physics, 1st year 22 32 78 81
Biology, 2d year 17 53
Chemistry, 2d year 10 28
Physics, 2d year 4 11

'These schools may also contain higher or lower grades, respectively, but must at minimum cover the grade range specitincl

SOURCE: Ida R. Weise, Report or the 1905-88 National Survey of Science and Alstnamatics Education (Research Triangle Park, NC. Research Triangle Institute, Novato.
be, 11187), tables 4 and 5

In the Nation's schools, offerings of mathematics
and science courses vary widely,'" Many offer less
than full ranges of college preparatory courses in
mathematics and the sciences and a few have only
very limited offerings. For example, data indicate
that 81 percent offer at least 1 year of physics, but
only 31 percent of high schools offer calculus (see
table 2-1). There are also significant geographical
differences in mathematics and science course offer-
ings: schools in the West and Mountain States tend
to offer fewer science and mathematics courses than
those in other regions of the country, and rural

11)ata about course offerings and takings are very difficult to inter-
pret because there is little consistency among analysts about the clas-
sification system to use in aggregating the huge variety of course titles
that exist in schools. In addition, there is no guarantee that two courses
of the same name have similar content.

,

schools offer fewer than urban ones." The number
and range of mathematics and science courses
offered by schools, however, increased somewhat
between 1977 and 1985-86.12

Even when such courses are offered, enrollments
are very low. Findings from a survey of 1982 high
school graduates (the best available data on the
courses that students actually take) suggested that
less than 12 percent of students to whom calculus
was offered, and less than 20 percent to whom

"National Center for Education Statistics, "Science and Mathe-
matics Education in American High Schools: Results From the High
School and Beyond Study," bulletin, May 1984, pp. 16.21; Weiss, op.
cit., footnote 9, table 6, p. 23.

nWeiss, op. cit., footnote 9, table 5, p. 21.
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physics was offered, took these courses." The net
effect is that few high school graduates have these
course experiences. In 1982, 24 percent of high
school graduates had taken chemistry, 11 percent
physic., 7 percent trigonometry, and 6 percent cal-
culus." If more schools offered more college
preparatory courses, enrollments in science and engi-
neering would be expected to rise; increasing enroll-
ments in existing courses is equally desirable.

Then there is the matter of course content. Some
mathematics and science teachers cite the inadequa-
cies of textbooks and concern about curricula in gen-
eral.' In the 1960s, several efforts, many quite suc-
cessful and federally funded, produced new
classroom materials, especially in the sciences.'
Less attention was paid to mathematics, however.

Now mathematics educators are pressing for bet-
ter mathematics curricula and teaching. The math-
ematics research community, too, has been vigor-
ous in its effort to reform the system of elementary,
secondary, and undergraduate teaching of mathe-
matics in the United States. The Mathematical Sci-
ences Education Board was established under the
auspices of the National Research Council in Oc-
tober 1985 to bring together mathematicians, math-
ematics educators, and representatives of school sys-
tems and local communities. The Board seeks to

"Evaluation Technologies Inc., A Trend Study of High School
Offerings and Enrollments: 1972-73 and 1981-82, NCES 84.224 (Wash
ington, DC: National Center for Education Statisncs, December 1984),
table 2.

National Center for Education Statistics, op. cit, footnote 11, pp.
16-21.

'sAudrey B. Champagne and Leslie E. Hornig, "Critical Questions
and Tentative Answer for the School Science Curriculum," The Sci-
ence Curriculum: The Report of the 1986 National Forum for School
Science, Audrey B. Champagne and Leslie E. Hornig (eds.) (Washing-
ton, LC: American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1987),
pp. 6-7.

comprehensive analysis of 81 different evaluation studies is re
ported in James A. Shymansky et al., "A Reassessment of the Effects
of 601 Science Curricula on Student Performance," final report,
n.d. (a reworking of material originally published in 1983). This study
found that, compared to control groups, students taking new curric-
ula scored slightly higher on achievement tests, had more positive atti-
tudes towards science, and exhibited smaller differences between the
sexes in each of these attributes. Students taught by teacher who had
been through preparatory teacher institutes scored higher than their
peen taking the new curricula without this benefit. Patricia E. Blow;
"What Research Says: Research Related to Instructional Materials for
Science," School Science and Mathematics, vol. 86, No. 6, October
1986, pp. 511517; Ted Bredderman, "Effects of Activity-Based Bonen-
tary Science on Student Outcomes A Quantitative Analysis," Review
of Erbicational Research, vol. 53, No. 4, winter 1983, pp. 499-518.
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Skilled mathematics and science teachers, especia lly
in physics, are in short supply. Often, teachers qualified
in other science or mathematics sublects an asked
to teach such courses "out of field." Alternatively,

schools may drop such courses altogether from
their curricula.

increase public understanding of school mathematics
issues, formulate national goals for future mathe-
matics teaching and learning, and plan ways to help
States and school districts improve their curricula
and performance in mathematics.

The Quality of Teaching
Teachers are critically important. Good ones can

excite interest and promote both comprehension
and perseverence; bad ones can stifle enthusiasm
and mystify students. There are many very good
teachers in American schools, but also many poor
ones. The challenge is to attract good people to
teaching, then provide the support to make them
effective teachers who want to stay in the profession.

Some school districts find it difficult to recruit
enough science and mathematics teachers. Most
have difficulty finding high-quality teachers, espe-
cially for subjects such as physics. Consequently,
many science and mathematics teachers must teach
more than one subject, or what is known as "out
of field" teaching. The underlying problem is the
quality of teacher training. Most educators think
the training that new science and mathematics
teachers receive before beginning r teach should
be improved)? For example, elementary school

"Iris R. Weiss, "Pre- and Inner Ace Training, Roles of Various Ac-
tors, and Incentives to Quality Science Teaching," OTA workshop
summary, September 1987.
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teachers take little or no coursework in science and
mathematics, yet are often expected to teach these
subjects. In contrast, secondary school teachers often
take respectable numbers of courses in science or
mathematics, but these courses give them inaccurate
images of what scientists do. Most of their science
courses do not give them this information. Teachers
strive to impart to students as much "content" as
possible, neglecting time-consuming laboratory work
and exercises in higher order thinking (which con-
vey more of the reality of scientific work) in favor
of lectures and tests of recall. There is very little con-
sensus on what an improved college curriculum for
future mathematics and science teachers should con-
sist of, and little esearch is being conducted on this
issue.

Mathematics and science teachers also need so-
called inservice education to remedy gaps in their.
prior training and to update and broaden their
knoWledge. Table 2-2 lists current needs in inser-
vice education. Although the amount of inservice
education being offered by school districts is rising,
it is still small. Anecdotal evidence suggests that,
when such education is voluntary, only the most
enthusiastic teachers (and presumably the best)par-
ticipate, while those who need help the most are
not reached. The Federal Government supports in-
service education of teachers through the Depart-
ment of Education and the National Science Foun-
dation (NSF), but this funding has scattered
impact.'8

Training is only :Jan of the picture. The whole
environment in which teachers work constrains
their enthusiasm. For example, systems of account-
ability, including teacher competency tests and
checks on learning from lesson to lesson established
by many States and school districts in recent years,
may do more harm than good. By prescribing highly
detailed lists of "objectives," course by course, school
districts rob teachers of their professionalism by
straitjacketing them into routines.° Given the

The Federal Government spends about 5110 million to $150 mil-
lion per year (via Title II of the Education for Economic Security At
and the Teacher Preparation and Enhancement Program of the Na-
tional Science Foundation's Science and Engineering Education DireL-
torate) on teacher training. For details of the Title II program, see Ellen
L. Marks, Tide 11 of the Education for Economic Security Act. An
Analysis of First-Year Operations (Washington, DC. Policy Studies
Associates, October 1986).

"Weiss, op. cit., footnote 17.

Table 2.2. Inservice Needs of Mathematics
and Science Teachers

Remedies for inadequacies of existing teacher training
programs.

Updating of knowledge of developments in science and
technology, and their uses.

Improved understanding of generally applicable pedagog-
ical techniques and those that reinforce equitable teach
ing practices.

Updating of knowledge of teaching techniques that par-
ticularly apply to mathematics and science teaching.
Updating of knowledge on effectiveness of and techniques
for implementing developments in educational technology,
such as computers, video, and CDROM.

Opportunity to practice new teaching techniques and to
share experiences with other teachers.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1988.
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Teacher training (for those already certified and in the
classroom) is conducted and funded by the States,
school districts, foundations, industry, the Federal
Government, and often by the teachers themselves.
Still, many teachers either cannot or will not participate
in such programs. Many successful science and
mathematics teacher training programs are conducted
at science centers and museums. Special emphasis
Is placed on hands-on experiments; this teacher is
learning how one of these experiments works at the
Lawrence Hall of Science, California, a science center

that trains about 12,000 teachers per year.
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The Presidential Awards for Excellence In Science and
Mathematics Teaching, a program administered by the
National Science Foundation and managed by the
National Science Teachers Association, was established
in 1983 to recognize outstanding public and private
school teachers in all 50 States who can serve as

models for their colleagues In science
and mathematics teaching.

poor quality of some curricula, such as those for
mathematics, course specifications may be a neces-
sary evil, however.

In addition, the image of teaching in the United
States could be better. This image is reinforced by
modest salaries compared to those science and engi-
neering graduates earn in industry and government.
Salaries have risen by about 25 percent in real terms
during the last 5 years, and States and taxpayers
are beginning to demand evidence of the positive
effects of such increases. Qualified mathematics and
science teachers are urgently needed, especially as
role models for the growing minority student popula-
tion!' Once in th' classroom, excellent teachers
must be retained. A number of ways of raising
teachers' status and confidence could be tried. For
example, teachers might be given increased oppor-
tunities for professional growth through short- or
long-term sabbaticals and attendance at professional
meetings, more time for class planning and less for
noneducational duties (such as lunchroom super-
vision), and occasions to exchange ideas with other

''Shirley M. Mcl3ay, ltureasing the Number and Quahty of Minor
icy Suethe and Alathematio Teachers iNt% York, NY . Carnegie Fu
rum on Education and the Economy, Task Force on Teaching as a
Profession, January 1936).

teachers via conferences and teacher centers (in their
own schools and outside)21

Tracking and Ability Grouping

Nearly universal in American schools, the prac-
tice of ability groupingparticularly in the form of
curriculum "tracking"is intended to make efficient
use of teaching resources and allow students to move
through curricula at rates appropriate to their abil-
ities and interests. However, such grouping also has
powerful disadvantages. Some suggest that students'
assignment to tracks is often highly related to their
race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status, rather
than to their ability per se.22

Grouping by ability in subjects such as reading
and mathematics begins as early as third grade!' It
is continued to high school, where students are gen-
erally distributed among academic (college prepara-
tory), general, and vocational curriculum tracks; at
this level, movement between tracks rarely occurs.
But there is some evidence that the stranglehold of
tracking is loosening: more students than ever are
in the general track and not the academic track,
while the pattern of courses that students take shows
that they are increasingly mixing high-level mathe-
matics courses with formerly vocational courses!'

When too rigidly applied, tracking can reduce op-
portunity by restricting access to advanced prepara-
tory courses in mathematics and science. Despite
the fact that students in the academic track are more

'IFor a collrction of perspectives, see Educational Policy, Special Is.

sue on The Crisis in Teaching, vol. 1, No. 1, 1987, pp. 3.157. In Ot
tuber 1986, the 50,00C3membcr National Science Teachers Association
launched a teacher certification program. Early application requests
suggest :hat there will be a hege response. The program is also aimed
at influencing preservice teacher training. The National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education is using National Sc, .ce Teachers

Association standards in accrediting science teaching programs in col
loges and universities. Sec John Walsh, 'Teacher Certification Program
Under Way," Science,vol. 235. Feb. 20, 1987, pp. 838-839.

"Fullilovc, op. cit., footnote 1, Jeannie Oakes, "Tracking. Can
Schools Take a Different Router NEA Today, Special Issue, January
1988, pp. 4147.

`'Robert E. Slavtn, "Ability Grouping and Student Achievement an
Elementary Schools. A Best.Evidenct Si iithesis," U.S. Department of
Education, Office of Educational Research and Improvement, Grant
No. OERIG.86-0006, June 1986.

aluation 'Technologies Inc., High &hod and Beyond. An Anal
)313 ofGrurscTal,mg Patterns rn Secondary Schools as Related to Stu
dent Chamfer:1ms (Washington, DC. U.S. Department of Educa
'ion, National Center for Education Statistics, March 19S5).
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likely to take these advanced courses than are their
peers in the general and vocational tracks, 25 per-
cent of college sophomore* in 1984 who planned
to major in natural science or engineering had been
in these nonacademic tracks in high schoo1.2c
While tracking can be useful in schools, it should
not be used as an excuse for directing students away
from courses they have the ability to master. Ad-
vanced mathematics and sc.:ice courses are within
the reach of more young Americans than currently
take them."

Special School Environments

The ultimate extension of tracking and the dem-
onstration of its potential benefits are schools that
specialize in science and mathematics. There are
three types of such schools:

schools founded in the first part of the century
when high schools were still a comparative rar-
ity (such as the Bronx High School of Science
in New York City);
statewide schools (such as the School of
Mathematics and Science in Durham, North
Carolina); and
magnet schools, which, although designed
primarily to promote racial desegregation, can
make important contributions to science edu-
cation in cases of schools that take science and
mathematics as their themes.n

These schools are often thought to be successful at
winning converts to science and engineering careers,
but there are no data to support or refute this con-
tention; although many alumni do go on to science
careers, it is to be expected that the students who
enter such schools are more interested in science and

:$1.ct, op. cit., footnote 4.
:eCalculus, in particular, has been hailed as the springboard to at.

quiring the analytical tool:. needed for sot.t.css in a host of fields. Lynn
A. Steen (odd, Calculus for a New Century: A Pump, Nor a Filter
(Washington, DC: Mathematical Association of America, 1933). The
number of calculus courses offered, in particular, is rising rapidly. But
trigonometry and math analysis are the "priming course?' for the cal.
culus "pump."

27Thcre are in excess of 1,000 magnet schools at the moment, and
their number k increasing. Probably about 25 percent of them adopt
a mathematics or science theme. The most recent survey dates from
1933; Rolf K. Blank et al., Sunny of Magnet Schools: Analyzinga Model
for Quality Integrated Education (Washington, DC. James H. Lowry
& Associates, September 1933.)

r.
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Magnet schools, scienceintensive schools, and other
special school programs can give children the chance
to work with sophisticated scientific equipment and
topics. These programs can effectively stimulate interest
in science and mathematics. However, schools and
parents need to ensure that all students, regardless
of sex, race, ability, or track, are given the opportunity

and encouragement to explore science.

mathematics than most. These schools are gener-
ally very popular with teachers and students, and
are often oversubscribed. They are probably up to
two or three times as expensive to operate as con-
ventional schools.

Issues similar to those raised by tracking are raised
by special science schools. These issues include the
possible draining of student and teaching talent from
regular schools, and the diminution of curricular op-
portunities at regular schools. Whether special
science schools have harmful effects seems to depend
most on the specific political and organizational
aspects of their implementation in each community.
Some programs have been very controversial and
have not done well, while others have been great
successes. Almost always, the added choice given
to parents and children by the opportunity to en-
roll in special science schools encour. 7es commu-
nities to think about what they want from public
education and to seek improvements from it.28

Magnet schools that specialize in mathema *and
science also show some promising results for
minority students. But since such schools are com-

Ibid., Education Week, "Call for Choice: Competition in the
Educational Marketplace," vol. 6. No. 39, June 24, 1937.
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manly designed to bring majority children into
schools that are predominantly Black, sometimes
minority children are more likely to be denied ac-
cess to them, due to oversubscription, than are
majority children. Apart from the desegregation ra-
tionale, elements of successful magnet schools could
be replicated in schools of all kinds. Like all special
school environments, magnets demonstrate the

value c choice and diversity in American elemen-
tary and secondary education.

Student Career Plans

Although schools, families, and friends help de-
termine students' career plans, such plans are, for
most students, fairly volatile. As students are ex-

Figure 2-1.- Student Flows into and Out of the Natural Science/Engineering Pipeline:
The High School Senior Class of 1972

IN Jr.-,13.S. B.S . -, Grad

NOTE. N3tural sciencelengineerIng Includes physical, mathematical, and life sciences, and engineering, but not the social sciences The width of the arrows reflects
the number of students entering and leaving natural sciencelengineerIng at each stage. Among the 1972 high school seniors that plan to and do attend college,
13 percent are Interested In natural sciencelenglneering majors. Of this same collegbound cohort, by the first year of college 7.4 percent are Interested In
natural science/engineering, by college junior year, 4.8 percent, at college graduation, 4,.".. percent, and only C 5 percent enter graduate school in natural sci-
encelenglneerIng,

SOURCE. Valerie E. Lee and Thomas L Hilton, "Student Interest and Persistence In Science. Changes In the Educational Pipeline In the Last Decade,' preprint, Feb 10,1987

into graduate
school
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posed to new ideas, teachers, and experiences, their
thoughts turn to the future and particularly the con-
nection between education and employment. Stu-
dents planning to attend college take a variety of
cours _s and are often well prepared for a number
of different majors. According to most observers,
the pool of students planning science or engineer-
ing majors is well formed by entry to high school,
and only erodes thereafter. This is misleading. New
evidence suggests that students join this pool, even
up to their sophomore year in college (see figure 2-1).

At present, the number of college freshmen plan-
ning careers in science and engineering is declining
even though overall freshman enrollment is hold-
ing steady. Although most universities are not yet
complaining of "shortages," student interest in
science and engineering is waning, and interest in
the physical sciences, mathematics, and engineer-
ing is falling faster than that in life and social
sciences. There are also inuications that a smaller
proportion of the students with "A" or "A-" high
school grade point averages ("high-achievers") now
go on to major in science or engineering than in
the past; many choose careers in business or law
instead."

To study how the science and engineering talent
pool develops, OTA analyzed data from the U.S.
Department of Education's "High School and Be-
yond" (HS &B) survey, which monitors two nation-
ally representative samples, one drawn from those
who in 1980 were high school sophomores. The sur-
vey contacts the same students every 2 years to
collect data about their careers and educational
progress.'

''Kenneth C. Green, 'Freshman Intentions and Science, Engineer-
ing Careers. A Longitudinal Analysis Based on the au Freshman
and Follow-Up Data," OTA contractor report, December 1987. Trends
in students' career plans are discussed further in ch. 3.

'''Of the two cohorts in the High School and Beyond survey, OTA
chose the high school sophomores of 1980 fur analysis of influences
(during 11.:. !Ina' 2 years of high school) on students' orientation to
science and engineering. The most recent followup data available to
OTA were from 1984, at which stage many students in this sample
were college sophomores. It is possible, therefore, that those interested
in science and engineering did not ultimately complete baccalaureate
programs. Data from the 1986 followup, which will allow analysis of
the numbers of students in this cohort that actually persisted to col-
lege graduation in science and engineering, were released after conclu-
sion of this analysis. See Lee, op. cit., footnote 4. Based on previous
longitudinal analyses, t Is likely that the majority of those who cx
pressed interest in science in their college sophomore ,car did indeed
go through with their plans. Still, attrition of students between col-
lege sophomore and senior years is significant.

These students demonstrated considerable fluidity
in their intended college majors as they progressed
through the educational system. More than half of
those interested in science and engineering as high
school sophomores subsequently shifted to other
subjects by their senior year. Others who had not
named such majors as high school sophomores or
seniors, in fact, were pursuing these majors as col-
lege sophomores. About 40 percent of those college
sophomores planning science and engineering
majors had indicated interest in nonscience majors
when they were high school seniors."

While most college sophomores intending to pur-
sue science and engineering have above-average high
school achievement test scores, about 20 percent do
not. Furthermore, about 25 percent of these sopho-
mores were enrolled in the general and vocational
(rather than the academic) curriculum tracks in high
school (see figure 2-2). Those who switch preferences
in favor of science and engineering have slightly
lower average achievement test scores and have
taken fewer mathematics and science a .arses than
those who persist in interest in science and engi-
neering. They are also more likely to be females and
members of ethnic or racial minorities.

As many as 25 percent of all high school gradu-
ates, but only 15 percent of college sophomores, are
interested in majoring in naturc.1 science and engi-
neering. Among these fields, in both the sophomore
and senior years of high school, the life and health
sciences (which includes medicine and health
careers) are the most popular, followed by engineer-
ing. A tiny number of students plan majors in the
physical sciences and mathematics.

Smaller proportions of Blacks and Hispanics than
whites are interested in science and engineering
majors. But in fields such as medicine and health,
the proportion of Blacks and Hispanics who say they
are interested in these majors is similar to that of
whites. There are prominent gender differences;
more women than men favor the life and health sci-
ences, while men dominate the group interested in
engineering, the physical sciences, and mathematics.

"These and other findings report..d blow are based on Lee, op. cit.,
footnote 4. Some aspects of them arc confirmed in independent anal-
ysis of the same data by Theodore C. Wagenaar, OLLupational Asp
rat,ons and Intended Field of Study An College, NCES 84-217 (Wash-
ington, DC. National Center for Education Statistics, November 1984).
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Figure 2-2.- Interest of College-Bound Students in Natural Science/Engineering.
by Curriculum Track 1982 ligh School Seniors

Interest in NSE
23% of students

Total student sample Interest in NSE
dstributed by track 24% of students

Interest in NSE
15% of students

1980

High school
sophomores

1982
high school

seniors

1984
College

sophomores

aPercent of students in that track (who have riot ruled out attending college) who are interested in natural svienceiengmeering majors. Natural science/engineering
does not Include the social sciences.

NOTE. Overall, interest in natural science/engineering majors declines w th time (24% of students in 1980, but only 15% in 1984 are interested in NSE). Students in
the academic track are most likely to be interested in natural science/engineering majors and more likely to persist with their interest. At high scnuui sophomore
year, 60 percent of L(udents interested in natural scisnceiengineering majors were in the academic track, by sophomore year of college 74 percent were from
the academic track. Student cohort of college bound high school students is drawn from the High School and Beyond Survey of 1980 Sophomores.

SOURCE: Valerie E. Lee, OTA contractor report, 1987.

Overall, fewer wcmen than men are interested in
science and engintt_rini; majors.

To examine further the underlying interest of
Blacks and women in science and engineering, C -A
analyzed their patterns of academic preparation (in-
cluding course-taking) and socioeconomic status!'
When course-taking, achievement test scores, and
socioeconomic status are statistically held con-
stant, Blacks are actually more likely than whites
to be interested in majoring in science and engi-
neering, and females are less likely than males to
be interested. High school students of lower socio-
economic status are much less likely to plan science
and engineering majors than are those of high socio-

'See, for example, Gall E. Thomas, Center for Social Organization
of Schools, johns Hopkins University, "Determinants and Motivations
Underlying the College Major Choice of Race and Sex Groups," March
1983; K.R. White, "The Relationship Between Socioeconomic Status
and Academic Achievement," Psychological Bulletin, vol. 41, 1982,
pp. 461-481.

economic status. Students of low socioeconomic sta-
tus are less likely to be enrolled in the academic cur-
riculum track. The effect of that track placement
is to reduce the likelihood that they will take ad-
vanc *d mathematics and science courses and main-
tain their interest in science and engineering careers.

Female participation in science and engineering
may also be limited by an important "gateway" to
college entrance: the mathematics portions of the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and of the Ad-
vanced College Testing (ACT) program. Several
studies have shcwn that, even after controlling sta-
tistically for prior achievement test scores, course-
taking patterns, and high school gradeswomen
tend to get higher grades than menwomen receive
lower scores on these tests than men. Several ob-
servers argue that this discrepancy is due to bias in
the tests' design and administration. Those respon-
sible for the SAT and ACT argue, however, that
the tests are not biased, and that differences in scores



are due to differences in student preparation and
family background." To the extent that bias may
exist and that colleges and universities make no al-

"In the absence of a national high school curriculum. standardized
test scores have historicalh been a Lel, measure that assists college ad-
missions offices in their decisiontnaking. Hom. college admissions oftkers
ueigh for do not use at all) these scores relatie to other factors is the
overriding issue in the standardized testing contro.ers1.. A.NI. Pallas
and K.A. Alexander, "Sex Differences in Quantitatne SAT Perform-
ance: New Elden. e on the Differential Coursem ark H pothesis,"Amer-
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love antes for this deficiency of the. SAT and ACT,
V. omen may he deterred from science and engineer-
ing careers (see box 2-B).

1..11,1 EL/IA.1141.'1141 Rtst dr. h Journal, N. Z. I
Thomas F. Donlon cd.), nit. Colltgt Board 71,111.,..11 Handbook for
rho S.holasri. Aprinid 71:4 and ;Lint.% can. nt llsrs kN,..m. York. G.,1
lest Eatrano. Board, .1 is. 7 acid S. and 11,111.
Rosser, "Girls, 130%.,.., and du. SAT. Can Wl Ectu tilt. Scott :" NEA
Today, Special Edition, January IQSS, pp. 4S -ii.

Box 2B.The Scholastic Aptitude "rest and the American College Testing Program

Most college applicants take either one or both of these tests in their si niur or Junior year of high school
in order to satisfy the admissions procedures of most selective colleges.' In 19b4% Just over one million students
took the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and three-quarters of a million the American College Testing Program
(ACT), respectively about 40 and 30 percent of the high school graduating class. The ACT is traditionally
taken in the Western, Midwestern, and Southern States, vv hereas the SAT is traditionally taken in the Eastern
States and on the west coast.

The Scholastic Aptitude Test.The SAT is administered by the College Board, a nunprufa membership
organization funded by more than 2,500 colleges, schools, school systems, and education associaticns. The test
itself is developed, conducted, and scored by the Educational Testing Service, Inc., of Princeton, New Jersey,
which is an independent, nonprofit organization dedicated to testing.

The SAT is designed to predict how w ell students will do academically during their college freshman year
by measuring those developed verbal and mathematical reasoning abilities that the College Board believes are
most closely related to successful college performance. The College Board dues recommend, how ever, that other
information, such as students' course transcripts, interests, and extracurricular activities. should also be taken
into account.' Nevertheless, the material that the SAT covers will not necessarily have been taught in all
schools, and some of it relates to those reasoning, deductive, logical, and verbal abilities that students only
acquire indirectly.

The results of the SAT are two scores. one for verbal reasoning ability and the other for mathematical
reasoning ability. Performance on both parts of the test together is reported un a standardized scale from 200
to 800 points, and the College Board says that the error of measurement in any student's score is approximately
30 to 40 points.

The most controversial aspect of the SAT is the extent to which it appears to discriminate against females
and minorities. In successive years of testing, both males and females score about equally on the verbal portion
of the test, but on the mathematics portion males score 5C points higher than females. Blacks, on average, score
50 to 80 points lower than the entire population on each half of the test. Hispanics, un average. also score
poorly, but higher than Blacks. Black and Hispanic scores have increased considerably during the last decade,
by about 20 and 10 points, respectively, whereas the average score earned by the entire test-taking population
each year has increased by only about 3 points. The 1987 scores, by race/ethnic group, are shown below.

Changes in SAT test scores have sometimes been quoted as indicators of the health and productivity of
the American education system. They have only limited usefulness for this purpose, however, beeause the tests
are designed only to predict students' first -year performance in college, and because the characteristics of the
students who take the test differ from year to year and State to State.

The American College Testing Program.The American College Testing Program is an independent, non-
profit organization that administers the ACT Assessment Program, a comprehcnsivc service designed to aid

both college applicants and admissions offices. The American College Testing Program is governed by the ACT
Corp., composed of elected representatives from the States that make the most use of the test and frum the
ACT Board of Trustees.
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The heart of the ACT Assessment Projam i., a series of tests. English usage, mathematics usage, social
studies reading, and natural sciences reading. The tests are designed to predict college performance. The results
of the program are considerably more complicated than
those of the SAT. They include the student's stores
on these tests, comparisons of these scores with those
received by previous freshmen at each institution that
the student applies to, comparisons with the scores re-
ceived by freshmen at comparable institutions nation-
ally, predictions of future performance, records of the
student's high school courses and grades, indication,
of career interests, and indications of special remedial
work that the student might benefit from. Scores on
the 4 tests are normalized to a common scale ranging
from 1 to 36 points, with a standard error of measure-
ment of 1 to 2 points and a mean for all college-bound
students of 18 points.

Females score lower on the ACT Assessment than
do males. Overall, their scores are about 1.5 points
lower, and, in the case of i he mathematics test, females
score about 2.5 points lower. Nevertheless, the mean
high school grades of female ACT Assessment takers SOURCE The College Board, 1987 Profile ot SAT and Achievement Test Takers.

1987, p v, data trim Educational Testing Serviceis greater than that of males.

A ,mall, but In reaing, namber of olteg,, do ma rtquirc -41.1-, tot ,.art for adm.,,Ion rittr tor hair and k.Ven Te,ting,Retond standard -Au re .1.l ions Afternatne, Thar Work d. arnbridP, MA- FaIrTe-'1. NS71
;12 s Department of Edu. it ate,nal R1,ear,h and 1mprosement, (.enter ter Education Stan-tic ager Education Srartrrcs JVBTtWa,hington. IX Mai t ible 71. Data for the number of high ,chool graduate, are for 1115 ;.4i
`The Chromic ollkher Lakhart m, Sept 1'67. p For `sample. in P52. et- percent of all high ,hool graduate, in Ma;...achu,ett, took the SAT.

Milt tea, oils i per, en, of those in lima, North Dakota. and South Dakota did
'College Entrance Es inunanon Board. Collate Boanor Senior, IQS7 Protrle of SAT and Adnternenr Te,t Taker,then York. NY, College Entrance

Examination Board, los7t Mena, F Donlon ied 1, The Gillette Board Tc. hnical Handbook for the St holart, Apraude Te,r and /Wire% cmenr Tear. (Net.
York. NY. Cat ge Entrance Banunatton Board, 19..41, Or. 7 and .

SAT Scores By Race/Ethnicity , 1987
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INFORMAL EDUCATION AND INTERVENTION PROGRAMS

Although impossible to quantify, influences of
families, friends, the media, and other aspects of the
society on students are probably as great as those
of the schools. The out-of-school environment offers
opportunities to enhance students' appreciation of
science and mathematics or to give them "second
chances" in these areas, regardless of test-determined
abilities. Programs outside of school can be both
alternatives and complements to school activities.
In some cases, successful informal education and in-
tervention programs can impel communities to call
for changes in curricula, course offerings, or the use
of technology in the schools.

Some students are intimidated by science. Non-
school ari.1 community-based programs, including
science centers and museums, can awaken interest
for these students, without raising the spectre of fail-

etre.'" (As Frank Oppenheimer, founder of San
Francisco's famed Exploratorium, noted, "Nobody
flunks a museum.") The number of science centers
and museums is steadily increasing. A recent sur-
vey identified 150 ii ,he United States, with 45 mil-
lion visitors in 1986, up from 33 million in 1979.
Half of these visitors were under 18 years of age.
Science centers are also active in mathematics and
science teacher training. In 1986, more than 65,000
teachers participated in such programs.'

'Association of Science-Technology Ceers, Natural Partners.
Nom Science Centers and Community Groups Can Team up to In-
reme Science Literacy (Washington, DC. July 1987); George W. Tressel,

"The Role of Museums in Science Education," ScienceEducation, vol.
61, No. 2. 1980, pp. :57-260.

"These estimates an from the As, .ciation of Science-Technology
Centers, Basic Science Center Data Surrey 1988, unpublished data,
February 1988. It is important to note that the majority of funding
for science centers comes from local sources and admissions charges.
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Photo credit: Nancy Rodger, Exploratolum, San Francisco

Science centers can provide an informal, welcoming environment for families, children, adults, and teachers to loarn
about science in a way different from that in the classroom. The Explcdratorium has more than 400 exhibits that people
of all ages can see, touch, hear, and manipulate directly. Many exhibits are attended by "Explainers," local junior high
and high school students trained to answer questions and provoke curiosity about the scientific principles illustrated

by the exhibit.

Science centers and other nonschool programs
can open new avenues of career opportunity; for
others, they enrich interests already formed. The
Children's Television Workshop's 3-2-1 Contact ser-
ies is designed to interest students from 8 to 12 ears
old in science. Broadcast on many public television
stations, it is generally regarded faN, orably, although
data on its effects are sparse. The series is watched
at least occasionally by about one-quarter of all
households with c!';Idren under 11 years old.'

A particular niche for informal science education
programs is in promoting the science and mathe-
matics interests of female and minority children.
These "intervention programs" began in the 1960s

Excluding three centers operated direLtly by thi. Federal Goxernment,
an average of 2 percent of science center funding comes from Federal
sources.

"'Research Communications, Ltd., "An Exploratory Study of 3-2-1
Contact Viewership," National Science Foundation Lon(raLtor report,
June 1987.

and became popular in the 1970s when they at-
tracted Federal funds. Such programs vary widely
in longevity, sources of support, goals, and quality.
They are often based in universities, museums, and
research centers, as well as churches, community
organizations. and businesses. Today, most are lo-
cal initiatives funded by foundations, industry, and
States. Many achieve a good deal of success from
limited resoui,es (see box 2-C).

A study by the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science notes that early, sustained ap-
plications of excellent instruction can bring minor-
ity achievement to the same level as that of white
males.' Indeed, some suggest that the techniques
applied by intervention programs, such as hands-
on experiments and other activities cor...1,acted in

'"Shirley M. Malcom et al., Equity and Excellence: Compatible
Publwation 84-14 (Washington, DC: American Association for

the Advancement of Science, December i984).
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Box 2-C.Characteristics of
Intervention Programs That Work

Over the past 10 to 20 years, special programs
have been used to encourage children's interest and
proficiency in academics and especially in science
and engineering. Programs have worked in school
and out of school, with students of all ages, cul-
tures, and races; with youngsters of exceptional
mathematics and academic achievement and with
high school dropouts; in fields froM agriculture to
engineering. Some programs use professional ex-
perts and the latest in testing and computer tech-
nologies; others work on shoestring budgets with
egg cartons and volunteers. From these experi-
ences, both successes and failures, have emerged
lessons about what makes an intervention program
work. The characteristics of successful intervention
programs are listed below:

clearly defined educational goals,
high expectations among teachers and leaders,
committed leadership,
role models to motivate students,
peer support with critical mass of students,
student commitment and investment (in-
creased study time),
hands-on laboratory experience,
assessment and feedback to students,
specific goals for minorities or women,
recruitment,
financial aid (fellowships and traineeships aug-
mented by research assistantships),
multi-year involvement with students, and
program evaluation based on student
achievement.

SOURCES. Office of Technology Assessment, 1988, Government-
University-Industry Research Roundtable, Nurturing Sci-
ence and Engineering Talent (Washington, DC. National
Academy of Sciences. July 1987), pp. 36-38.

small groups (see box 2-D), could usefully be dissem-
inated to the entire school-age popul,tion.

Most programs also require extraordinary staff
commitment and support, which are not easy to
replicate from location to location. However, the
Mathematics, Engineering, and Science Achieve-
ment (MESA) program, founded in the San Fran-
cisco Bay area in 1970, expanded throughout Cali-
fornia and has been successfully transferred to other

States (see box 2-E). Today MESA offers a model
adaptable to students in junior high school through
college.

Intervention programs do, however, pose a
dilemma to schools and school districts. Ideally,
schooling would adapt to and cultivate each stu-
dent's unique aptitudes and interests, and be equally
excellent nati ,wide. That long-term goal will not
soon be reached. In the meantime, some commen-
tators suggest that intervention programs outside
schools are vital because the schools themselves are
so impervious to reforms designed to improve the
progress of students disaffected from science. Others
feel that intervention programs can work well in
schools. Some school districts, therefore, have wel-
comed intervention programs, while others have
regarded them with some suspicion.

It is not clear why females and members of some
racial and ethnic minority groups, on average, be-
gin to fall behind in mathematics and science prep-
aration as early as elementary school, and are less
likely than white males to persist in science and engi-
neering. But intervention programs can help reduce
these differences by instilling confidence and increas-
ing motivationattitudes not easily measured. In
tervention programs effectively encourage women

Photo credit: William Mills, Montgomery County Public schools

Parents can help their children to prepare for school
work in mathematics and science from an early age.
But many parents lack the confidence in these subjects
to encourage their chit iren. Programs such as "Family
Math," devised at the Lawrence Hall of Science,
California, are designed for both parents and children
to use together. The program has expanded to many

cities around the Nation.
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Box 2-D.Center for the Advancement of Academically Talented Youth, The Johns Hopkins University

The Center for the Advancement of Academically Talented Youth (CTY) has gained an international repu-
tation for identifying and furthering the education of mathematically and verbally talented students at the jun-
ior and senior high school levels. Dr. Julian Stanley founded the Study of Mathematically Precocious Ycuth
in 1971 to identify mathematically talented adolescents. CTY's Regional, National, and International Talent
Searches have identified more than 70,000 highly able students since its inception in 1979. Most of the CTY
programs, which are designed for 12- to 16-year-olds, are held during the summer months, although Expository
Writing and Science/Mathematics Tutorials-By-Mail are available to participants during the academic year.

CTY relies on standardized tests, particularly the Scholastic Aptitude Test, to identify youngsters for its
programs. For many high-talent students, CTY claims, the program is the first opportunity to match their learning
with their ability. While participation in CTY programs ca., result in tad}, college admission for some, the prin-
cipal aim is to enrich the preparation of students. CTY classes are demanding and span the humanities, mathe-
matics, computer science, and the natural sciences. To provide students with individualized instruction that
caters to their differing ability levels, the program matches participants with instructors in one-to-one exchanges
at various points during the course. CTY also helps students negotiate with their home schools fo: appropriate
course placement and credit for C._ Y work. Letter grades courses are not given unless specifically requested
by the L. udent's school. Nevertheless, upon completion of the program, CTY does provide each student with
a detailed description of his or her performance, and all students take the College Board Achievement Test
in the appropriate subject area. In addition, CTY does offer some college scholarships for outstanding students.

CTY conducts extensive followups on its participants. In 1986, three groups of former participants were
asked to describe their current educational and career development. More than 90 percent were then attending
c allege. Many responded in essay form about their CTY experience; one student wrote in her evaluation of
classes: "There is a feeling that I can't find anywhere else in the world . . . . I will miss CTY. It is here that
I am most alive." Students feel comfortable and exercise their full potential in an informal environment which,
given the ages of students, can be as important to their development as is academic preparation. The same
student noted, "At CTY, I belonged. I felt better about myself than I had since I entered junior high school."

Box 2 -E. The Mathematics, Engineering, Science Achievement Program

The Mathematics, Engineering, Science Achievement (MESA) Program, begun in 1970 and based at the
Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley, California, aims to increase the number of Black, Hispanic, and Native
Arm-rican students in California that complete 4-year university degrees in mathematics, science, or engineer-
ing. The program operates under the auspices of the University of California at Berkeley.

Working with junior high and high school students as well as undergraduates, the MESA Program hasproven
effective at recruiting and retaining minority students in these fields. MESA is widely acclaimed, and has been
replicated in other States, including Colorado, New Mexico, Washington, Oregon, Kansas, and Utah. Activi-
ties offers 4 by the program include internships, field trips, incentive awards, counseling, college freshman orien-
tation and guidance, financial aid and scholarships, and the formation of student study groups to foster cooper-
ative learning. The program reached 7,800 students in 1985.86, and operated in one-quarter of all California
high schools with a predominantly minority enrollmeot. Most of the high school graduates who have partici-
pated in MESA programs have gone on to mathematics-based majors.

The MESA. Program offers a Minority Engineering Program (MEP) and a Pre-College Program. The former
operates through about 15 centers, most on campuses of the California State University and the University
of California, and in 1985-86,` served about 2,500 students. The latter operates in 17 centers, also mainly on
college campuses, and served over 5,000 students drawn from 60 school districts. A particular emphasis of the
Pre-College Program is encouraging students to take the optional preparatory series of tlasses in mathematics
and science in junior high and high schools, which are very difficult to make up once a student has missed them.
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Most of the MESA Program's funds ($2.34 million) have come from the State of California, and other sources
have been over 40 corporations and foundations, including a $610,000 3-year grant from the Carnegie Corp.
MESA also operates programs for junior high and high school teachers (more than 200 attended workshops
on hands-on teaching methods in mathematics and science in 1985-86), and has close links with other interven-
tion programs, vich as the University of California at Berkeley's Professional Development Program, EQUALS,
and the South East Consortium for Minorities in Engineering.

The effectiveness of MESA's MEP is indicated by the retention rates of its participants. For example, 60
percent of MEP freshmen, after 3 years, remain in college, compared with 47 percent of all students. In engineer-
ing, Black and Hispanic MEP students have retention rates of 64 percent and 57 percent, respectively, after
2 years (compared with 13 percent and 21 percent for Black and Hispanic nonparticipants)!

'All data reported below are for 1985.86.
2These data are for University of California students only, though statistics from the California State University system are similar. "Retention rate" is

percent enrolled at the university after 2 or 3 years ofstudy. California Postsecondary Education Commission, Rerenrion of Srudenrs in Engineering, A Report
to the Legislature in Response to Senate Concurrent Resolution 16, 1985 (Sacramento, CA: December 1986).

and minorities to consider science and engineer-
ing careers. The techniques used by these pro-
grams would also be effective with the general
population of students. Institutionalizing interven-
tion techniques in the schools, without robbing
them of their appeal, would seem promising. Such
institutionalization would depend on training teachers
to use interventicn techniques in classrooms.

In the decentralized American education system,
even the most successful programs are extremely dif-

ficult to replicate. The inherent conservatism of lo-
cal school authorities is one impediment. Another
is the difficulty of generating the community and
family support necessary to recruit students and
maintain programs' momentum. The fundamental
problem is that special intervention programs should
not be necessary. That they are, some argue, is an
indictment of America's education system, which
has fallen short of fulfilling the democratic ideals
of equal opportunity and of schools as centers of
learning.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR FEDERAL INFLUENCE ON
THE TALENT POOL

The Federal Government has only a modest in-
fluence on elementary and secondary mathematLs
and science education. If public education is the col-
lective responsibility of the States and the school
districts (which together bear most of its cost), then
school districts and States must both examine what
they can do to improve science and mathematics
experiences for all of their students and address the
specific problems that inhibit the development of
scientific and engineering talent.

The Federal Government in the past has made
attempts, with some success, to improve mathe-
matics and science education in the schools. The
lead agency for Federal tntervention in school math-
ematics and science education has been the National
Science Foundation. Although NSF has been in-

terested principally in students who are most likely
to become scientists and engineers, there are now
renewed calls for NSF to take a more comprehen-
sive approach and "broaden the base" of students
learning science." In fiscal year 1988, NSF's total
precollege effort is funded at about $90 million, all
of it through the Science and Engineering Educa-
tion Directorate.

Following the so-called Sputnik Crisis, Congress
passed the National Defense Education Act of 1958,

IsMichael S. Knapp et al., Opportunities for Strategic Investment
in K-12 Science Education: Options for the National Science Founda-
tion (Menlo Park, CA: SRI Internat,, _al, June 1987). Congress or-
dered the National Science Foundation to commission this study of
the areas in which the National Science Foundation, given its strengths
and weaknesses, could best intervene in school mathematics and sci-
ence education.
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which provided extensive funding to school districts
for science equipment, supplies, and teacher train-
ing. In the early 1960s, Congress also increased fund-
ing of NSF's science education activities until, at its
peak, about half of NSF's budget went to education
and the bulk of that to its popular program of
teacher training institutes. Data suggest that, in
those years, about half of all high school mathe-
matics and science teachers attended at least one
such institute. A small program of similar activities
is still funded by NSF."

NSF's teacher institutes were designed to bring
teachers up-to-date with advances in science and
were very popular. Many teachers, supervisors, and
leaders of the science education community fondly
remember these programs as bringing an espirit de
corps to the teaching profession, and updating
teachers' scientific knowledge, particularly in exper-
imental work. However, since attendance at the in-
stitutes was voluntary, many teachers (often the least
interested and least well qualified) shunned them.
The effectiveness of the institutes has been debated,
both because of the difficulty of defining and re-
searching the effectiveness of any teacher improve-
ment program and because the institutes were not
systematically evaluated at the time.4° Any future
replication of the institutes program would be costly,
and it might require $500 million to $1 billion,
spread over several years, to put all existing second-
ary mathematics and science teachers through at
least one instiLutv p:ogrpm. But a second genera-

'The Natioit.! Science Foundation remains cautious and makes no
claims either for the institutes' effectiveness or ineffectiveness. But many
science educators th,rik that th institutes wer remarkably successful.
A study by the Congressional Research Service in 1:15 found that the
institutes were of great value. U.S. Coneress, Congressional Research
Service, The National Science Founda'n and Pre-College Sci nce Edu-
cation: 1950.1975 (Washington, DC .S. House of Representatives,
Committee on Science and Technuiogy, Subcommittee on Science,
Research, and Technology, January 1976), Comm:ttee print. Hillier
Kneghbaum and Hugh Rawsom, An Investment in Knowledge (New
York, NY: New York University Press, 1969) suggest that the insti-
tutes were effective. Victor L. Wilson and Antoine M. Garibaldi, "The
Association Between Teacher Participation in NSF Institutes and Stu-
dent Achievement," Journa/ of Research in Science Teaching, vol. 13,
No. 5, 1976, pp. 431.439, found some modest positive effects. Also see
Knapp et al., op. cit., footnote 38, vol. 1, p. 130.

+Me General Accounting Office reviewed research on the National
Science Foundation-funded institutes and found little or no evidence
that such institutes had improved student achievement scores. U.S.
General Accounting Office, New Directions for Federal Programs To
Aid Mathematics and Science Teaching, GAO; EMD-84-5 (Washing-
ton, DC: Mar. 6, 1984).

tion of institutes would likely remedy past mistakes
and benefit from successful teacher improvement
activities that have been funded by school districts
and foundations (for example, see box 2- F).41

Renewed concern about the state of mathematics
and science education in the schools led Congress
to pass the Education for Economic Security Act
of 1984, which has provided $40 million to $140 mil-
lion annually, mainly for teacher training and educa-
tional activities.42 The Federal Government, via

'The National Science Foundation has also funded curriculum de-
velopment efforts and informal education activities, such as educational
television and science centers, with some success.

'Marks, op. cit., footnote 18.

Box 2-F.Urban Mathematics Collaboratives

This innovative program is designed to support
and reinvigorate mathematics teacher3 in 11 inner-
city centers. Each ma natics collaborative brings
together a community-wide advisory board of
teachers and business, civic, and university leaders,
with a part-time administrative staff. Collaboratives
currently exist in Cleveland, Los Angeles, Min-
neapolis/St. Paul, Philadelph;a, San Francisco,
Durham, Memphis, New Orleans, Pittsburgh, San
Diego, and St. Louis. The program was started with
a Ford Foundation grant in 1984. To date, the
foundation has committed over $2 million. Each
collaborative receives Ford Foundation support for
3 to 5 years in the expectation that each will be-
come a self-sustaining program funded by commu-
nity businesses, industries, colleges, universities,
and other civic and cultural organizations.

Specific collaborative activities for mathematics
teach :rs inc :tide industrial internships, exchange
programs with colleges and industries, evening sym-
posia, newsletters, and summer workshops. By
fostering collegiality among w .ematics teachers
and increasing the human anu financial resources
available to teachers, the projecs seek to reduce
teachers' isolation and to boost their professional
enthusiasm. To further the professional goals of the
collaboratives, the Foundation has established a
Technical Assistance Project that serves as an in-
formation clearinghouse on mathematics education
and facilitates network communication. The Foun-
dation also funds evaluation of the project through
the Wisconsin Center for Educational Research.
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both NSF and the Department of Education, has
also funded research on mathem ics and science
education, as well as data collectioi. These activi-
ties have been very valuable in giving the Nation
a picture of what is happening today and how things
might be improved.

Future Federal efforts to support science and engi-
neering education can leverage Federal funds if they
stress partnerships with programs funded by States,
school districts, private industry, and business. An
advantage of this approach, other than reducing
Federal outlays, is that the burden of evaluating pro-
gram outcomes is shared by all participants. When
this cannot be worked out, however, Federal funds
may be the only mechanism for improving the qual-
ity of mathematics and science education.

In summary, ways to ensure adequate production
of scientists and engineers fall into two distinct
groups. One is to enlarge the talent pool, the other
is to retain those already in it. Both cast schools

as the agent for recognizing and nurturing talent.
To assist in these tasks, the system of schooling must
become more sensitive to learning styles and vary-
ing rates and patterns of children's intellectual de-
velopment," and more open to community-based
programs and institutions. As a Nation, we can ex-
plore ways by which science and engineering could
more freely welcome those who come to the profes-
sions by nontraditional paths.

"There is pressure for redirecting American education to focus more
clearly on developing "higher order thinking skills." See Lauren B. Res-
nick, Education and Learning to Think (Washington, DC: National
Academy Press, 1987). In science, the focus is on investigative and in
terpretive skills as well as on factual recall. See Robert E. Yager, As
sess All Ave Domains of Science," The Science Teacher, vol. 54, No.
7, October 1987, pp. 33.37. There are also suggestions that teaching
should be better tailored to suit the way women and minorities learn.
Christine I. Bennett, Comprehensive Multicultural Education: The
ory and Practice (Boston, MA. Allyn & Bacon, 1986), ch. 4 and 5,
Mark A. Uhlig, "Learning Styles of Minorities to Be Studied," New
York Times, Nov. 21, 1987, p. A29; Eleanor Wilson Orr, Twice As
Less: Black English and the Performance of Black Students in Mahe
matics and Science (New York, NY. W.W. Norton & Co., 1987).
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Chapter 3

Higher Education for
Science and Engineering

DIVERSITY OF INSTITUTIONS, STUDENTS, AND DEGREES
The 3,300 universities, colleges, and engineering

institutes in the United States enroll a larger propor-
tion of young adults than in any other nation. About
12 million students are enrolled in institutions of
higher education; over 2 million of these are first-
time freshmen.' Half of these students will eventu-
ally receive bachelor's degrees. For the last three dec-
ades, 30 percent of bachelor's degree recipients (that
is, about 9 peeat of each high school graduating
class) received their degree., in science or engineer-
ing, including social science . In recent years, about
one-tenth of these bachelor's-level scientists and
engineers have gone on to earn science or engineer-
ing doctorates.'

These broad patterns disguise a great deal of var-
iation. Large research universities, small liberal arts
colleges, historically Black institutions, 2-year insti-
tutions, technical institutes, and other public and
private institutions of all kinds make American
higher education extraordinarily diverse in size, pur-
pose, and structure. Each type of institution pro
vides a unique environment for developing talent
and encouraging persistence in pursuit of a degree.
While this chapter concerns characteristics of educa-
tional environments and their students, its empha-
sis is on institutions as producers of scientists and
engineers at all degree levels. Of course, institutions
of higher education have many other functions be-
sides producing scientists and engineers, from voca-

'Other notable statistics en the total enrolled population are that
643 percent are full-time students and twothirds attend universities and
4year institutions. Among first tune freshmen (who represent roughly
80 percent of high school graduates), the ratio drill!. to part-time stu-
dents is two to one, but equal numbers are enrolled in 2. and 4year
institutions. See U.S. Department of Education, Office of Educational
Research and Improvement, Center for Education Statistics, Digest of
Education Srarisrics 1987 (Washington, DC: May 1987), tables 104
110, 154. The focus of this chapter is on full-time students enrclled
in America's 1,500 4year colleges and universities.

Natural sciences and eny'heering bachelor's degrees account for an
average of 20 percent of the baccalaureates awarded during this period.
National Science Foundation, Science and Engineering Degmts, 1950-
80: A Source Book, NSF 82.307 (Washington, DC: 1982)

tional training to the cultivation of western civili-
zation's artistic and cultural traditions.

Although 30 percent of baccalaureates are awarded
in science and engineering, the relative popularity
of different fields ' as shifted sub.,rantidtly with
events in the job market of the last three decades.
Increasing college enrollr Tins, which was the trend
until 1982, it nore science r, d engineering bac-
calaureate I :.,nts; in contrast, the proportion
continuing un to Ph.D. study reflects market de-
mand, the availability of Federal research and de-
velopment (R&D) funds, and direct student support
(see figure 3.1).' There is also substantial variation
in science and engineering by sex, race, and eth-
nicity of degree recipients. White males are far more
likely to earn degrees in science and engineering than
women, Blacks, or Hispanics (see figure 3-2). These
differences whit : mry from field to fieldhave
narrowed in the past 15 years, but are still gener-
ally large.

Most fields of grad,inte study in the sciences, as
distinguished from engineering, oriented toward
the academic as well as the industrial job market;
somewhat less than half of Ph.D. scientists work in
academic institutions. The Ph.D. is ff.., basic profes-
sional degree in most fields of science, and most sci-
ence students seek research or teaching positions.
Despite growing undergraduate enrollments from
the late 1960s co the early 1980s, a stagnant aca-
demic job market and slower growth in Federal re-
search funds have left many young Ph.D.s "under-
utilized."' Many institutions, beset by a faLulty

'Betty Vetter and Henry Hertzfeld, "Federal Support for Science
and Engineering Education. Effect un Output of Scientists and Engi-
neers 1945.1985," OTA contractor report, 1987. These relationships
are elaborated below.

'The National Science Foundation adds the rates of ur.employed
and "underemployed"those who are involuntarily in nonscienc.: or
engineering jobs or working part-time but seeking full-time
employmentto !cline an "underutilized" segment of the science and
engineering work force. In 1986, 6.5 percent of scientists and 2.3 per-
cent of engineers, at all degree levels, were underutilized. National
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American higher education institutions are extremely
varied, ranging from internationally renowned research
universities to small liberal arts colleges emphasizing
undergraduate teaching. Some smaller institutions
focus on local students, certain types of students (e.g.,
minority institutions), course offerings (e.g., engineering
schools), or course structure; while others emphasize
a diverse student body and comprehensive curriculum.

This divorsity has been a strength of American
education and research training.

Figure 3- 1. Science /Engineering Degrees,
by Level, 1950.86

300.000

260.000
B.S .

220.000

180,0007

140.000

100.000

M.S.
60,000 - --

Ph.D.

1950 1958 1966 1974 1982

SOURCE. U.S. Department of Education, Center for Education Statistics (B S. and
MS.), National Research Council, Survey of Doctorate Recipients
(Ph.D.).

2Q000

tenured largely during 1960s-era expansion, curtailed
their hiring in the 1970s. Full-time graduate enroll-
ments in science and engineering have grown since
the early 1970s. If not for the influx of foreign grad-
uate students, however, these enrollment increases
would have been less. Retirements and turnover of
faculty in the mid-1990s, combined with a resur-
gence in undergraduate enrollments later in the dec-
ade, may eventually relieve these pressures.' Until
then, the attractiveness of an academic career will
pale for many students.

In engineering and some fields of science (notably
earth sciences and computer science), the bachelor's
or, increasingly, the master's degree is the most im-
portant professional degree. The employment mar-
kets for these fields are dominated by industry; for
example, 80 percent of engineers work for private
companies.' Unlike the Ph.D.-oriented fields, these
fields respond to industrial, rather than academic,

(continued from previous page)

Science Board, Science Indicators: The 1985 Report,NSB 85-1 (Wash-
ington, DC: 1986), pp. 67-68.

`Institutions in the higher education system will absorb these trends
In different ways. The research universities will have the most finan
cial latitude to accommodate flux in faculty and research positions as
well as student enrollments. See, for example, Ha zy Brooks, "The
Research University. Doing Good, and Doing It Better," Issues in St.:
ence and Technology, vol. 4, No. 2, winter 1988, pp. 49-!5.

6U.S. Congress, Office Technology Assessment, "Preparing fur
Science and Engineering Careers. Feld -Level Profiles," staff paper, Jan.
21, 1987.
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Figure 3.2.Science/Engineering Degrees, by Level, Sex, and Race/Ethnicity, 1986

Women

B.S. M.S. Ph . D . B.S. M .S . Ph.D.

Black tisparic Asian/ Amer. kid./
Pacific Alaskan

IN
aNSE is natural science /engineering, which does not include the social sciences.
SOURCE: U S. Department of Education, Center for Education Statistics(B S. and MS.), National Research Council, Survey of Doctorate Recipients (Ph 0.).

needs. Because their periods of training are shorter,
enrolled students can react more quickly to employ-
ment opportunities. These fields, not coincidentally,
have been the ones that experience enrollment and
employment booms, and subsequent busts. When
fields boom (the most recent examples are engineer-
ing and computer science), faculty shortages develop.
Foreign faculty have proven vital to maintaining
teaching capacity in these fields. U.S. citizens have
generally sought high-paying baccalaureate -level in
dustrial employment rather than graduate study in
pursuit of faculty positions.

Federal influence over higher education is espe-
cially forceful at the graduate level. Federal fellow-

ships and other forms of assistance are awarded to
support specific graduate students in specific fields
of study. Federal R&D programs can also be highly
influential, since they provide employment oppor-
tunities for researchers in universities, industry, and
government, and assistantships for students. Before
they aspire to research apprenticeships and careers
in science and engineering, however, students must
acquire undergraduate educations that prepare them
f-Jr graduate study or, alternatively, convince them
that research is not their destiny. The character of
the undergraduate experience is usually decisive for
imparting the skills and expectations needed for par-
ticipation in science or engineering.
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UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

Key Questions

How well does undergraduate education nurture
talent?

What leverage or influence does the Federal Gov-
ernment have on undergraduate education?

Are there particular undergraduate environments
in science that encourage students to pursue a
Ph.D.? Are certain environments particularly suc-
cessful with specific groups?

Key Findings

Interest by freshmen in science and engineering
is declining slightly, while majors such as busi-
ness are increasingly popular. Science and engi-
neering students continue to hate higher high
school grade point averages and Scholastic Ap-
titude Test (SAT) scores than those entering other
majors.

Any action that increases the size or changes the
composition of the entire undergraduate popu-
lation, such as the G.I. bill and Title IX (whi '-h
outlawed sexual discrimination), is likely to be
reflected in the number of baccalaureate awards.
Science and engineering fields share in these
changes.

Research universities, in absolute terms, produce
the largest number of students that go on to
Ph.D.s. in science and engineering. But small
liberal arts and technical colleges with some ac-
tive research produce, in relation to their size, a
remarkable number of students who eventually
earn Ph.D.s. in these fields.

Science and engineering majors are similar to
other students in their sources and extent of fi-
nancial aid. Undergraduate loan burdens do not
seem to affect decisions by the majority of stu-
dents to pursue graduate degrees.

Higher education, once an optional route to
occupational mobility, is now a necessity for those
seeking admission to the professions. The baccalau-
reate is a crucial, but by no means final, credential
for employment, while institutions differ markedly
in the educations they provide. The process of re-

cruiting and sorting student talent is reciprocal: in-
stitutions' reputations, fees, and locations influence
the choices of students and their families, while the
students' academic profiles guide (but di not alone
determine) institutions' admissions decisions.' In-
stitutions will have important effects on students'
future careers, influencing their choices of majors,
their friends, and their likelihoods of pursuing grad-
uate study. But a student's career interest and
planned major will also influence the choice of col-
lege. Data on the "intentions" of entering freshman
capture the link between actual college enrollments
the net effect of mutual recruitment and sorting
and declared career plar.s.

Freshmen Intentions To Major in
Natural Science and Engineering

The expressed intentions of entering freshmen in-
dicate that fewer students today are interested in
natural science and engineering majors than at the
end of the last decade. In 1978, 27 percent, or about
286,000, of first-time, full-time freshmen entering the
Nation's 4-year colleges and universities, planned
to pursue majors in natural science or engineering.
By 1986, 24 percent (246,000) expressed such in-
terest.'

-Applivations for admission to higher education institutions have
been rasing since 1986. Perhaps this is due to (...ective college market-
ing. Students seem more willing to apply to institutions that they or-
dinarily (vould vonsider beyond their read( avademivally and linan
clay. Because the num' zr of students available to become freshmen
has been broadcast as demographically depressed, multiple applications
increase the prospect of choice. See Robert Rothman, "Surprise: Fresh-
man Enrollment Is Surging," Education Week, vol. 7, No. 7, Oct. 21,
1987, pp. 1, 21. From the institution's perspective, a multivariate "pre-
divtvd performanvc" model that a. aunts for differences in the high
1.hools from v(111...h students apply, as well as standardized test scores,

grades, extracurricular activities, etc., is preferred in making admissions
decisions. See Hunter M. Breland, Educational Testing Service, An
Examination of State University and College Admissions Polivies," re-
search report, January 1985.

Data are from the Cooperative Institutional Research Program's an-
nual survey of freshmen in American colleges and universities. Fresh
men intentions to major in fields are taken as an indicator of degree
trends 4 to 5 years later. The correlation is strong and positive, but
..ariabh. by field. Kenneth C. Green, "Freshman Intentions and SI.1
crux/Engineering Careers," OTA contractor report, December 1987.
Also note that an this section we use the more restrictive designation
"natural science and engineering" (omitting social science) to estimate
...arecr Interest and alzc of the svien...c and engineering talent pool.
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The decline has been neither steady nor consist-
ent. Freshman interest in some majors, such as com-
puter science and end' leering, rose substantially in
the early 1980s as students sought careers in high-
growth fields' Enrollments in both fields began to
decline in 1984, however, and by 1986 their shares
of freshman major intentions had slipped back to
where they had been in the late 1970s. Freshmen
interest in becoming research scientists also declined
by more than one-quarter between 1978 and 1986.
This drop in freshman interest could be interpreted
as a delayed response to a market perceived as offer-
ing too few desirable positions for those graduating
with degrees in science. It is a disturbing trend and
an early warning signal to those concerned about
replenishing the research work force.

Blacks and Hispanics represent 8 and 2 percent,
respectively, of the freshmen intending majors in
the natural sciences and engineering, and Asians
6 percent. Changes in the distribution of freshman
preferences of Asian and Black students by broad
field can be observed in table 3-1; for all broad fields
of natural science and engineering, the proportion
of whites declined from 1978 to 1986 while the
proportions of Asians and Blacks rose. In general,
Cooperative Institutional Research Program ',CIRP)
data indicate that science-interested freshmen are
more likely than their peers in other fields to report

'Alexander W As,'n et al , The American Freshman Twenty Year
Trends (Los Angeles, CA. Univetsity of California at Los Angeles,
Higher Education Research Institute, 1987), pp. 14-15.

"A" or "A-" grade point averages in high school,
and to report having spent more time on high school
homework. They are more confident of their abili-
ties and have higher degree aspirations. More of
these high school "high achievers," however, are
choosing other majors, particularly business, than
did so in the past!'

How well do freshmen intentions predict degree
outcomes? A 1986 CIRP followup survey of the
freshman cohort of 1982 shows that retention to
completion of the baccalaureate varies by discipline.
For example, 70 percent of freshman business majors
earn the baccalaureate in business 4 years later, and
over 60 percent of education and social sciences
majors receive degrees in these fields. In natural sci-
ence and engineering fields, the retention rates are
lower, ranging from a low of 38 percent in the phys-
ical sciences to a high of 58 percent in engineering.
In general, these fields lose twice as much talent to
fields other than natural sciences and engineering
fields than they gain. As seen in figure 3-3, the "sur-
vival rate" for the 1982 freshman cohort in four
broad fit ids can be measured in several ways. (At-
trition from a natural science or engineering major,
it should be remembered, can represent a gain else-
where.) In the biological sciences, physical sciences,
and engineering, 5 to 10 percent of the bachelor's

'When interest in natural science and engineering majors is aria
lyzcd for the high achiever student population (those with "A" or "A-"
high school grade point averages), the proportion of Asians increases
from 6 to 8 pert.ent, while the proportion of Blacks decreases by half
to 4 percent. Eighty-the percent of the high achiever population is white.

Table 3.1.- Freshman Preferences for Various Undergraduate Majors, by Selected
RaciallEthnic Group, 1978 and 1986'

Asian
1978 1986

Black
1978 1986

Wh tieb
1986

Natural science and engineering
Physical sciences 1.9 4.5 6.0 10.3 91 83
Biological sciences 0.9 6.3 5.8 6.4 91 84
Premedicine 2.9 7.4 7.9 9.9 87 79
Engineering 2.2 5.8 6.8 7.4 89 84
Other majors
Social sciences 0.9 2.2 12.6 9.8 84 85Arts & humanities 0.9 2.2 6.3 6.2 91 90
Business 0.9 2.0 9.8 11.3 88 85
Education 0.5 0.6 8.5 6.5 90 91
All other° 1.1 2.9 8.8 9.4 88 86
aFreshmen of selected racial/ethnic group as a percentage of all freshmen planning to pursue majors in selected t Ads.b Percentages have been rounded.
c Includes nursing, allied health, architecture, and undecided students, among others.
SOURCE: Kenneth C Green, "Freshman Intentions and Science/Engineering Careers," OTA contractor report, 1987,
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Figure 3.3.Natural Science/Engineering B.S. Degree
Attainment, by Freshman Major, 1982 Freshmen
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SOURCE Kenneth C Green. OTA contractor report. 1987 Based on data from
the Cooperative Institutional Research Project, University of Califor-
nia at Los Angeles.

recipients earn a degree in a field order than the
freshman major but still within the na tural sciences
and engineering.

Trends in Science and Engineering
Baccalaureates

The number of science and engineering baccalau-
reates has risen slightly as a nercentage of the 22-
year-old population, although its share of all bac-
calaureate degrees awarded has been fairly constant
during the past two decades. The distribution of
these degrees by field has varied considerably in re-
sponse *o economic developments, Federal and State
policies, and social attitudes (see figure 3-4). Physics
degrees fell during the 1970s and are still recover-
ing; one-third of physics graduates continue with
graduate study. With earth scientists in surplus
owing to the decline in the petroleum and mining
industries, baccalaureates in these fields have been
declining sharply since 1982. A decline in mathe-

matics baccalaureates in the late 1970s was accom-
panied by a rise in computer science degrees; math-
ematics is now rebounding somewhat. Degrees in
biology have been declining in the past 10 years.
Baccalaureates in the social sciences peaked in 1974,
after a period of substantial growth, and have been
declining ever since."

Women in Science and Engineering

Women have never been well represented'
among recipients or science and engineering bacca-
laureate degree awards (see figure 3-5). Women re-
ceived about 38 percent of science and engineering
bachelor's degrees (heat, ily concentrated in the so-
cial sciences (43 percent) and life sciences (44 per-
cent)) in 1986." Although women have made gains
across the board in their share of science and engi-
neering baccalaureates, since 1984 their share has
leveled off, and in computer science, engineering,
biological sciences, and the physical sciences is de-
clining slightly.' Yet CIRP reports that in 1986
women were twice as likely as men to be interested
in medical careers (often anchored by an under-
graduate major in biology) and significantly more
likely to be interested in research."

"Betty X1 Vetter and Eleanor L. Babco, Professional Women and
Ahnontrec: A Manpower Data Resource Service, 7th ed. (Washing-
ton, DC. Commission on Professionals in Science and Technology,
December 1987), pp. 137, 151, 199.

t-The widespread use of the terms "underrepresented" and "over-
represented" is troublesome. Both terms assume some "normal" level
of representati,,.. date to a bast. population. That population could
be the total U.S. population, the size of the college-age (18- to 24-year-
olds) cohort, or the number of undergraduate students enrolled. The
referee- is seldom dear; the terms are not used throughout this report.
For further discussion, see U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assess-
ment, Elementary and SeLondary Education for Suence and
Engineering- A TeLhnhal Aremorandum, forthcoming, summer 1988.

'Vetter and Babco, op. cit., footnote II, p. 54.
"Betty M. Vetter, "Women's Progress," Mosaic, vol. 18, No. 1,

spring 1987, pp. 4-5.
'Green, op. cit., footnote 8. The gap between aspirations and reali-

zation has been explained by some as a "chilly climate" for women
that still prevails in many college classrooms. Roberta M. Hall and Ber-
nie,. R Sandler, The Classroom Chmare. A Chilly One for Women:
(Washington, DC. Assoeiation of American Colleges, Project on the
Status and Education of Women, 1982); Roberta M. Hall and Bernice
R. Sandler, Out of the Classroom; A Chilly Campus Climate for
Women: kWashingtun, DC. Assuelatiun of American Culleg s, Projeet
on the Status and Education of Women, October 1984). In terms of
the thinning ranks of the research work force noted earlier, women's
intentions, at least as they enter college, would appear to be a wet-
Lome antidote, If degree-taking indeed follows.
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Figure 3-5.SciencelEngineering B.S. Degrees,
by Sex, 1950.86
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The implicit assumption ti,nt scientific competence
in the United States is disc roportionately concen-
trated in the 40 percent of the population repre-
sented by white males is, as one observer puts it,
"a handicap that neither science nor the U.S. can
any longer tolerate on economic, competitive, moral,
or any other grounds."16 Yet the gender gap in
recruitment to lind participation in science, reduced
by two decades of gains, is in danger of widening
again.' By now, however, strategies targeted to in-
crease the recruitment and participation of women
in science and engineering are well known (see box
3-A)."

"Michael Heylin, "Women, Minorities, and Chemistry," Chemical
& Engineering Netvs, vol. 65, No. 37, Sept. 14, 1987, p. 3.

"Betty Vetter, "Women in Science," The American Woman 1987-
88: A Report in Depth, D. Shavlik and ). Touchton (eds.) (Washing-
ton, DC: Women's Research and Educational Institute, 1987).

"Elizabeth K. Stage et al., "Increasing the Participation and
Achievement of Girls and Women in Mathematics, Science, and Engi-
neering," Handbook for Achieving Sex Equity Through Education,
Susan S. Klein (ed.) (Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1985), pp. 237-268. Also see Susan S. Klein, "The Role of Public
Policy in the Education of Girls and Women," Educational Evalua-
tion and Policy Analysis, vol. 9, No. 3, fall 1987, pp. 219-230.
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Photo credit: National Institutes of Health

Females interested in scientific careers have faced strong cpposition ever since science became an organized and
academic activity. Slowly, the barriers to their participation are being eroded, but there are many signs that women's
progress has, for the moment at least, sputtered. Renewed efforts among the existing scientific work force are needed

to make science more attractive to females.

Minority College Attendance
and Degree-taking in Science

and Engineering

Although they constitute about 12 percent of the
population (and 9 percent of the college freshmen),
Blacks receive only 2.6 percent C the bachelor's
degrees and 2 percent of the doc crates in science
and engineering.° The proportion of Blacks that
complete high school has increased from 10 to 70
percent in the last 40 years. Black enrollments in
higher education have increased accordingly (al-
though they are now declining, perhaps because of
shifts in Federal aid from grants and scholarships
to loans, which Blacks are often reluctant to as-

'9A.K. Finkbeiner, "Demographics or Market Forces?" Mosaic, vol.
18, No. 1, spring 1987, p. 17.

sume).z° Two-thirds of Blacks enrolled in higher
education are female. Black males are shunning
higher education, a talent loss of increasing propor-
tions. Some of this loss is to the Armed Forces,
which are excellent providers of technical training
and also promise financial support for higher edu-
cation following a period of service.21

'There are no national data to link firmly this case with this ef-
fect, and the phenomenon may preclude the collection of information,
for example, in the Department of Education's Recent College Grad-
uate survey. See Applied Systems Inc., "Student Borrowing, Starting
Salaries and Education Debt Burdens: Evidence From the Surveys of
Recent College Graduates," OTA contractor report, September 1987,
and discussion below.

"Slogans such as the Armed Forces' "It's a great place to start!"
apparently have great appeal. In 1985, over 90 percent of Blacks who
enlisted were high school graduates. Solomon Arbeiter, "Black Enroll.
ments. The Case of .he Missing Students," Change, vol. 19, No. 3,
May/June 1987, p. 17. "No equivalent exists in higher education to
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Box 3-A.Recruiting Women to Science and Engineering: One Physicist's Prescription
A female physicist's observations on recruiting women to careers in science and engineering form a kind

of primer on women's participation:'

Positive role models, e.g, the national impact of Sally Ride, cannot be emphasized enough. "In addition
to seeing women functioning as scientists and engineers on the job, students also use role models as a
primary source of reassurance that a technical career can be mi:;ed with family responsibilities."
In any science-related activity, a "reasonably sized female peer group" provides a "critical mass." This
is essentia: at the "most critical times when large numbers of girls turn away from considering technical
careers," junior high school and at the end of the sophomore year in college, "when they are selecting
a major."
We forget that "today's culture still takes men more seriously" than women.

An agenda for action requires that women in science receive national attention in the form of publicizing
statistics on thL gap between the sexes in participation in science.

"Newspaper editors and television producers can insist that women appear with men in news items about
science and technology."
Scholarships and internships especially for women can be offered by government agencies, academic in-
stitutions, and high-technology companies.
The National Science Foundation can be authorized to study "the on-campus factors thought to be im-
portant in the recruitment and retention of women in science and engineering majors."
Summer programs for high school girls can bring them to university :: mpuses to take courses and learn
about technical careers. This would be a kind of national "Science Head Start" program that Congress
could delegate to the States.
Through cooperative efforts between educational institutions and prospective employers, the alumni of
these summer programs could be hired for summer jobs.

National policy, however, can be developed to support women once they enter the science and engineering
work force. Among the issues that Congress should consider are these four:

1. Guidelines on maternity and paternity leave;
2. Flexible working hours, job-sharing, and home- as well as office-centered work;
3. Public and private day-care facilities of great variety; and
4. Research on interrupted careers.

These issues suggest actions that change the culture through legislation. Only the enforcement of legislation
will change individual attitudes.

'Most of the following text is a paraphrase of Elizabeth S. Ivey, "Recruiting More -70men Into Science and Engineering," Issues in Science & Technolo
gy, vol. 4, No. I, fall 1987, pp. 84.86. Direct quotes are indicated.

There have been important shifts in the institu-
tions that Black students attend. The historically
Black colleges and universities (HBCUs)n have
been the main source of Black scientists and engi-

the enormously successful 'Be All That You Can Be' campaign for mil-
itary recruitment." James R. Mingle, Focus on Minorities: Trends in
Higher Education Participation and Success (Denver, CO: Education
Commission of the States and the State Higher Education Executive
Officers, July 1987).

22Historically or traditionally Black institutions refer to 105 colleges
and universities st.. designated in 1976 by the National Center for Edu-
cation Statistics and founded before 1954 for the purpose of educating
Black students. These institutions are located in 19 States and the Dis-

neers (see box 3-B), followed by the large State
universities. Most Blacks enrolled in 4-year institu-
tions are now in traditionally white universities.23

trict of Columbia. Of the 100 in existence in 1984, 57 were privately
controlled; the rest are under State control. Susan Hill, The Tradi-
tionally Black Institutions of Higher Education, 1860-1982 (Washing.
ton, DC: U.S. Department of Education, 1984), p. xi.

2Valter R. Allen, "Black Colleges vs. White Colleges: The Fork in
the Road for Black Students," Change, vol. 19, No. 3, May/June 1987,
p. 28; Stephen Chaikind, College Enrollment Patterns of Black and
White Students (Washington, DC: DRC, 1986); Scott Jaschik, "Ma-
jor Changes Seen Needed for Colleges to Attract Minorities," The
Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 34, No. 13, Nov. 25, 1987, pp.
Al, 31.
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Box 3-B.The National Institutes of Heaith Minority Access to Research Careers Program'

Established in 1975 by the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the Minority Access to Research Careers
(MARC) Program focuses on increasing the number and research capabilities of minority scientists in biomedi-
cal fields and in strengthening science curricula at minority institutions. The object is to prepare students for
careers in biomedical research. The explicit focus of the program is on improving minority students' opportu-
nity, aspiration, and preparation for graduate study. The MARC Program offers bot;i institutional training
grants and individual fellowships: the Faculty Fellowship, the Visiting Scientist Award, the Honors Under-
graduate Research Training Grant, and the Predoctoral Fellowship.

The Faculty Fellowship, the first award offered, provides opportunities for advanced research training for
faculty from 4-year institutions serving predominantly minority students. Members are nominated by their in-
stitutions and may serve up to 3 years. The Visiting Scientist Award provides financial support for outstanding
scientist-teachers at such colleges and universities in the hope of strengtheni: research and teaching in the
biomedical sciences. Stipends are set on a case-by-case basis, and funding can be requested for a period from
an academic quarter to 1 year. The HonorsUndergraduate Research Training Grant, initiated at the suggestion
of Congress and the largest component of MARC, often works in conjunction with NIH's Minority Biomedical
Research Support Program. Its objective is to increase the number of well-prepared students who can compete
successfully for entry into graduate biomedical programs. Training support is offered for a maximum of 5 years
to carefully selected undergraduate honors students at institutions in which enrollments are drawn primarily
from minority groups. The Predoctoral Fellowship, also awarded for a maximum of 5 years, targets the honors
graduates and is conditional on acceptance into a biomedical Ph.D. program.

MARC provides tuition and stipend support for third and fourth year honors undergraduate students. Its
specially structured curriculum includes exposure to ongoing research in the biomedical sciences, travel, admin-
istrative support, equipment purchase, and research, including summer study. From 1977 to 1984, MARC Honors
has grown from $990,000 (or $700,000 in 1972 dollars) (74 tn.:awes at 12 schools) to $4.9 million ($2.2 million
in 1972 dollars) and 366 undergraduate trainees at 56 schools). Results of a 1984 evaluation and survey showed
that the program was successful in keeping talented minorities in school and encouraging them to pursue re-
search: careers.

The MARC Program is continually monitored by a review committee. Site visits show that faculty mem-
bers report high motivation among MARC honors students and note several examples of published research.
A questionnaire sent to more than 800 former trainees indicates that three of four have enrolled ingraduate
or professional programs. Some critics contend that the MARC Program places too much emphasis on prepar-
ing students for research careers and ignores those with other career plans. Yet most (63 percent) MARC alumni
are employed in science or engineering fields.

The institutional impact of the various MARC Programs is indicated by a definite increase in biologybachelor's
degrees at MARC schools. In addition, student surveys show that the re:earch component of the program is

consistently touted as the most appealing aspect. Many maintain that they would not have continued their
studies had it not been for the availability of MARC funds and the opportunities fostered by the program.
The creation of role models in these graduate programs encourages the program's continued success.

1Howard H. Garrison and Prudence W. Brown, Minority Access to Research Careers. An Evaluation of the Honors Undergraduate Research Training

Program (Washington, DC.: National Academy of Sciences, Institute of Medicine, Committee Jn National Needs for Biomedical and BehavioralResearch

Personnel, 1985).

HBCU enrollments and degree awards are declin-
ing, and the large State universities are not com-
pensating for the downturn. Half of all Black stu-
dents who attend college enter higher education in
2-year or community colleges. It is likely that these
institutions place tiny numbers of their graduates

into the science and engineering pipeline of 4-year
colleges."

24According to a survey of 1980 high school graduates, Asian-
American students were twice as likely (American Indian and white
students 11a times as likely) as Black and Hispanic students to enter
2-year colleges and later transfer to 4-year institutions. For all groups,
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Photo credit: National Institutes of Health

While most Blacks in science and engineering used
to come from the historically Black colleges and
universities, st...; Howard University in Washington,
DC, an increaslp, roportion now enroll in traditionally
white universities, including community colleges.
Overall, Black enrollment in science and engineering

is declining.

Most Hispanics and American Indians in higher
education are enrolled in 2-year colleges. The His-
panic population is heavily concentrated in Cali-
fornia, Texas, New York, and Florida. About 75

(continued from previoLi -age)

there is a flow (of one-third to one-half as many students) in the other
directions as well. See Shirley Vining Brown, Minorities in the Grad-
uate Education Pipeline, Research Report of the Minority Graduate
Education Project (Princeton, NJ: Graduate Record Examinations Board
and Educational Testing Service, 1987), p. 5. Although no systematic
ieldlevel data are available, thirdyear transfers into engineering are
reportedly not uncommon when an engineering institution is in close
proximity to 2-year colleges that can feed it students (OTA Workshop
on Engineering Education in 1997, Sept. 9, 1987; Bernard Sagik, per-
sonal communication, October 1987).

colleges and universities have enrollments that are
over 25 percent Hispanic.25 Institutions such as the
University of Texas-El Paso, Florida International
University, and the University of New Mexico have
graduated large numbers of Hispanic students.26

Asian-American students, who are variously of
Chinese, Korean, Indochinese, Filipino, Japanese,
Laotian, Cambodian, Indian, and other origins,
continue to do very well educationally, especially
in science and engineering. One indicator of achieve-
ment is that 70 percent of Asian-American 18-year-
olds take the SAT as compared to 28 percent of their
age peers. Asian-Americans also tend to concentrate
at top-ranking universities. The freshman classes of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology, and the University
of California at Berkeley in the fall of 1986 were over
20 percent A sian-American, compared to 3.1 per-
cent of all freshmen nationwide" (see box 3-C).

25The Chronicle of Higher Education, "Hispanics: Some Basic
Facts," Sept. 16, 1987, p. A36. In 1987, 60 U.S. institutions founded
the Hispanic Assouation of Colleges and Universities. Based on a cri-
terion of at least 25 percent Hispanic enrollment, 100 institutions are
expected to qualify by the year 2000. See Cheryl M. Fields, "Demo.
graphic Changes Bring Large Hispanic Enrollments to Over 60 Insti-
tutions," The Chronicle of Higher Education, Oct. 7, 1987, p. A40.

26Richard C. Richardson, jr. et al., "Graduating Minority Students,"
Change, voi. 19, No. 3, May -June 1987, p. 24.

"Evidence of the superior academic performance of AsianAmerican
students has been described recently in Time, the Sunday New York
Times Magazine, and the Los Angeles Times Magazine in stories al.
leging discrimination against AsianAmencan stud'nts in admissions
to U.S. colleges and universities, and their perception as a "nondisad-
vantaged" minority. Sec Green, op. cit., footnote 8; Manpower Coin-
ments, vol. 24, No. 10, December 1987, pp. 14.15.

Box 3C.AsianAmericans i. Science and Engineering: Perceptions and Realities

Stereotypes abound about the intelligence and educational achievements of Asian-American
children. A closer look suggests that reality is far more complicated than perceptions, though a lack
of research on the interaction of country of origin, social class, and family structure with educa-
tional success inhibits understanding of Asian-American participation in the science and engineer-
ing work force.

The whiz-kid image fits many of the children of Asian immigrant families who arrived in this
country ii. the late 1960s and early 1970s, following passage of a 1965 law liberalizing immigrant
quotas. Most of these immigrants came from Hong Kong, South Korea, India, and the Philippines.
And the image fits many children of the more than 100,000 Indochinese (primarily Vietnamese)
immigrants who arrived in this country following the end of the Vietnam War in 1975)

Both of these groups included mostly middle- to upper-income professional p^ople who .vere
fairly well-educated and who passed on to their children an abiding interest in education and a strong
work ethic.
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For thousands of other Asian-Americansa high percentage of the 600,000 Indochinese refu-
gees who fled Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia in the late 1970sthe problems are far different. Many
of this recent wave of refugees lived in poor surroundings in their homelands. They came to the
United States with few skills and little English, have a tough tin., finding a decent job, and often
share housing with relatives. Their children find it difficult to !tarn; some are attracted to drugs
and gangs; many drop out of school.

There may be both a generational and a class factor influencing Asian-American students' ori-
entation to education. There is also a geographical dimension: over one-third of Asian-Americans
reside in California and another 22 percent in Hawaii and New York combined.

Asian-American college-bound seniors have the highest high school grade point averages and
degree aspirations. They do especially well in mathematics courses, which may account more than
their verbal or social skills for their attraction to science and engineering. Asian-Americans take
more, and score higher on, Advanced Placement examinations offered in science and mathematics.
They also excel in the mathematics portion of the Scholastic Aptitude Test. In 1985, Asian-American
college-bound seniors were twice as likely as other students to plan an undergraduate major in engi-
neering.2 Because :heir preparation is better and their attrition less than other groups, Asian-American
students succeed in higher education at all degree levels.

In 1986, there were over 225,000 Asian-American scientists and engineers representing about
5 percent of the total science and engineering work force, compared to 2 percent of the overall U.S.
work force.; The Asian-American contribution to U.S. science and engineering is indisputable. But
no single ethnic group will compensate for the declining numbers of white students planning careers
in science and engineering, despite the growth in minority populations over the next two decades.

As for the perception of Asian-American students, the words of a resource teacher with the
St. Paul, Minnesota, school system's Multicultural Center are instructive:

We encourage our teachers not to look at minority children as having to fit into one mold. Instead
we try tr, point out that each child brings to Ae classroom a different set of cultural characteristics
differences in values, in home life, in economic circumstances.4

Once these immigrant groups assimilate, it is uncertain how the differences we now observe will
be sustained, and what will affect their future educational achievements, including their contribu-
tions to American science and engineering.

'This and the quotes that follow are from Bill Fischer, "'Whiz Kid' Image Masks Problems of Asian Americans," NEA
Today, vol. 6, No. 8, March 1988, pp. 14.15.

'National Science Foundation, Women and Minorities in &Acme and Engincwring, NSF88-301 (Washington, DC. Jan
uary 1988), pp. 43.45.

'Also, in 1985, over 34,000, or 8 percent, of employed doctoral scientists and engineers were Asian, one-third of them
were non-U.S. citizens. For other field, labor market, and career pattern comparisons see ibid., pp. 22 -24 and appendix tables.

'ischer, op. cit., footnote 1, p. 15.

PRODUCTIVE ENVIRONMENTS-UNDERGRADUATE ORIGINS OF
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

Variety among higher education institutions dis-
tinguishes the United States from other countries
and contributes enormously to the education sys-
tem's success and ability to reach so many students.
Institutions include vast State universities and col-
leges (obliged to admit qualified resident high school
graduates), engineering institutes akin to industrial

training schools, and research universities of inter-
national repute. Private liberal arts colleges, histori-
cally Black institutions, and an array of others com-
plete the picture.

Each type of institution serves a different clien-
tele and has a particular local, State, or national
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context. Community colleges, predominantly county-
based, train skilled workers and serve, for a few, as
stepping stones to full baccalaureate programs.
Liberal arts colleges are rooted in the classical no-
tion that exposure to the great books and works in
all disciplines is the way to instill democracy and
higher-order thinking in the citizenry.

Institutions also vary in their relative emphasis
on teaching and research, and on undergraduate
and graduate teaching. One group of institutions,
research universities, specializes in research and grad-
uate teaching. Another group, a subset of the liberal
arts colleges, specializes in undergraduate education,
but does research as well. Some institutions are ori-
ented primarily or exclusively to certain populations
such as Blacks or women. Each ty:-..c of institutior
with its unique role, contributes to the strength of
the entire higher education system.

There is competition among types of institutions
and within the types themselves. Institutions com-
pete for Federal and industry research funds, for
talented students and faculty, and for equipment
and facilities support. Most science and engineer.
ing undergraduates are produced by the major re-
search universities, State institutions, and the pri-
vate liberal arts colleges. From the point of view of
the future science and engineering research work
force, an important measure of the success of the
education provided by these environments is the
number of their graduates that go on to earn Ph.D.s
in science and engineering.

Gs aduates who later earn Ph.D.F In science and
engineering come from a limited number of un-
dergraduate institutions. Ranked by the absolute
number of their alumni that later receive Ph.D.s
in science and engineering, 100 schools supply 40
percent of all students who receive doctorates.
Four out of five of these top 100 undergraduate in-
stitutions are private." Of these institutions, large

uThis finding is based on an analysis of four baccalaurea.. cohorts
dating from academic years 1950-51 to 1965-66. Degree totals were ex-
tracted from the Center for Education Statistics' annual Earned Degrees
Conferred, and linked o the National Research Council's Doctorate
Records File to calculate institutional productivity rankings through
1979. A 10-year lag from baccalaureate to Ph.D. award was used to
create this indicator of institutional productivity. The methodology
and various rankings are contained in Betty Maxfield, "Persistence in
Higher Science and Engineering (S/E) Education. S/E Baccalaureate
to S/E Doctorate Productivity of U.S Baccalaureate-Granting lnsti
tutions," OTA contractor report, September 1987.
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degree-granting institutions (the "research univer-
sities") have the highest output of bachelor's grad-
uates who go on to earn science and engineering
Ph.D.s.

A group of about 50 private liberal arts colleges,
however, has claimed to be especially productive,
and accordingly, de"erving of funding for research
equipment and teaching! These "research colleges"
claim that their traditional small scale, emphasis on
research experiences for undergraduates, and focus
on individual students are major contributors to the
eventual production of Ph.D.s in science and engi-
neering.' For example, their students are encour-
aged to work with faculty members on current sci-
entific research and to become full participants in
research teams. A subset of this group, such as Bryn
Mawr, Mt. Holyoke, and Smith, focuses on edu-
cating women and claims to be particularly produc-
tive of female scientists.

By looking at an estimate of the proportion of each
institution's baccalaureate graduates in all fields that
have gone on to gain Ph.D.s in science and engi-
neering, OTA finds that some liberal arts colleges
as well as universities that specialize in technical edu-
cation are unusually productive of future Ph.D. sci-
entists and engineers, when allowonce is made for
the size of these colleges (see figure 3-6). A large
proportion of the graduates of these environments
also subsequently join the research work force."

1985, these colleges undertook a self study: David Davis-Van
Atta et al., Educating American Scientists: The Role of the Research
College (Oberlin, OH: Oberlin College, May 1985). A Second National
Conference on "Tne Future of Science at Liberal Arts Colleges" in
1986 resulted in another report. Sam C. Carrier and David Davis -Van
Atta, Maintaining Anycitca s Scientific Productivity. 77ie IVe:essity. of
the Libenr` Arts Colleges (Oberlin, OH: Oberlin College, March 1987).
Together, they are known as the Oberlin Reports. Although the labels
"research colleges" and "science intensives" hate been applied, they
are not embraced even by members of the 50 colleges. Also, another
50 colleges probably share the characteristics of those included in the
Oberlin Reports (see app. A). Thus, OTA's use of the term "research
colleges" refers to about 100 private liberal arts colleges where, histori-
cally (and ironically), teaching has been especially valued.

x'A quarter-century ago, liberal arts colleges were found to be among
the 50 most productive institutions of higher education. R.H. Knapp
and H.B. Goodnch, "The Origin of American Scientists," Science, vol.
133, May 1951, pp. 543.545. This finding was later confirmed by M.E.
Tidball and V. Kistiakowsky. "Baccalaureate Origins of American Sci-
entists and Scholars," Science, vol. 193, August 1970, pp. 04t,-052.

"During the 1970s, when single-sex colleges either merged or began
admitting :,.able numbers of students of the opposite sex, 2 percent
of tcomen baccalaureates from coeducational institutions went on for
a science or engineering Ph.D. compared to 10 percent of the gradu-
ates of women's colleges. See M.E. Tidball, "Baccalaureate Origins of

(coainued on next page)
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Figure 3.'1:I.Science/Engineering Ph.D. Productivity,
by Type of B.S. Institution, 1950.75
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aPorcent of all B.S. graduates who later got science/engineering Ph.D.s. The t. alga
in science/engineering Ph.D. productivity tracks the increase in Federal follow.
ship (and R&D) spending during the 1960s.

bFifteen institutions with an emphasis on scioncedengineering and that send a
Jorge proportion of their students on to science/engineering Ph.D.s.
'Tho 100 institutions of all typos that have tho highest productivity ratios for
science/engineering Ph.D.s.
The 50 liberal arts colleges that participated In tho Second National Confer.
once on "The Futuro of Science at Liberal Arts Colleges" at Oberlin, June 1986.
Those colleges are also known as "research colleges" duo to their emphasis
on undergraduate and faculty research.

SOURCE: Betty D. Maxfield. OTA ore:tractor report. 1987.

(coruinued from previous page)
Rctent Natural &knee Ducturates,"Jourrialofilighcr EduLarruir,,ul.
57, No. 6, November.'DeeemIxt 1986, pp. 606.620. In the analysis re
ported here, tuna! bae ealaureatc uutput, nut numbers of males and fe
males separately, defined the produettsity of institutions. Execpc fur
the predominantly ts omen's colleges, OTA has nut determined which
institutions sent large numbers of women on fur Ph.D.s, only the top
Ph.D. producers for both sexes combined haec been identified.
(Elizabeth Tidball, personal communication, Dec. 16, 1987.) Also note
that the predominantly women's colleges and historically Blade col
'cps and universities serve more homogeneous populations than other
types of institutions. Numeneal eumparisons with wedueational, largely
white institutions du not capture this special Lind of produLm ay. Set,
for example, Michael T. Nettles ct al., "Comparative and Predietise
Analyses of Blael. and White Student; College Maim emetic and Ex
perienecs,"Journa/of H4etcr Edu,artun, v.1. 57, N. 3, May June 1986,
pp z89 318. Insticutionai level measurement IN at best a crude proxy
for the climate that fosters educational success of those µho expert
ence it, and perhaps contributes to students' later persistence to the
Ph.D.

Figure 3-6 also reveals a peak in the 1960s that
can be traced (see below) to the sharp rise in Fed-
eral fellowship and academic research funding in the
early 1960s, followed by decline from the late 1960s
into the 1970s. The bulge in baccalaureates going
on for science and engineering Ph.D.s appears in
all types of institutions, but is pronounced in the
research-oriented ones and those receiving the most
Federal dollars.

The quality of students recruited and enrolled in
an institution, of course, is related to the number
and quality of those who emerge with baccalaure-
ate degrees. The education provided by th research
colleges is very costly; most of the costs are borne
by students and their families.32 These colleges are
highly selective in admitting students, but make
great efforts to ensure students' success by offering
considerable personal attention and support. The
institutional environment clearly matters." Ele-
ments of students' experiences in the research col-
leges that encourage pursuit of the Ph.D., such as
early research experience, the emphasis that such
schools place on teaching, and their small student-
faculty ratios, could be replicated at other institu-
tions." OTA concludes that to increase numbers
of Ph.D. scientists and engineers, it would be
worth studying techniques used by research col-
leges and encourage other institutions to adopt
similar strategies and values.

`'Carrier and awlsVan Atta, op. cit., footnote 29.
"Robert S. PAley, "Liberal Arts Colleges: Can They Compete?"

The Drool 'Zeviciv, vol. 4, No. 4, fall 1937, pp. 3: 37. Not only
is there ecment on the definition of and erateria fur measur-
ing stun. .i.a ay," but "... there arc no detatled and eomparable
national data on student performanee at the pustseeundary level. At
best, only erudc estimates can be made of the quality of subgroups in
the graduate talent (oul by exantirsing trends and eltaraderisties of
the applicants taking such tests as the GRE [Gretioace Record Exam-
nation)." Brut n, up. tat., footnote 24, p. 7. Also see T.W. Hartle, "The
Growing Interest in Measuring the Educational Achievement of Col-
lege Students," Assessment in American Higher Education, C. Adel-
man red.) (VX'ashingtun, DC. U.S. Department of Education, 1986).

"Alexander W. Astir', Four Critical Years (San Frantaseo, CA.
Jussey B.us, 1977), esp. pp. 44, 89. These elements arc central to some
other highly produetne (small ccehnlealr thsticutions such as Harvey
Mudd and the C.alifurnta Institute of Teehnolugy. Like the Massachu-
setts Institute ufTeehnolugy and other rescardt universities, these in-
stitutions emphasize undergraduate research, indeed often require a
research chests fur graduation. See, fur example, Janet Lanza, "Whys
and Hows of Undergraduate Research," BroSracnce, vol. 38, No. 2,
February 1988, pp. 110-112.
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ENGINEERING

Key Questions

How well does the preparation of new engineer-
ing graduates satisfy the needs of industry?

What are the effects of the huge rise in the num-
ber of foreign graduate students on engineering
employment and engineering teaching?

Why, after more than a decade of growth, has
the participation of women in engineering begun
to decrease in the last few years?

What effects have changing enrollments in com-
pt:ter science had on universities and on employ-
ment markets?

6 What role does and might the Federal Govern-
ment have in engineering education?

Key Findings

Most engineers are employed in industry. Indus-
trial demandboth civilian and defensefor bac-
calaureate engineers is a powerful magnet draw-
ing students into engineering programs.

The existing stock of engineers and technicians
is versatile and can adapt its skills, but at a cost
to employes and educational institutions alike.

Engineering education needs to balance the cur-
ricular tug-of-war between the practice-oriented

At engineers

EDUCATION

pull of industry and the research- and analysis-
oriented push of universities.

The complexity and cost of equipment for teach-
ing engineering is high and rising dramatically,
and many engineering schools are unable to keep
up.

Foreign graduate students have been attracted by
the quality of American engineering education
and have compensated for the dezrth of U.S.
citizen. who are interested in graduate school.

The increasing national attention to competitive-
ness portends an increasing Federal role in engi-
neering education.

Engineering differs radically from science. As a
profession, it is more oriented to business and
problem-solving, it is highly sensitive to technologi-
cal change, and it accepts the baccalaureate as the
first professional degree. All these differences shape
the engineering education system and its curricu-
lum. Because students are trained for professional
practice, engineering curricula normally must be ac-
credited by the Accreditation Board for Engineer-
ing and Technology.

About 80 percent of engineers are employed in
industry (see figure 3-7). Even at the high school
level, employment considerations, especially per-

Figure 3.7.Where Engineers Work, 1986
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ceived entry-level salary, may play a larger role in
students' career intentions than they do in the plans
of those intending to major in sc. nce." These
same factors, along with engineering's acceptance
of the baccalaureate instead of the doctorate, make
the engineering education system particularly re-
sponsive to changes in the job market. That sys-
tem can accommodate large curricular changes and
shifts of interest, both in the absolute size of demand
and in the balance between different fields, over
periods of 3 to 5 years.

Engineering and computer science have been the
fastest growing areas of study in science and engi-
neering since the early 1970s. Engineering bachelor's
degrees rose from 4.5 to 8 percent of all bachelor's
degrees between 1975 and 1985.36 Engineering
schools' ability to accomplish this doubling of pro-
duction has been impressive. Growth in these fields
has now stopped, as the job market (particularly in
the electronics and computer industries) has lost
some of its steam, and as the supply of 18-year-olds
has begun to decline.

The master's degree has long been an important
final degree for engineering; seven times as many
master's degrees are awarded in this field as Ph.D.s.'
Especially when it involves business and managerial
components, the master's is becoming a valued pro-
fessional degree. Meanwhile, engineering doctorates,
in decline since their peak in the early 1970s, have
increased over the past few years, largely because
of the influx of foreign graduate students into U.S.
engineering schools."

35Carolyn M. Jagacinski et al., "Factors Influencing the Choice of
an Engineering Career," IEEE Transactions on Education, vol. 28.E,
No. 1, February 1985, pp. 36-42.

"Engineering Manpower Commission, Engineering and Technology
Degrees (Washington, DC. American Association of Engineering So-
cieties, published annually). Unless otherwise noted, engineering de-
gree data are from the Engineering Manpower Commission. The Com-
mission data at all c'egree levels tend to be slightly higher than data
reported by the National Research Council and the U.S. Department
of Education's Center for Education Statistics, but follow a similar
pattern.

'Ibid., U.S. Department of Education, up. cit., footnote 1, p. 184.
In addmun, at least 20 percent of master's level engineers are employed
in the defense industry (National Science Foundation, unpublished
data).

"Elinor Barber and Robert Morgan, "The Impact of Foreign Grad-
uate Students on Engineering Education," .51-1C.11-C, vul. 236, Nu. 4797,
Apr. 3, 1987, pp. 33-37, National Science Foundation, To retgn Citizens
in U.S. Science and Engineering. History, Status, and Outlook, NSF
86.305 revised (Washington, DC: 1987).

Industria' and academic demand for Ph.D.s in
engineering is strong. Yet there is pressure to cre-
ate separate research and teaching streams in grad-
uate school, for the doctoral route feeds two differ-
ent employment markets: industrial R&D and
university faculty. After a downturn in the 1970s,
engineering Ph.D. awards are slowly rising, but rep-
resent less than 20 percent of all Ph.D. awards in
science and engineering.'

Balancing Analysis and Practice in
Engineering Curricula

Engineering enrollments and market demand
aside, many see weaknesses in engineering curric-
ula and teaching methods. There has always been
a tug-of-war between industry's focus on immedi-
ately applicable skills and the university's commit-
ment to fundamental knowledge and understand-
ing. There is some evidence that engineering
education has been skewed by the pattern of Fed-
eral research funding in the 1960s. Critics have
charged that the research culture of engineering
schools emphasizes theory and research, failing to
teach solutions to problems of design, production,
and manufacturing with which most working engi-
neers must deal."

An important related issue is the extent to which
students should be exiiosedon campus and off in
neighboring industi yto up-to-date engineering
equipment- and technology in college. Outdated
facilities and equipment are a growing problem
throughout science and engineering education, in
teaching and research, but the problem is most se-
vere in engineering.¢'

'National Research Council, Survey of Earned Doctorates (Wash
ington, DC. published annually). Ph.D.s in engineering research are
discussed along with the Ph.D. science work force in the section that
follows on 'Graduate Education."

'''Thesc observations on tensions and trends are based un Steven
L. Goldman, "A History of Engineering Education. Perennial Issues
in the Supply and Training of Talent," OTA contractor report, Sep-
tember 1987. Also see National Research Council, Engineering Edu-
cation and Practice in the United States. Engineering Infrastructure
Diagramming and Modeling (Washington, DC. National Academy
Press, 1986), National Academy of Engineering, Engineering Under
graduate Education (Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 1986).

'Independent surveysby the National Science Foundation, the
National Society of Professional Engineers, and OTA of heads of engi
fleecing departments at major universities all support this conclusion.
See Chemical and Engineering Neivs,"Engineering Equipment Needed,"
vol. 66, No. 1, Jan. 4, 1988, p. 19. The National Science Foundation
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Photo credit' University of Tulsa and The Chronicle of Higher Education

The majority of engineers work in industry, and universities
are expected to train engineering students using
equipment similar to that which they will use in industry.
Here, a student at the University of Tulsa, Oklahoma,
inspects an oil well drill bit that is part of the university's
fullscale research drill rig. Much university engineering

equipment is outdated, and replacements are
increasingly expensive.

Co-nputers for design, sophisticated production
machinery, and other equipment have revolution-
ized practice in many fields of engineering, and
universities must teach then- students about current
technology. It is increasingly difficult for engineer-

report observes that, "Engin r:ering may be a field that has been run-
ning hard just to stay even and that soon may ha c increasing difficulties
in maintaining current stocks of basic research equipmcnt." National
Science Foundation, Academic Rer-ar.:, Equipment in the Physical
and Computer Sciences and Ergineering. .ind 1985EscadiL
Summary, SRS 87.D6 (Washington, DC: October 1987), p. 9.

ing schools to finance the continual upgrades in
equipment and facilities required for high-quality
engineering teaching. This problem is especially se-
vere in the 200 comprehensive schools (those be-
low the top 50 or so, as measured by the number
of engineer:,ig degrees awarded), which produce
about half the B.S. engineers.

There are a variety of ways to expose students to
new engineering technology and the work condi-
tions of real engineers, without attempting to match
industrial facilities. Some of the technology (for ex-
ample, that of computer-aided design) can be simu-
lated by comouters. Cooperative work-study ar-
rangements with industry, part-time employment,
and summer internships are also helpful." These
programs give students the first-hand experience of
actual engineering practice. The use of adjunct
faculty borrowed from industry is another way to
impart up-to-date knowledge of industrial methods.

The Transition to Work

Employers customarily train young engineers, nor-
mally hired with only bachelor's degrees, to meet
the particular demands of their firms. This on-the-
job trai' ling soc:alizes engineers and overcomes what
many in indus r. see as an overly theoretical bias
imparted by engineering schools. Employers, by and
large, do not expect new B.S. engineers to be fully
competent for 6 to 12 months after hiring.

Employers are finding that the speed of change
in engineering technology recently has left engineer-
ing schools further and further behind in exposing
students to current techniques and working condi-
tions. This development places a growing training
burden on industry, and both universities and com-
panies are adjusting their methods accordingly. Part-
cine jobs, internships, and cooperati% e work-study

programs in industry are all regarded as excellent
opportunities to orient students to the working con-
ditions, culture, and technology of actual engineers.

4:Cooperative educationstudent work in industrial or corporate
settingsIs particularly important for providing role models and ea
re.cr guidance. Engineering e.00peratiye graduates, like other cooptia
toe students, tend to reLev.r.: higher salaries and beau jobs iater

)et they arc nu less likely than other engineer:, to enter graduate:
school. Set. Richard Nielsen ct al., An Eitiployvr'N Guide to Coup
erauic Education kBustun, MA. National Cummisswn un Coope.ra-
nee Education, 1987).
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Industry, which has a long tradition of on-the-job
training for young baccalaureate engineers, has in
these ways expanded its influence on the engineer-
ing schools in recent y, ars. The Federal Got ern-
ment, by promoting joint industry -unit ersity R&D
programs and by establishing federally funded engi
neering centers on campuses, is encouraging this
more expansive role.'

Another continuing tension is J% er the length of
the engineering curriculum. For decades, the ex-
panding technical content of many engineering fields
has created pressure to institute 5-year engineering
programs in place of the traditional 4-year course.
A few institutions hate done so, but more hate
abandoned this experiment. One issue. is tt heti 0-1-

this additional coursew ork should consist of tech-
nical electives or "liberal studies." The point may
be moot, industry enthusiasm for these programs
is lukewarm, since on-ti.e-job training of y oung engi-
neers can more easily be tailored to firms' partik.u-
la: needs.

Engineering Attracts Few Women
and Minorities

The places of women and minorities in engineer-
ing education, as in the engineering work force,
show continuity- inequities (see table 3-2). The
proportion of t. omen in engineering undergradu-
ate programs, after 15 years of steady gains, during
which they rose from 1 to 15 percent of the bach-
elor's degrees awarded annually, let eled off in 1993

N.,m P. Suh, "nu. ERCs. What We Hacc Lcariii.d." Er4.-inccrifig
Education, ;01. 78, No. 1, October 1987, pp. 16-18, Dori. E. Kaiih, The
Engineering Research Centers: Leaders in Change (Washington, DC
National Academy Pres., 1987); Debra M. Amidon Roger.. "Meeting
the Global Challenges of a Nev. Era," Enginetring ;:i,
No. 4, January 1988, pp. 222-223.

Table 3-2.Engineering Degrees, by Level, Sex,
and RacelEthnicity, 1986

Percent of degrees
B.S. M.S. Ph.D.

Women 14.3 11.9 6.7
Black 2.7 1.5 0.5
Hispanics 2.8 IA 1.0
Asian/Pacific 6.2 7.4 6.2
American Indian 0.2 0;1
All minorities 1t9 10.5 7.8
aincludes degrees awarded at the University ot Puerto Rico Excluding this unher-
sity drops the Hispanic B S rate to 2 4 percent

SOURCE' Engineering Manpower Commission. 1987

and dropped in 1986." Freshman women's degree
intentions indicate that they w ill not continue their
progress to and equal representation in the near fu-
ture, interest is actually- slumping. Women represent
only 3 percent of the engineering work force. They
concentrate in chemical and industrial engineering,
and are less well represented in high-growth fields
such as electrical engineering."

Blacks and Hispanics, too, earn a small fraction
of the degrees awarded in engineering. Blacl.s, in
1986, received less than 3 percent of the engineer-
ing baccalaureates, a similar share as in 1979. His-
panics, w ith about 7 percent of the U.S. popula-
tion, received about 2.4 percent of the engineering
baccalaureates. These modest levels of participation
by both groups are exacerbated by high attrition;
about half of the Hispanics and one-third of the
Blacks w ho enroll in engineering as freshmen com-
plete their undergraduate degrees. (The national
at erage is 30 to 40 percent. Also, few opportunities
are given to late entrants, owing to the sequential
nature of the required preparation.) Intervention
programs, such as the Minority Engineering Pro-
gram now operating throughout the California State
University system, have increased student persist-
ence to the baccalaureate.'`'

Foreign Citizens in Graduate
Engineering Education

The most fundamental recent development in
graduate engineering education is the large foreign
influence in U.S. engineering schools. Engineering
and some fields of science, such as mathematics and
physics, have long had significant numbers of for-
eign-born faculty, most of whom have become
naturalized citizens. The influx of foreign students
during the last decade, though, is of an unprece-
dented scale. More than half the engineering stu-
dents in American graduate programs today are for-
eign citizens, most of whom hold temporary visas

"Vetter, "Women's Progrecii," op, en.. footnote 14, pp. 5.
Office ot T( critiologv Assessment, op. cit., footnote 6, pp. 69-79.

'For a revietc of national minority engineering program., includ-
ing the ,nstitutions most productive of minority engineers, see Black
Issue. n Higher Liu, ation, "Special Report. Engineering Education,"
vol. J. No. 15. Oct. 15, 1987, pp, 9, 12-15. Also see Edmund W. Gor-
don et al., A Report to the Field. A Desaiptive Anahsis of Programs
.11.J Trinds in Law: wiring E.:thation fin-Er/ink Nfinoriry Students
kNl1k Yin!, NY. National Action C0.111l N1imirities in Engineer-
mg, 19871
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that call for eventual return to their native lands.
Fewer and fewer U.S. citizens are willing to forego
the lucrative salaries that new baccalaureate engi-
neers (and some scientists) can obtain, in favor of
several years of graduate student poverty that will
yield them a few thousand dollars more in annual
staring salary. Today, more engineering Ph.D.s are
awarded to foreign-born students than U.S. citizens
(figure 3-8). University faculties are even more heav-
ily weighted toward non-I 1.S. citizens, especially at
the assistant and associate professor levels." While
half of foreign engineering graduate students plan
to join the U.S. work force, about 60 percent of for-
eign students obtaining Ph.D.s in the United States
remain here (see box 3-D)."

;'Paul Dorgan and Mack Gilkeson, "Engineering Faculty Demo-
graphics: ASEE Faculty and Graduate Student Sun Part II, Engi-
neering Education, vol. 77, January 1937, p. 208.

''National Science Foundation, National Pattern.. of Science and
Technology Resources (Washington, DC: 1966), p. 25; U.S. General
Accounting Office, Plans of Foreign Ph.D. Candidates: Plan. of C.S.
Trained Foreign Students in Science/Enginc:ring, GAOIRCED-86-
LOWS (Washington, DC: U.S Government Printing Office, February
1936), p. 3; National Research Council, Foreign and Forogn.Born Engi-
ncers in the United States: Infusing Talent-, Raising 1.stio ( \Vashing.
ton, DC: National Acadern Press, 1988), p. 2; National Science Form.
dation, op. cit., footnote 38.

Figure 3.8. Engineering Ph.D.s, by Visa Status,
1960.86
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SOURCE- National Research Council, Survey of Doctorate Recipients

Box 3-D.Immigration Policy and Practice: How Foreign Nationals Erter the U.S. Science
and Engineering Work Force

Foreign nationals enter the U.S. science and engineering work force by several paths. Knowledge of the
different paths of immigration and the requirements and regulations for each is important for guiding policy
on the flow of foreign scientists and engineers into and out of the United States. Immigration is controlled
by I7vs and by rules and regulations set by the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), the Department
of Labor, and the Department of State.' Most immigration policy is set by INS, although the Department of
State actually issues all visas. Immigration into the United States falls it to two broad categories: immigrants
exempt from limits (for immediate family and refugees) and immigrants subject to quotas that give preference,
for example, to distant family members and workers with needed skills).

Temporary EntryStudents and Temporary Workers

Like all immigrants, many immigrant scientists and engineers first enter the United States as temporary
workers or students (see table and diagram below). Foreign science and engineering students, visitor.,, and tem-
porary workers may enter the United States without limitation, and contribute significantly to U.S. research
during the yer'rs they are here. It is w idely believed that about half of foreign science and engineering students
stay in the United States for at least a few years after graduation in order to work, and many of these stay
for many years or permanently.' The university route to immigration has become more important relative to
direct immigration into the work force since 1076, when immigration law changes made it difficult for foreign
workers to enter without a firm job offer.

Most foreign students enter the United States un F-1 temporary student v Isas, usually issued for the entire
anticipated duration of Study Some enter on .1-1 exchange v isitur visas, which usually require that the visitor
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or student return to his or her name land before seam? permanent residence in the United States. A small
number of foreign students are already permanent residents of the United States on the basis of family ties,
and require no further permission to be students. There are no quotas on student visas, and essentially all stu-
dent visa applications arc approved. (Applicants must have been admitted to a U.S. institution and show 1
year of available funds and access to support for the duration of their studies, foreign students may not work,
except on campus.) About half of foreign students major in science oc engineering."

When a student graduates, he or she may apply to INS for a I-year extension for "practical training" In
their ticld. Such extensions an: almost always granted. During this period foreign students may hold paying
jobs. Foreign scientists and engineers may also stay temporarily in the United States under a different visa cate-
gory, H visas, for temporary workers of distinguished ability (H- I visa), with needed skills (H-2), or trainees
(H-3). Most such temporary workers have already been in the United States as students, and adjust their visa
status upon application to INS, others come directly from their burnt. country. There are several subclasses
of temporary workers. Most scientists or engineers work under H-I visas, foi temporary workers who are profes-
sionals (which includes most science or engineentig graduates) or of distinguished merit or ability. To be admit-
ted to H-1 status, an applicant must have a job offer and the prospective employer must demonstrate to the
INS that the individual has special skills and that the job that the trick% (dual will undertake requires such skills.
A fcw scientists and engineers work under H-2 visas, for which the employer must establish for INS that there
are no U.S. citizens willing and able to take the position, and that admission of the individual will not adversely
affect labor markets. The individual does not necessarily have to be of extraordinary merit. The H-I and H-2
visas can normally be renewed annually, under current INS policy up to a maximum of 5 years. There is no
limitation on the number of H-1 and H-2 visas that may be issued annually. It is usually quite easy for a foreign
science or engineering student to adjust to temporary worker status.
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Immigration

Foreign nationals can work temporarily in the United States under either the F-1 practical extension , the H-1
and H-2 status, but cannot reside permanently in the United States on these v isas. There are two routes by which
foreign nationals can became permanent residents, a status w hiLh allows them to work and live ina manricr equivalent
to U.S. citizenship. (Achieving permanent residence is the major hurdle for foreign ,itizens. Permanent residents are
for most purposes the same as U.S. citizens; naturalization is merely validation.)

The first route is marriage or being part of immediate family of a U.S. citizen. In this case, permanent residence
is granted for family reunification and entry is granted without reference to the person's skills. There is no limit on
the number of people admitted on this basis. Most scientists and engineers who achieve permanent residence do so
through this path.

About 30 percent of the sLier tists and engineers that become permanent residents do so on the bass of occupa-
tional preferences, and the number of people admitted on this basis is controlled by annual worldwide quotas set
by INS. Scientists and engineers most commonly enter under the third preference, for professionals of particular skills.
Some enter under sixth preference lot skilled or unskilled workers. For admission under the third or sixth preference,
the applicant's -mployer is requirt 1 to petition the Department of Labor to show that admission of the applicant
would not adversely affect U.S. workers similarly employed and that that there are no U.S. citizens with the skills
or the inclination to take the job iii question. A v ery few scientists and engineers of professional reknown and interr g-
tional reputation enter under Schedule A, group IIa select list of occupations for which the Department of Labor
(DOL) has already determined that there is a shortage of U.S. citizens. (Although DOL makes the list, INS decides
who qualifies for immigration under Schedule A. Engineers used to be, but are no longer, on Schedule A.) Following
approt al by the Department of Labor ("labor certification "), the applicant then must petition the INS, which considers
the application on the basis of geographic add other quotas.

Although immigration policy governs the entry and exit of foreign scientists and engineers, other influences affect
the pressure on that immigration system. Federal and university policies on tuition and awarding various forms of
support to foreign citizens affect the attractiveness of study at U.S. universities, although most foreign students bring
substantial support with them. Federal, State, and corporate employment policies, particularly for defense-related work,
shape the job market for foreign nationals. And political and Clonomic conditions in foreign countries drive the flow
of their citizens abroad.

The system of temporary and permanent immigration to the United States has evolved gradually over time and
has been amended to reflect changing priorities. Among the many goals of immigration policy are promoting tourism
and increasing international exchange and understanding, unifying and reunifying families, encouraging talentedpeo-
ple to bring their skills to the United States, offering a safe haven to refugees from fro* war; protecting American
workers, and controlling the national origins of immigrants to the United States. Since immigration practices are
often built around achieving each goal separately, these goals sometimes conflict.

'The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1532, as amended by various latts, particularly the Immigration and Naturalization Act of 1965 /which ended
national origin quotas, v, eated preference groups, and introduce,' labor certification), the Eilberg Act of 1976 0111,h tightened labor certification requirements),
and the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. The lead Federal ay,envies have considerable discretion An setting policy. The immigration system .s
large, complex, and fairly individualistic; there are always minor exceptions to general practice.

Michael G Finn, Oak Ridge Associated Universities, Foreign Nacional Sucririsrs and Engineers An the L.5. Labor Fore, 1972 -952, Oak Ridge, TN.
June 1985), cited National Science Foundation, Foreign Grat.ns / n LS. Science and Engineering. Hisrory, Srarus, and Outlook, NSF 80-305 revised tX ash.
ington, DC: I986% p. 39.

/institute fo: International Education, Open Doors 1985/66 (New York, NY; 1986).

The high quality of foreign-born students and
faculty is not at issue. Furthermore, without them,
many graduate engineering programs would .lave
to close their doors, and engineering faculty would
be scarce. However, worry about language problems
and the impact of cultural differences on the future
engineering viork force are warranted. Some women
engineering s 'dents, for example, hy,e reported dis-

crimination by foreign faculty and gaduate teach-
ing assistants that exceeds the residual sexism they
encounter in the predominantly male culture of engi-
neering education."

11 A. Heppenheimer, "Engineering Education: Stability Under
Strain," Alosarc, vol. 18, No. 1, spring 1987, pp. 18-25; National Re-
search Council, op. cit., footnote 48, p. 8.
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Photo credit: California Institute of Technology

Foreign citizens who attend American universities to
study science and engineering are generally regarded
as excellent and hardworking, and many stay in the
United States and join the work force. However, the
high proportion of foreign citizens in some fields,
particularly engineering and mathematics (and to a
lesser extent computer science, physics, and agriculture),
has raised various concerns. Most observers believe
that the underlying problem is a paucity of American
citizens willing to undertake graduate study in science
and engineering. While some favor changing immigration
policy to encourage foreign Ph.D.s to stay in the United
States, others are calling for limits on Federal funding
of foreign citizens in universities. In addition, some
academics are concerned about the effect that the
influx of foreigners is having on university teaching.

Related to the foreign t.Dmponent of the U.S. engi-
neering work force are the effects of the defense
buildup by the Reagan Administ .tion. About one-
quarter of all engineers now work on defense proj-
ects.' Some argue that these projects drain talent
from the civilian sector, but others hold that mili-
tary spending has boosted the supply of engineers.
American students' loss of interest in engineering,
particularly at the doctoral level, is a concern for
the Department of Defense (DoD), since DoD's use
of foreign engineers is largely prohibited by Federal
security and employment laws. Partly to compen-
sate, DoD is devising programs to bring more women
and minorities into the talent pool.5'

'National Research Council, The Impact ufDefensc Spcnduie,
Nondefense Engineering Labor Markets (Washington, DC. National
Academy Press, 1986).

"For example, see Nina W. Kay, Huston-Tillotson College, Center
for the Advancement of Science, Engineering, and Technology, "A
Study to Determine and Test Factors Impacting on the Supply of Mi
nonty and Women Scientists, Engineers and Technologists for Deft.nst.
Industries and Installations," unpublished manuscript, 1987.

Photo credit: MESA Program

Large amounts of Federal R&D funds are spent on
defense projects. Some argue that this spending draws
disproportionately large numbers of students, particularly
the most talented, away from the civilian sector and
has detrimental effects on their training. Others argue
that defense spending has boosted the supply of
scientists and engineers, absorbed labor surpluses,
and spurred leadingedge research. In either case,
because of prohibitions on the use of foreign nationals
in defense work, the Department of Defense is particularly
keen to attract more U.S. citizens in the talent pool.

Engineering technicians and technologists form
a large potential reserve stock of talent. The Na-
tion's 1 million engineering technicians (compared
with about 2.4 million engineers) are an important
part of the engineering labor force, and they are a
potential source of engin _raring skills. Some have al-
reads received training thtough specialized 2- and
4-year engineering techcaian and engineering tech-
nology programs, which are increasing nationally."

The Neel' for Continuing,
Life-Long Education

The fast pace of technological change has in-
creased the need for mid-career retraining of engi-
neers. Most agree that this need is not being met.
Industry, which traditionally has preferred to hire
and train yc mg baccalaureate engineers rather than

51The problem is that engineering technology is still searching for
an identity and full citizenshtp n the world of engineering. Sec law re n Lt.
J. Wolf, The Emerging Identity of Engineering Technology," Engi-
neering Education, vol. 77, No. 743, April/May 1987, pp. 725.729. A
bill, H.R. 2134, was introduced in the 100th Congress proposing. Na-
tional Advanced Technicians Training Act. It calls for the National
Science Foundation to designate 10 1.C.Iter5 of excellence among com-
munity colleges to serVe as clearinghouses and model training programs.
See Congressional Rc.ord, vol. 133, No. 62, Apr. 22, 1987.
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retrain its old stock, has not been a leader in con-
tinuing education." Some universities, sensing the
market opportunities, are reluctantly beginning to
provide this training, but it is clear that their pri-
orities remain teaching the young and conducting
research. However, there are many engineers with
out-of-date skills, and education to update them
could be an efficient way to increase both the sup-
ply and quality of engineers.

One promising approach to mid-career training
is to use computer and information technology to
provide training programs at workplaces, rather
than at university campuses. The National Tech-
nological University, a consortium of 30 universi-
ties, offers master's-level engineering courses via sat-
ellite video, with two-way audio connections to
companies' premises. Preliminary evaluation indi-
cates that learning in this way is highly successful
and that cost savings are substantial." Other pro-
grams based on this model are beginning to be estab-
lished, though widespread emulation is by no means
assured.

Scope for Federal Policy in
Engineering Education

Although industry and universities are the key
players in engineering education, the Federal Gov-
ernment has a place -.rid is increasing its policy in-
fluence. The international competitiveness of Amer-
ican industrial performance has caused the National
Science Foundation (NSF) to pay a great deal more
attention to engineering than did a few years ago.
Infrastructure, faculty, and students all need atten-

53There are notable exceptions, such as IBM and Hewlett-Packard.
Estimates of the cost of retra:-ling by U.S. industryall personnel, not
just engineersrange into the billions of dollars.

s'A task force of the American Society for Engineering Education
recently lauded the pioneering c...orts of the Association for Media-
Based Continuing Education for Engineers (a consortium founded in
1976 with funding from the National Science Foundation and the Sloan

Foundation), as well as the National Technological University, for their
"integration of learning modules with new comm,Inications technol-
ogies in order to free continuing education from time ariJ (stance con
straints." American Society for Engineering Education, A National
Action Agenda for Engineering Education (Washington, DC. 1987),
p. 28.

tion, and this intervention is timely. Some efforts
to encourage the interplay of engineering theory
with industry practice have been mounted in the
NSF Engineering Research Centers, and additional
steps could be taken by the national laboratories
(such as playing host to cooperative education stu-
dents). Evolving relationships between industry and
universities will tend to narrow the gap between
engineering as taught in engineering schools and as
practiced in the world of employment."

Federal R&D funding affects the supply of engi-
neers indirectly, but substantially, by shaping in-
dustrial and academic engineering programs. Other
than this influence, the Federal role in alleviating
shortages of particular engineering specialties is lim-
ited to assistinz undergraduate and graduate educa-
tion, technician training, and continuing education.
In the long run, interventions in the elementary and
secondary education of students in mathematics and
science, where talent is first identified and nurtured,
will be necessary.5s

Most engineering institutions will require not only
Federal help in refurbishing their equipment and
facilities, but assistance in inducing U.S. students
to pursue graduate study. Most schools can neither
acquire the costly design and production technol-
ogy equipment that has swept through industry in
the past decade, nor afford to turn away he im-
pressive foreign talent clamoring for admission. Engi-
neering institutions will have to juggle the resources
at their disposal and adapt their pedagogical use of
technology, both local and remote, to maintain the
quality of education they offer.

"An example is the Semiconductor Research Corp. formed in 1982
to facilitate technoloo transfer among U.S. Indus ry, government, and
inst .utions of higher learning. See Ralph K. Cavin, III and D. Howard
Phillips, "SRC. A Model of Industry-University Cooperation," Engi-
neering Education, vol. 78, No. 4, January 1988, pp. 224-227.

`"The National Action Council for Minorities in Engineering, the
Southeastern Consortium for Minorities in Engineering, and the Jun-
ior Engineering Technology Society all sponsor programs dedicated
to augmenting school experiences and creating interest in engineering
as a career. See, for example, National Action Council for Minorities
in Engineering, Long Range Plan 1986.1995 (New York, NY: Decem-
ber 1986).
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GRADUATE EDUCATION: ENTERING THE RESEARCH WORK FORCE

Key Questions

How healthy is graduate education? How are
research universities responding to the cooler cli-
mate for academic research and an increased em-
phasis on exploitable areas of science than pre-
vailed two decades ago?

How important is Federal funding of graduate
education? Are some support mechanisms more
effective than others ill expediting completion of
the Ph.D.?

What factors seem to attract students, particularly
women and minorities, to graduate study in sci-
ence and eventual degree-taking?

Key Findings

The quality of most Ph.D.-granting science pro-
grams and their graduates is very high. The uni-
versity-based research apprenticeship is a strength
of the U.S. system, arid in many fields sets a global
standard.

Graduate education in the sciences is a long (an
average of 7 to 8 years after the baccalaureate)
and expensive process; a variety of support mech-
anisms (teaching assistantships, research assistant-
ships, and fellowships) sustain students en route
to receipt of the Ph.D.

Federal funding :las a direct positive effect on
Ph.D. production. Fellowships and traineeships
in particular have bee. a straightforward way to
increase Ph.D. production in science and engi-
neering.

The size of the debt incurred during undergradu-
ate education may deter minority students from
electing graduate study.

In retrospect, infusion of Federal R&D funds to
science and engineering ,:radu.,te programs in the
1960s was a principal cause of the rapid expan-
sion of American graduate schools. As the num-
ber of scientists and engineers has grown, so has
the competition for research grants and the need
for equipment and faculty. This expansion has
taxed the system of university basic research and
graduate training, and decreased the attractive-
ness of academic careers.

77

Acculturation to the Research
Environment

Beyond the baccalaureate degree, the educational
system offers students two further goals: the master's
and the doctoral degrees. For scientists, the doc-
torate is a research degree, and all hopes are set on
it. Master's degrees in science are awarded as spe-
cialized stepping stones to doctorates; sometimes
they facilitate field-switching, but often they are seen
merely as consolation prizes." Master's degrees
normally involve some research, but the Ph.D. cer-
tifies the ability to do independent research.

For those who enter them, doctoral programs in
science signify not only th `final step of formal edu-
cation, but also the initiation into research commu-
nities.58 A nation concerned about the research
base of scientists must be deeply concerned about
what is happening at graduate schools, for that is
where the research base is formed and renewed.

"Judith S. Glazer, The Master's Degree: Tradition, Diversity, Inno-
vat'on, ASHEERIC Higher Education R-port No. 6 (Washington, DC:
Association for the Study of Higher Education, 1986).

ssAlan L. Porter et al., "The Role of the Dissertation in Scientific
Careers," American Scientist, vol. 70, September-October 1982, pp.
475.481.
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Graduate education in science ai,,I engineering involves
both advanced study in specialist fields and an
acculturation to the practice of scientific research.
Students work closely with faculty who become their

mentors in what is, in effect, an apprenticeship
to research.
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Fortunately, American graduate schools are of
very high quality. Not only vital to our national
competitiveness and quality of life, they are increas-
ingly international resources. In their number, in-
dependence, and diversity, and in their historic
integration of education with research, they are un-
paralleled. These same qualities make it difficult to
assess their general health and the quality of their
outputs, though the increasing numbers of foreign
students and faculty entering America's graduate
schools are taken by many as a testimony to their
strength.

The intertwining of education and research may
be the source of this strength; the graduate student
is not only a student and scientist in training, but
an apprentice researcher as well. Universities are en-
trusted with the responsibility for most basic re-
search in the United State... Graduate students,
especially at the doctoral level, therefore receive im-
portant experience in research at the highest profes-
sional level.

The Nation's university research enterprise, how-
ever, is in transition. After extraordinary growth
in the 1950s and 1960s, Federal research funding
entered a period of slower growth and decline in
the 1970s and 1980s.59 Graduate enrollments have
paralleled funding trends, reflecting also the decline
in faculty em..ioyment opportunities. Universities
have responded by engaging in novel funding and
management arrangements with industry and gov-
ernment to maintain their financial and academic
health.a)

S'IDon 1. Phillips and Benjamin S.P. Shen (eds.), Research in the Age
of the Steady-State University, American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science Selected Symposium 60 (Boulder, CO: Westview Press,
1982).

'For an overview, see White House Science Council, Panel on the
Health of U.S. Colleges and Universities (Washington, DC. Office of
Science and Technology Policy, 1986). The most celebrated contem-
porary cases of university accommodation to financial pressures con-
cern partnerships with industry over biotechnology and with the De-
partinent of Defense over Strategic Defense Initiative research. See,
for example, Dorothy Nelkin and Richard Nelson, "Commentary:
University-Industry Alliances,"Science, Technology, & Human Values,
vol. 12, No. 1, winter 1987, pp. 65-74. Universities' most politicized
responses to funding pressures have perhaps best been expressed in
the competition over siting of the Superconducting Super Collider, and
debate over peer review and the growth in congressional earmarking
for building construction (laboratories, libraries, centers) on univer-
sity campuses. For a congressional perspective, see Sherwood L. Boch-
lert, "Money, Science, and the SSC," Chemical & Engineering News,
vol., 66, No. 1, Jan. 4, 1988, p. 5.

Ph.D. AwardsToward a Steady State

An OTA analysis of the number of doctorates
awarded in each field of science and engineering
shows that, during the 1960s, doctorate production
underwent a sustained rise that is correlated with
increases in Federal funding of research and fellow-
ships. As seen in figure 3-9, graduate enrollments
more than doubled between 1958 and 1970, rising
from 314,000 to 816,000 as Federal support grew.
Since then, slower growth in Federal funding of both
R&D and fellowships has been associated with es-
sentially level production of Ph.D.s (figure 3-10).6'

However, these degree patternsas depicted by
the figures belowhave not been uniform. They
vary substantially from field to field, and by sex.
Also notable is the new role in American graduate
programs of foreign citizens. The following are some
broad trends:

Graduate physics enrollments are rising, but the
increase is due solely to foreign citizens (who
constitute one-third). Physics/Astronomy Ph.D.s
Most physics Ph.D.s 1,80C....."

go on to postdoctoral
appointments and stay
in universities. Women
earn only about 7
percent of physics
doctorates; foreign nationals earn over three
times as many.
There is an active industrial market for chemis-
try Ph.D.s, and chemists are relatively mobile
(with as many as one-
third of their number 2.

employed in other
fields). About 25 per-
cent of chemistry
Ph.D.s are awarded
to foreign nationals, 1980 1986

and 20 perce, t to women.
Ph.D. production in earth and environmental
sciences has been stable during the last decade,
following a rapid rise in the 1960s, with geo-

1960 1986

Chemistry Ph.D.s

'These data and those discussed below are detailed m Office of Tech-
nology Assessment, op. cit., footno,c 6.
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Figure 3.9.FullTime Science/Engineering Graduate Students With Federal Support
in Ph.D..Granting Institutions, by Field, 1966.86
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logical science supply-
ing more than half the sco
total. Recent enroll-
ments are down. Wo-
men earn 20 percent
of Ph.D.s awarded,
and 20 percent go to
foreign nationals.
Most Ph.D. mathematicians are employed in
universities. Ph.D. awards have dropped by
more than half during the last 15 years, and

Earth Scisncos Ph.D.s

1960 1986

79

about one-third go
Mathematics Ph.D.sto foreign nationals 1.400

(who, with natural-
ized citizens lnd for-
eign permanent resi-
dents, form about 15
percent of the Ph.D. 1960 1986
mathematics work force). Forty percent of
mathematics baccalaureates are awarded to
women, but only 15 percent of the Ph.D.s.
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Figure 3-10.FullTime Science/Engineering
Graduate Students With Federal Support in

Ph.D.-Granting institutions, 1966.86
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Science/Engineer,' Graduate Enrollment and Support.

Computer science has been the fastest growing
field of science at all degree levels. Competition
for computer science Ph.D.s is keen. Foreign
citizens receive one- Computer Science Ph.D.s
third of the doctorates 44
(and form one-third of
computer science fac-
ulties). Women earn
10 percent of the doc
torates.
There is a strong industrial market for dot-
torates in the biologi-

Ph.D.s awarded.

production has been
stable for the last 10
years, after a decade
of increases. Women
earn one-third of the 196o

Biological Sciences Ph .D.s
cal sciences. Ph.D. 4.

1988

.

1980 1986

The number of Ph.D.s awarded in health and
medical sciences has
increased by 50 per- 900

cent in the last dec-
ade. Most are earned
by women; foreign
citizens account for
about 13 percent.
Ph.D.s in agricultural sciences have been grr,w-
ing slightly in the last Agricultural Sciences Ph . D. s
15 years. Foreign cit- 1.400

izens have received
about one-third of
the Ph.D.s awarded
since 1975, but the
vast majority return
to their native
countries.
Numbers of Ph.D.s in psychology have grown
in the last decade, as the numbers of doctorates
awarded in other so-
cial and behavioral 31700

science fields have de-
clined. Enrollments
in psychology Ph.D.
programs, however,
now favor clinical 1960 1986

speci- lties over research and experimental spe-
cialties. Women earn more than half of Ph.D.s.

Health Sciences Ph .D . s

1988

1980 1688

Psychology Ph.D.s

Attrition in gt aduate school represents a loss of
talent to the research work force. As many as half
of those who enroll in doctoral programs in science
and engineering fail to graduate. Despite the rigor-
ous selection of these students by schools, under-
graduate programs, the results of Graduate Record
Examinations (GRE), and the availability of finan-
cial resources, they are still vulnerable. Reducing
their vulnerability would be an easy way to increase
the size of the research work force. Increasing the
number of fellowships awarded, for example, is a
proven method of increasing retention (discussed
below). There are large field variations, however,
and, since it takes science students an average of
7 to 8 years to receive these degrees, some attrition
is inevitable. There is no consensus on ..tt the
"natural" rate of attrition should be and how Ph.D.
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Attrition of graduate students, already a carefully
selected and able group, is a serious loss of talent to
the research work force; only about half of those who
enroll as graduate students In science and engineering
eventually graduate with doctorates. Females are
especially likely to leave graduate school before
graduation. For many students, graduate study is low
paying, lonely, and allencompassing labor; and few
universities have retention programs to help students

through these years.

dropouts in particular reflect on the quality of the
existing research work force.62

The Research Universities

The major research universities educate the ma-
jority of the Nation's science and engineering
Ph.D.s. These universities number about 100 (out
of 330 universities granting Ph.D.s in science). These
100 also win the lion's share of Federal R&D funds;

62AmIdon is not a popular topic for study, but see Penelope Jacks
et al., "The ABCs of ABDs. A Study of Intumplete Dutturates," /m-
proving College and Untvers,ty Teaching, vol. 31, Nu. 2, spring 1983,
pp. 74.81, Ellen M. Benkin, University of California at Lus Angeles,
"Where Have All the Duttural Students Gone: A Study of Di.v.tural
Student Attrition at UCLA," unpublished duttural dissertation, 1984.

collectively they receive 82 percent of Federal
academic science and engineering funds and enroll
three-quarters of the full-time graduate students!'

Except for a cluster of midwestern (mainly pub-
lic) institutions, most of the research universities are
privately controlled and concentrated on the At-
lantic and Pacific coasts. Although their competi-
tive advantage derives from the quality of their basic
research, they are often enlisted in Federal research
programs aimed at solving social, military, or mar-
ket problems (such as energy programs in the 1970s),
and in industry-funded applied research programs
in, for example, materials and microelectronics.

In the 1980s, a changing balance between the com-
peting forces that influence and fund the research
universities has challenged graduate education. De-
spite the Federal Governmen 1.3 vigorous commit-
ment to maintaining basic research funding, the
amount of Federal funds offered to the research
universities has been declining in real terms, and
an increasing fraction has been allocated to mili-
tary projects c4 Simultaneously, links with industry
have flourished and signs of a reorientation toward
applied research are apparent. That reorientation
has been encouraged by some States, which have
seized on science and technology as drivers of their
local economies and devised programs to involve
institutions of higher education directly in economic
devdopment.65 Figure 3.11 shows the sources of
funding on which U.S. universities and colleges de-
pend. At the same time, many university adminis-
trators are finding that science and engineering are
victims of their own success; their accomplishments
foster the need for ever more costly scientific equip-
ment essential for continued exploration of the nat-
ural and human worlds.

"U.S. General Accounting Office, University Research Funding:
Patterns of Distaution of Federal Research Funds to Umversttro,
RCED-87-67BR (Washington, DC. U.S. Government Prtnting Offite,
February 1987).

°National Science Board, op. cit., footnote 4, ch. 2; Susan L. Sauer
(ed.), R&D in FY 1985: R&D Policies, Budgets, and Economic Corn.
petitiveness (Washington, DC: American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, 1987), pp. 11.27.

'State and regional t ommissions on suente and technology, ham
piuned in the late 1970s and early 1980s by North Carolina and New
Jersey, arc becoming visible resource brokers. Outtumes of these
university industry guvernmerit partnershipsjobs, technology transfer,
and Ifitentl% CS fur further cooperation remain to bC dbbeSbCd.
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Figure 3.11. Higher Education Revenue Sources,
1986
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SOURCE. U.S. Department of Education, Center for Education Statistics. -Finan
clal Statistics of Institutions of Higher Education," and unpublished
data.

Graduate Education in Transition

Students enroll in graduate programs in science
for many reasons; foremost among them is interest
in research careers. The attractiveness of a research
career is strongly influenced by the health of the
research universities' research enterprise. That
health is not as robust as it could be. Fortified dur,
ing the 1950s and 1960s by an increasingly rich diet
of Federal funds, university research now makes do
with a sparser diet of more focused Federal fund-
ing. The university basic research and graduate
training system can be characterized as in transi-
tion to a "steady state" of Federal funding, offset
in part by increased industrial funding. For nearly
two decades, the research enterprise has been ad-
justing in this way to a smaller Federal role in R&D
support65

David A. Hamburg, Carnegie Fuundatiun, testimony befurc the
U.S. Congress, House Committee un Science and Technulugy, , Task
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Symptoms of this transition nl..e readily apparent
The professoriate is aging. Competition for Federal
research funds causes an overemphasis on proposal
writing and a dearth of propose,: awards, constrained
career opportunities for those not on the tenure
track, and a consequent growing cadre of soft-
monied "academic marginals" and permanent post-
doctoral appointees.`'' Still, there is a growing short-
age of faculty in some science fields. Retirements are
expected to rise; one-third of the professoriate will
be replaced in the next 15 years.' The current ten-
ure glut that has forced ur iversities to create non
tenure-track positions may be relieved somewhat by
these retirements.' But universities may not again
allow the ranks of permanent faculty to swell, as
they did in the golden era of the 1960s, by filling
vacated positions with new full-time tenured and
tenurable faculty. A duel career ladder may develop
in which the traditional professoriate, combining
scholarship and teaching, is augmented by new po-
sitions giving the academic work force elasticity in

Force on Science Policy, July 9, 1985, pp. 29.30. A fuller discussion
is contained in Phillips and Shen, op. cit., loo note 59, and U.S. Con.
cress, Office of Technulugy Assessment, Higher Education fur Science
and EngineeringA To.htittal Memorandum, funkoining, 5umna
1988. For a similar perspective on British science, see John Zimen,Sci-
ence in a "Steady State": The Research System in Transition (Lon.
don: Science Policy Support Group, December 1987).

'7Analysis or this transition is based in part on Edward J. Hackett,
"Science in the Steady State. The Changing Research University ," OTA
contractor report, September 1987. Also see Harvey Brooks, "What
Is the National Agenda for Science, and How Did It Come About?"
Amer: an Scientist, vol. 75, No. 5, SeptemberOctuber 19Px, pp. 511-
517.

"Irving R. Buchcn, "Faculty for the Future: Universities Have a
Rare Opportunity," The Futurist, vol. 21, No. 6, November.December
1987, p. 22, H.R. Rouen and J.H. Shuster, American Professors. A
National Resource Imperiled (Neu York, NY. Oxford Vniversity Press,
1986).

The elm =non in 1994 of the Federal mandatory retirement agc
of 70, how _ ver, is unlikely to create a glut of "graying" professors. The
agc distribution of faculty % cries by discipline (computer science faculty
are comparatively young, physics faculty old) and spotty data cloud
ch.. national picture. Historical faculty retirements have not been
influenced by the mandatory, retirement age. Inducements to early retire-
ment, especially benefits offe:ed, arc more effective. So planning at the
institutional level (and by professional societiesthe American Insti
tute of Physics has been studying the issue for over a year) is essential
to foresee possible shortages. Sec Carolyn J. Mooney, "Expected End
of Mandatory Retirement in 1990s Unlikely to Cause Glut of Profes-
sors, Study Finds," The Chronicle of Higher Education, vol. 34, No.
16, Dec. 16, 1987, pp. Al, 11; Samuel E. Kellams and Jay L. Chronister,
"Life After Early Retirement. Faculty Activ.iies and Perceptions," Centt..
fur the Study of Higher EduLattun, University of Vtrginht, January 1983.
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response to shifts in Federal and industrial research

The increasing emphasis on industrial and applied
research is also apparent in the rise of research
centers, as a complement to project-based funding,
and emphasis on team and interdisciplinary re-
search. New pressures for accountability in scien-
tific research are increasing the paperwork burden
on the applicants for and recipients of individual
investigator awards in universities, without neces-
sarily leading to any measurably better outcomes.'
OTA concludes that the attractiveness of an aca-
demic research career is considerably reduced
from its peak of two decades ago, due largely to
the adjustment to steady-state conditions. The
character of the university research enterprise is
changing, with basic research and scholarship giv-
ing way in part to more industrially focused re-
search and a more directed Federal role."

Whether as a cause or consequence of academia's
diminished attractiveness, increasing numbers of
new Ph.D.s in science are entering industry. This
change in the market for Ph.D.s is reflected in the
content ana orientation of students' graduate school
experiences, which are becoming more industry-
oriented in some fields."

7'Thesc "academic marginals" arc typically appointed to "onfaculty"
posts affiliated with research centers and institutes on ca:npus. This
is elaborated in Office of Technology Assessment, op. cit., foatnote
66, but sec Albert H. Teich, "Research Centers and Non-Faculty Re-
searchers: A New Academic Role," in Phillips and Shen (cds.), op. cit.,
footnote 59, pp. 91-108.

7tFor example, sec Deborah Shapley and Rustum Roy, Lost at the
Frontier. U.S. Science and Technology Policy Adrift (Philadeiplu., PA.
ISI Press, 1985), chs. 4 and 6.

72"ln the 1980s, Congress has repeatedly signaled its support for res-
tructuring the research system and breaking down the old barriers.
The National Cooperative Research and Development Act of 1984 was
designed to facilitate joint research among firms in an industry' by offer-
ing certain immunities to antitrust actions against such cf,, is under
appropriate conditions. Congress has enthusiastically supported the
National Science Foundation's Engineering Research Centers, Indus
try/University Cooperative Research Centers, and Presidential Young
Investi rrograms, each of which is intended to stimulate cooper
ativc rc> rch between universities and industry. Similarly, the
Stevenson' Y yiler Technology Innovation Act of 1980, and its amend
ments, the Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986alcng %cull sec
oral recent changes to the patent lawhave been designed to stimu
late cooperative industrial research " Christopher T. Hill, "A New
Era for Strategic Mimi, is A Congressional Perspective," Engineer
ing EJucation, vol. 78, No 4, January 1988, pp. 220-221.

"Michael 3. Gluck, "Industrial Support of University Training and
Research: lmplicatior s for Scientific Training in the 'Steauy State',"
OTA contractor report, August 1987, also see Dzyid Blumenthal et
al., "Industry Support of University Research in Biotechnology. An
Industry Perspective," Science, vol. 231, June 13, 1986..p. 1361.1366.

The proportioi, of U.S. citizens with natural sci-
ence baccalaureates who earn Ph D.snever very
largehas declined in recent years. file ratio of U.S.
Ph.D.s produced in 1975 to baccalaureates produced
in 1965 was 1 to 10; it is anticipated that about 5
percent of the recipients of baccalaureate degrees in
science in 1984 will ultimately earn a science or engi-
neering Ph.D.74 Popular explanations for American
citizens not pursuing doctoral studies are the :ime
it takes to earn the doctorate, the reduction in sti-
pend support and its replacement with less attrac-
tive loans, and a poor labor market for Ph.D.s, par-
ticularly in universities:5 There is little immediate
prospect for change in these conditions. If these con-
ditions do not change, enrollments of foreign citizens
are likely to increase (if graduate schools maintain
their current and range of research programs).

Foreign citizens are increasingly important to
American graduate schools. They are indispensa-
ble in some fields of science, as both students and
faculty They fill graduate student places that U.S.
citize is are reluctant to fill, they teach undergradu-
ates as teaching assistants, and they keep univer-
sity research alive as research assistant.t. While for-
eign students are required by the immigration and
Naturalization Service to demonstrate that they will
be funded for at least 1 year of study, once enrolled
in gradual schools they can seek and be awarded
many fellowships and assistantships in the same way
as citizens. Thus, a significant proportion of Fed-
eral funds for science and engineering research at
universities is used to educate foreign along with
U.S. citizens. Some argue that this funding should
be halted, but most believe that the United States
gains in the long run from this flow of talent into
the country.'' Many of these students stay, acquire
permanent visas, and contribute to the scientifik. vi-

'National Science Foundation, The Science and Engineering Pipe.
line, PRA Report 87-2 (Washingtun, DC: April 1987), p. 4.

'At least one commentator attributes the indifference of U.S. un-
dergraduate students in science and engineering to undertake gradu-
ate study to being "uninformed and misinformed about this option."
His solution, based on meetings with participants in a National Aer-
onautics and Space Administratiol summer internship program, is
"communication between individual and facolty members and their
students." See Francis). Montegam, "'XII), U.S. Serene e and Engineer.
ing Students Pass Up Graduate School A Different View ,"Engineering
Education, vol. 78, No. 4, January 1988, p. 257.

Tor a discussion of the economic benefits to U.S. society from for-
eign students, see Donald R. Winkler, The Costs -yid Benefits of For-
eign Students in United States Higher Education," Journal at Public
Policy, vol. 4, No. 2, 1924, pn. 115.138.
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tality of the Nation. The rest return home with
skills, knowledge, and increased cultural awareness.
Providing graduate education to foreign students is
becoming a major export activity of the United
States, with tuition and board payments from alroad

75

estimated some at $2 billion annually it all dis-
ciplines, about the size of the NSF budget.

'Elinor G, Barber led.), Foreign Student Hon., Reseanh Report
NO. 7 (Neu York. NY InNtitute ter Internattonal Edukanon. I9Si).

FUNDING OF STUDENTS AND INSTITUTIONS:
A TOOL OF FEDERAL POLICY

The Federal Government has a variety of influ-
ences, both direct and indirect, on science and engi-
neering education at the undergraduate and grad-
uate levels. Among the direct influences, some, such
as basic research spending in universities, are spe-
cific to science and engineering. Others, such as sup-
port of students and institutions through student
loans, infrastructure grants, and other exercises of
general Federal stewardship over education and re-
search, have broader application (see figure 3.12).

Indirect influences include tax policies, w hiLh af-
fect the nonprofit stais of private institutions of
higher education and the tax treatment of personal
expenditures on education: the military draft and

the G.I. bill, Liu:, that prohibit discrimination, such
as Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Ti-
tle IX of the Education Amendments of 1972; and
economic policies.

A vital source of indirect Federal influence is the
mounting of R&D programs, which can boost the
output of scientists and engineers by providing re-
search jobs in government, industry, and academic
institutions. (In academic institutions, they also pro-
vide student support in the form of research as-
sistantships.) Programs that are large and sustained
attract people into undergraduate and graduate
studies in relo, ant fields, thus also creating demand
fc faLuh . Often, such programs are accompanied

Figure 3-12.Federal Obligations to Universities and Colleges by Type of Activity, 1963.86
12

Total obligations

Total obligations

aAcademic science/er veering - ncompasses Feu al support for academic R&D obout 90 peicent of told,!, facilities and equipment, fehowships, and other general
science/engineerkg activities otal academic obligations include, in addition at,adernit, swerii.e,erigineering, direct Federal obligations for research, facilities,
anj instiz..tlonat support not related to sctencelengineering. Total obligations do not include lo Arts, student support, Or other indirect Federal support

SOL e. National Science Foundation. Science Resources Studies, Federal Support to Unwelsette,,, Colleges, and Selek,ted Nonproot Institutions

ex..
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Major Federal R&D programs, such as the War on
Cancer in the 1970s, have had the indirect effect of
increasing the number of research scientists and
engineers These programs work in two ways. they fund
researcn assistantships in graduate school and
increase the attractiveness of scientific research as

a career option.

by fellowships and other assistance Intended to en-
courage students to enter relev ant fields. The Na-
tional Defense Education Act of 1953 (spurred by
Sputnik), the Apollo Program of the 1960s, and the
War on Cancer launclaed in 1971 provide ample evi-
dence of the Federal power to mobilize research

Federal influence varies greatly 1 y field. In scien-
tific fields that involve mainly academic or basic re-
search, the career outlook for students depends
heavily on Federal research programs that dominate
universities' research agendas and those of many in
dumies.

Thus, Fcleral programs affect graduate sci
ence and engineeri :ducation in four major ways.
First, by setting the ..ational research agenda and
establishing the demand for science and engineer-
ing, they influence students' choices of fields and

'An analysis '.f hole unnersmes responded to the need for more
scientists and engineers to support the National Aeronauties and Space
Administration and the aerospaee industry during the Apollo era, and
the elicits of ensuing kutbaLlss All the 1070S, appears ui Arn, S Le
vine, "The Apollo Program: Science/Engineering Personnel Demand
Created by a Federal Research Nlissum," (TA contractor report, De-
cemlNer l) 6. Also se...W. Henry Lambright, Lanni. lung VA SA', Su'-
taming L'iver,u l'n)grarn, Lunned Ads c Edition Ater Um ersity
Case Program, hit., 190), Kenneth E. Studer and Daryl E. Chub.n,
The Calker Me.;.ten. Seai.J Conk its eMorne,lhalRe,eareli lie, i h,

Hills, CA. Sage Publieations, 1980), esp eh 3

careers in response to the job markets. Second, Fed-
eral funds for the infrastructure of research and edu-
cation, including institutions, facilities, equipment,
faculty, and technicians, maintain the environment
for instruction. Third, Federa; research grants and
contracts support science and engineering graduate
students (and a few undergraduates) with research
assistantships. Finally, student fellowships and
trainceships are au arded on the basis of merit
directly to U.S. students by Federal agencies.

Federal programs for undergraduate and gradu-
ate education in science and engineering have Lt-i-n
mounted by the U.S. Department of Education,
NSF, and many other agent es. The scope of these
programs and their variety is so vast that it is im-
possible to ex aluate their independent effects or even
their overall objectives. Two patterns can be dis-
cerned, however, in recent Federal policies: direct
funding of indit '3ual students to improve access to
undergraduate education, and merit-based support
to attract graduate students in science and engi-
neering.

Federal Influence on Undergraduate
Education

Since science and engineering baccalaureates have
maintained a remarkably constant share of total bac-
ca!aureates, it is reasonable to conclude that any
Federal program that alters the size of undergradu-
ott enrollments will have a corresponding impact
on enrollments in science and engineering majors.

proporr,onal pattern is conspicuous through-
out the past 30 years, through enrollment boosts
resulting from the G.I. bill and the growing partici-
pation of larger numbers of women and minority
members. This is perhaps the clearest pattern visi-
ble in all of higher education. However, Ph.D.
awards show no dear relation to B.S. awards in sci-
ence and engineering; graduate enrollments respond
instead to fellowship funding and emdloyment
trends in research.

A detailed analysis of F 'oral influence or higher
education reveals that the scale of R&D spend-

ettei and liertzield, op eu , footnote 3. Also so. L mrenee E.
Gladieto. and (-Mind dui L Leers, The reJer.r1 Gott. !anew and
Ugh, r dn,1 Issues CA'ashing-
ton, DC The Washim;ton 0111,c of the College Board, Cetober 11787).
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ing, of wbich the Federal Government contributes
about half, has been a major determinant of the :,up-
ply of scientists and engineers. OTA conclude:, that
legislation increasing opportunity to p'irsu.:- higher
education h, had important positi% e effc_ts on the
production of baccalaureate scientists and engineer..

Except for tax-based funds provided to State col-
leges and universities, the working assumption made
in the Amer;can system of higher education is that
students and their families should pay for it. Sup-
port is ay ailable to the economically disat% antaged
from the Federal Government and from many edu-
cational institutions themselves. The Federal Got
ernmLnt also provides student loans, w hich are
important in helping retain students through un-
dergraduate education.' For the nontraditional
studentolder, socially or economically disadvan-
taged, female, minority, or physically handicapped
loans can make the difference between access to
higher degrees and blunted -areer aspirations, since
the opportunity costs of higher education for these
students are greater. Blacks are more sensitive to
loan but dens than whites; they are also slightly more
likely to drop out of the science and engineering tal-
ent pool under the influences of mounting debt and
alternative job opportunities.'' Kirschner and
Thrift note:

Often, students must assume debt larger than
theit families' annual income to pa}, college ex-
penses. Understandably, some students see debt as
an unacceptable risk, limiting their options for edu-
cation.'`

Support for undergraduate science students differs
little from support for undergraduate students as a
whole. Students are more likely to stay in school
if they receive substantial grants or scholarships.

`Aril ur h1 Hauptman arid Charles J. And Ali, "Background ra
per on Amcncati Higher Education. Report to till C011111-11,101/ Oil
National Challenges in Higher Edmation," Dec. 16, 1)87, p. 3.

Heath and Huvard P. Tuekmaii, "Tlu. Effects of Tuition
Level and Financial All: on the Demand for the A,h a need Terminal
Dew, ," Let:1°mo of-Education Rel Iclt (I, Nu. 3, sun a:r 1987,
pp 227 238 Michael T Nettles, Finaneia/. und Afin farm.,
panon in Cracludtc Education, Resean.li Report oldie hlinority Grad
uate Education Pro,ect (Washingt )n, DC, Graduate Reeord Exam
nations Board and Educammal TLS1111g Service, 1987), pp. 3-5.

'Alan H Kirschner a id Julianne Still Thrift, ,leeess, to College.
The Imptict of-Federal Finanual AidPo1i cs,itPrnvarcHistontally Black
College. (Washington, DC, 1.'liited Ni gr.) College Fund and National
Institut?, of Independent Colleges and Universities, 1987), P. 29,

Those who rek.eix, e grants tot -lug more than half
of tuitim are less likely to d op out than those who
receix, e no grants, Pell grants, or some grants."
Loans are grow ing in importan,e as a proportion
of undergraduate student support. Federally sty).-
ported loan programs grew dramatic ,'1y througL rite
1970s and early 1980s, twit as rapidly a, overall
Federal student aid.'

The National Science Foundation has long been
a small source of support for undergraduate science
and engineering students. Though the 1960s and
early 1970s, NSF spent about $30 million per year
($100 million in 1985 dollars) on undergraduate sci-
ence education. Funding peaked in 1965 and de-
clined until very recently.'

NSF support has been concentrated in 4-year col-
leges without extensive Federal funding or research
facilities, where it is intended to provide undergradu-
ate research opportunities. NSF has always prefer red
funding a few good students, rather than the mass
of science and engineering undergraduates.s'' NSF

Undergraduate science students have about the same average sm.
dent loan load as other undergraduates. Engineering students Larry
slightly higher debt loads, probably in antleipation of higher earnings.
Science and engu Ting students tend to receive slightly more campus-
bated aid than average, owing to their higher than average academic
ability rather than to their choice of majors. Applied Systems Inc., op.

, footnote 20. Also see Manpower Comments, June 1987, p. 30.
'The College Board, Trends in Student Aid. 198Q to NOT (Wash-

ington, DC. The W, ..hington Office of the College Board, November
1987). Taken together, all form of Federal finaneal aid cover about
half the costs incurred by students in private colleges and over 60 per-
cent of the cost,, for students attending private historically Black col-

Kirschner and Thrift, op. cit., footnote 82, p. 22.
"Laurie Garcluque, "A Look at NSF's Educational Research Bud-

get," Educational Researcher, June-July 198 ;, pp, 1849, 23.
"'National Selene,. Board, Task Committee on Undergraduate Su-

ence and Engineering Education, NSB 86100, Undergraduate Science,
Mathematics r.nd Engineering Education (Washington, DC: National
Sc.enee Found.mon, 1986), known a,. the Neal Report. This report iden-
tified three areas of undergraduate science and engineering education
needing particular attention: equipping laboratories and making lab-
oratory instruction an important and vibran, part of undergraduate
education, upgrading ie qualifications of faeulty, and improving courses
and eurneula. The National Seienee Board estimated that of the $42
million spent oi undergraduate education in the United States, about
half goes to seienee dr 1 engineering. The Task Committee recom-
mended that the National Seience Foundation spend an additional
$100 million each year on laboratory instromon, faculty enhancement,
eurneulum development, research partiemation, instructional equip-
ment, and minority institutions. These funds Could be highly lever-
aged through matching reqe.rerrients as well as by 'setting examples'
for universities, States, and industry to follow. The Task Committee
also recommended that National Science Foundation, miso.un agency,
and °the research sponsors find net way,, to invoice undergraduates
and undergraduate faculty in research.
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could expand its focus on undergraduate science
education through its new Office of Undergradu-
ate Science, Engineering, and Mathematics Educa-
tion in the Science and Engineering Education
Directorate. This office Loordinates curriculum de-
velopment, faLuh training, and instructional equip
ment efforts.`''

";Homer A. Neal, State University of New York, Stony Brook, tes-
timony before U.S. Congress, House Committee on Science, Space,
and Tethnulugy, Sub Lund-nate- on St.tvnu., Pm.stardi, and TeLlInui-
ogy, Feb. 19, 1937, pp. 20.41.

Support of Doctoral Students:
"Buying" Ph.D.s

Federal policy at the undergraduate level has his-
torically been concerned mainly with ensuring ac-
Less to educational opportunity. At the graduate
level, Federal policy focuses on promoting profes-
sional training of a small pool of talented students
who will form the core of the future research work
force. Historical data show that doctoral level sci-
ence and engineering benefit from the Government's
general support for higher education and R&D (see

Figure 3.13.National and Federal R&D Spending, Science/Engineering Ph.D.s,
and Federal Fellowships, 1960.86 (constant 1982 dollars)
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figure 3-13).' In each discipline, the attractiveness
of a doctoral program in science and engineering
has been strongly influenced both by the availabil-
ity of fellowship and assistantship funding and by
the overall outlook for research funding, which
shapes the attractiveness of a career in research.
OTA also found that the size of the debt incurred
during undergraduate education does not cfect
majority students' graduate study decisions, but may
act as a deterrent for prospective minority students 69

Up to the graduate level, Federal support of stu-
dents and universities has diffuse impacts, since most
is awarded without regard to academic field. Fed-
eral support of science and engineering graduate stu-
dents, however, has increased since World War II,
with periods of rapid expansion, slow growth, and
decline 90 Between World War II and the Sputnik-
Apollo era, the Federal Government played a ini-
nor ro!e in direct support of graduate students; in
1954, only 10 percent of science and engineering
graduate students received Federal assistance. Af-
ter passage of the National Defense Education Act,
Federal suppr-rt boomed. It peaked in 1967 Alen
42 percent of ,nese students received some form of
direct Federal assistance. (47 percent in the natural
sciences, 32 percent in the social sciences, and 45
percent in engineering). Through the late 1970s into
the 1980s, the number of students federally sup-
ported declined, while support from other sources
gre (see figure 3-14). In 1985, the Federal Govern-
ment was the major source of support for 20 per-
cent of full-time science and engineering students
(26 percent in the natural sciences, 8 percent in the
social sciences, and 20 percent in engineering).'

The pattern of Federal support continues to shift,
with the number of fellowships and traineeships

Arthur M. Hauptman, Students in Grar.uate and Professional
Education. What We L.,Ill and Need to Know k \Vashington, DC.
Association of American Universities, 1986).

"Janet S. Hansen, Student Loans: Are They Overburdening A
Generation? ( Washington, DC: The Washington Office of The Col-
lege Board, December 1986).

93Vetter and Hertzfeld, op. cit., footnote 3.
'Over one-third of science and engineering graduate students attend

part time. They are more likely to be pursuing a master's degree and
far less likely to receive Federal aid (except loans). See National Sci-
ence Foundation, ALademie Science Engineering. Graduate Enrollment
and Sup,iort, l'all 1965 (Washington, DC. 1987). Data refer to full
tine graduate studem,...t doctorate-granting institutions. Federal sup
port is comentrated in this core population.
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declining and research assistantships (RAs) and
loans growing in importance. The system is bolstered
strongly by instituticxial support and State funding,
mostly funneled through public institutions. Insti-
tutions and States support about 41 percent of grad-
uate students, largely through teaching assistantships
(TAs). Self-support has grown since the early 1970s;
in 1985 about 30 percent of fall-time students re-
lied solely on their own funds. The attractiveness
of doctoral stuc::es varies with perceptions of afford-
ability and of available support; once in graduate
school, women and minorities are more likely to be
self-supported."

Federal fellowships are awarded to the "best" stu-
dents, as defined by undergraduate accomplishments
and GRE test scores, regardless of the institutions
they attend. Ho .'ever, these students (about 16 per-
cent of all graduate students) concentrate in the ma-
jor research universities. Fellowship recipients earn
their degrees faster and are more likely to join the
science and engineering work force than those with-

'Hansen, up. ca., footnote 89. Women, for example, are more likely
than men to support themselves as graduate students. This is due only
in part to women's choice of fields, such as social sciences, where less
external support is available.

88
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out such support.9' Women fare worse than men
or foreign students on temporary visas when it
comes to obtaining fellowships; this parern is be-
lieved to be an important factor in the attrition of
women in graduate school.' Federal fellowships,
awarded to those identified as prepared for and
committed to research careers, have been an ef-
fective way of "buying" new Ph.D.s.

Federal research assistantships are tied to faculty
grants. RAs support more than 70 percenz of grad-
uate students, providing valuaLle apprenticeship ex-

'National Academy of Sciences, Committee on a Study for Na-
tional Needs of Biomedical and Behavioral Reseaich Personnel, Per-
sonnel Needs and Training for Biomedical and Behavioral Research
(Washington, DC. 1981), pp. 7 10, 74-76. Prestigious postgraduate and
faculty fellowships, such as the National Science Foundation's Presiden-
tial Young Investigator awards, continue this tradition of supporting,
on a competitive and matchinund basis. the very best talent.

'Vetter and Hertzfeld, op. cit., footnote 3.

periences. Recent Federal policy has shifted away
from fellowships toward RAs. This shift may have
inadvertently increased the accessibility of gradu-
ate study to foreign students, who are generally
barred from receiving Federal fellowships. TAs (held
by about 20 percent of graduate students) also sup-
port students ,n exchange for service to institutions.
Almost half of graduate students are at least partly
self-supporting, generally with loans.

In sum, a variety of Federal programs, not all in-
tended to serve educational purposes, effect the grad-
uate environment, and thus indirectly affect the sup-
ply and demand of scientists and engineers.
Immigration laws, R&D tax credits, defense procure-
ment, the taxing of student stipends, legislation to
upgrade campus research facilities, and programs of
curriculum, faculty, and center development, among
other factors, can all affect the quantity and qual-
ity of the future science an engineering work force.
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Chapter 4

Policy Issues and Options

INTRODUCTIL.N

American schools, colleges, and universities have
the capacity to provide enough scientists and engi-
neers to meet the Nation's needs. Students and in-
stitutions can meet changing market needs, as evi-
denced by the response of engineering enrollments
to the semiconductor industry bcum in the late
1970s. However, many researchers, employers, and
policymakers are concerned that future supply will
be inadequate. In the early 1990s, the Nation will
experience a decline in the number of college-age
students (although some increase can be expe,:ted
before the turn of the century). More important,
fewer students, particularly those white males who
have been the mainstay of science and engineering,
seem to be interested in science and engineering
careers. Women's interest in science and engineer-
ing, after rising for a long time, seems to ;lave
plateaued. Non-Asian minorities, traditionally poorly
represented in science and engineering, will form
a steadily increasing proportion of America's school-
children.

Two major trends are challenging the traditional
educational route to a science or engineering career.
First, the rising importance of minorities in the pop-
ulation will lead educators and employers to reach
out to more diverse populations. Second, the end
of expansion and the subsequent transition to a
steady state of enrollments and research funding will
require universities, employers, and the Federal Gov-
ernment to adjust their models and mechanisms of
science and engineering recruitment.

Despite these trends, shortages of scientists and
engineers are not inevitable. Generally, the labor
market adjusts, albeit with transitory and sometimes
costly shortages and surpluses. Rather than trying
to direct market responses, policymakers should seek
to prepare a cadre of versatile scientists and engi-
neers for research and teaching careers, invest in
an educational system that creates a reservoir of flex-
ibl- talent for the work force, and ensure opportu-
nities for the participation of all groups in science
and engineering.

The Policy Setting: Federal Roles

The Federal Government has historically had
both direct and indirect effects on the education of
scientists and engineers (see table 4-1), but it is only
one of many actors in the system. The Federal role
in science and engineering education is most signif-
icant at the graduate level, more diffuse at the un-
dergraduate level, and small in elementary and sec-
ondary education.

Federal investment in sci-.nce education and train-
ing is undertaken for many reasons; there is no single
objective or mission. One class of investments is in
direct support of graduate students and production
capacity at blue-chip universities. Other investments
are made in newer, developing colleges and univer-
sities with growth potential, and in undergraduate
and precollege education. Due to the uncertainty
of payoffs from investing in creativity and reasons
of efficiency and equality of access and geographi-
cal balance, Federal support is spread across differ-
ent types of institutions and students.' Both short-
and long-term investments are necessary in a mar-
ketplace where demographics, economics, and tech-
nology constantly change the -iteria for success in
education for the work force.

The educational process from grate school to
graduate school is 20 years long. This means there
are many possible Federal options for renewing the
future supply of scientists and engineers. It is diffi-
cult, however, to distinguish which option would
have the greatest impact. At each level of the educa-
tional system, there are many choices for action. Few
measures guarantee predictabie effects in the rela-
tively short term; most are more speculative and
longer term possibilities. Just as there are no immi-

'The Federal Government can provide money, leverage power, and
assist information and technology transfer. As a major investor in sci-
ence and engineering education at all levels, it has more than local
interests at heart and can be a catalyst.
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Table 4.1.Landmark Federal Legislation Affecting Science and Engineering Education

1862 Morrill Act. Established land grant colleges, and the precedent for Federal support of institutions of higher education.
1890 Second Morrill Act. Required States with dual systems of higher education to provide land grant institutions for Blacks

as well cs whites. Sixteen Black institutions were established as 1890 Land Grant colleges.
1937 National Cancer Institute Act. One of the first in a long line of health rm. npower/National Institutes of Health acts.
1944 Serviceman's Readjustment Act (G.I. Bill). Provided extensive Federal support for large numbers of new undergraduate

and graduate students. Not targeted to science and engineering, but by increasing the number of college students in-
creased the output of scientists and engineers. Nearly 8 million World War ll veterans enrolled; many chose science
and engineering majors.

1950 National Seance Foundation Act. Established the National Science Foundation and included support of science edu
cation in the National Science Foundation's mission of supporting basic science. Set the tone for graduate science
and engineering education: merit end geographical balance are the primary award criteria, with oversight of profes-
sional replenishment vested in the scientific community.

1951 Selective Service Amendments of 1951. Created draft deferrals for college students and or scientists. Following 1967,
Act made students more vulnerable to the draft, and full-time graduate enrollment dropped as male students took de
ferrable full-time jobs.

1958 National Defense Education Act. Science and mathematics were major areas targeted for improvement through gener-
ous funding for equipment, guidance, testing, teacher training, and educational research. Increased the role of the Of-
fice of Education in science and engineering education. Authorized many graduate fellowships and undergraduate loans.
The National Defense Education Act was expanded to most fields in 1964.

1964 Civil Rights Act. Title IV set up technical advice structure for elementary and secondary schools to desegregrate on
the ,oasis of sex, race, color, religion, or national origin. Title VII prohibited sex discrimination in employment (hiring,
firing, pay, and working conditions).

1965 Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Established massive Federal support for scho:-,Is and materials, particularly
for schools with nontrao:tional and disadvantaged students. No focus on particular curricular area. Directed Federal
education policy and money to special underserved populations (low-income, handicapped).

1965 Higher Education Act. First major Federal legislation for higher education not linked to a specific goal (e.g., national
defense), but rather to promote equality of access, student freedom of choice, quality of education, and efficient use
of human resolaces. Brought Federal money into higher education and expanded college enrollments. Supported con-
tinuing and cooperative education, libraries, teacher training, facilities, and student financial aid. Title II included a
provision to support minority institutions.

1967.8 Elementary and Secondary Education Amendments. Authorized support of regional centers for education of handicapped,
particularly deaf and blind. Supported bilingual education programs.

1972 Education Amendments. Consolidated higher education legislation prohibited se). discrimination in federally assisted
education programs, Title IX prohibited sex bias in admission to vocational, professional, graduate, and public under
graduate institutions.

1974 National Research Service Awards Act (National Institutes of Health). Shifted emphasis of the National Institutes of
Health training from growth to renewal and quality in a constrained budget. Set out the principle of requiring students
to return services in exchange for support (not enforced). Instituted manpower planning. Fellowships by law must con.
statute 15 percent of the research training budget.

1980 Science and Technology Equal Opportunities Act. Promoted the full development and use of the scientific talent and
technical skills of men and women of all ethnic, racial, and economic backgrounds. Directed a biennial report to assess
opportunities and participation rates.

1984 Education for Economic Security Act. Targeted mathematics, science, computu learning, and foreign languages. Un
der this Act, the Department of Education provides modest funding, mostly on a formula basis, for: teacher training,
magnet schools (designed for desegregation, but some with science and mathematics emphasis), and for improving
mathematics and science education.

1986 National Science, Engineering, and Mathematics Authorization Act of 1986. Established a Task Force on Women, Mi-
corities, and the Handicapped in Science and Technology in the Federal Government and in federally assisted research
programs.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment, 1988.

nent crise in replenishing the science and engineer-
ing work force, there are no quick fixes.

The following discussion sets out policy areas for
possible congressional action, presented under two
strategies labeled "retention" and "recruitment,"
along with two Federal management issues (see ta-
ble 4-2). With' 1 each policy area, cdtions are listed
and described. The overarching policy issue is whether

the Federal Government allows the market for sci-
entists and engineers to take its course or intervenes
more boldly.

Two Strategies

The two broad strategies of retention and recruit-
ment complement each other, and would operate
best in tandem. The retention strategy is designtd
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Table 4.2.Federal Policy Options To Improve Science and Engineering Education

The following list summarizes the policy options discussed in this chapter, along with rough
estimates of the current level of Federal spending in that area, as well as the number of stu
dents, teachers, or educational institutions affected. The estimates have been compiled from
the reported budgets of major, separately budgeted Federal programs, as well as estimates
of discretionary spending (usually small amounts in the mission agencies) based on contacts
with agencies. Many departments and agency laboratories also run small outreach programs
using employee volur'teers and donating equipment; there is no way to estimate value or
impact of these prog.ams. In most areas a great deal of money is also spent by private organi-
zations and individuals.

Policy Option and Number of Estimated 1988 Federal Spending
Students Affected

Retention
1. Support graduate traininga

fellowships and traineeships

postdoctorates

2. Academic R&D spendinglmission agencies
graduate research assistantshipsa

3. Flow and retention of foreign students
4. Institutional supportb

research colleges
historically Black colleges
and universitiesb

research universities
5. Handson research expert3nce

research apprenticeships

cooperative education

6. Targeted support for undergraduate
science and engineering students
(Pell grants, etc.)

1. Intervention programs
sciencelengineering (all agencies)
4H (U.S. Department of Agriculture)

2. Elementary and secondary teaching
preservice and inservice training

encourage and reward teachers

3. Informal education
TV, fairs, camps, demonstrations
S&T centers

4. Improve opportunities for women
enforce Title IX
special support and intervention

5. Improve opportunities for :ninorities
enforce civil rights legislation
special support and Intervention

6. Elementary and secondary education
reproduce magnet schools
scieliceintensive schools and

experiments
adjust coursetaking
review tracking
revise testing

unknown
52,000 students (20% of all graduate students)
$250 million
13,400 students (5% of el graduate students)
$300 million to $400 million
17,000 students (70% of all postdoctorates)
$5.5 billion
$500 million

_33,000 students (12% of all graduate students)

unknown
unknown

$6' million to $750 million
unknown

$10 million to $12 million
5,000.7,000 undergraduates
$15 million
175,000.200,000 students (2%)
$4 billion to $5 billion
4 million college students

Recruitment

8,000.25,000 students
5 million students
$120 million to $180 million
$110 million to $150 million
10,000.250,000 teachersd

$1.2 million
106 teachers
$13 million to $20 million
unknown
$10 million, 150 science centers
unknown
unknown
unkrivwn
unkliown
unknown
unknown

$75 millions
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continued from p. 85

Management of Federal Science and Engineering Education
1. National Science Foundation as lead

agency in science education
SEE Directorate $140 million
Research and related directorates $21; million

2. Federal coordination and data collection $40 to $80 million°
NOTES:
°National Science Foundation 1986 data. Includes fellowships, traineeships, research and teaching assistantships, and loans
for fulltime graduate students In doctorategranting institutions. The number of students Includes only those graduate stu
dents whose major source of support is the Federal Government: thus, the number here underestimates the total number
of graduate students recolving Federal support, though It reflects the allotment Ix Institutional allowances as well as stu

,dent stipends. The vast majority of Federal support goes to fulltime students.
uOnly those funds directly related to science and engineering Instruction, facilities, and capability. Includes general develop

ment funds and capital funds for major science and engineeringrelated equipment, I acilities,and librar,ss. Includes general
support for historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs) and Black land grant Institutions. Does not Include R&D,
student support, or support for FederallyFunded R&D Centers.

gOnly about 20 percent of this Is directly related to science and engineering, and most of that is current F46.0 support. Only
about $35 million goes to science and engineeringrelated Institutional st srt (facg,lies, Institutional and departmental de.
velopment. and general support). The rest Is legislatively mandated gene, r Federal support, mostly out of the Department
of Meagan but also the National Institutes of Health and the Department of Agriculture, for the approximately 100 NSW.
Sally Black Institutions. One institution, Hcward University, receives nearly onethird of Federal support for Hi3CUs.

°Tcacher training and enrichment programs are diverse. Some, like tho National Science Foundation and mIssionagency spon
sored workshops, training institutes, and summer research experiences, invest significant time and money In each teacher,
but reach only a few hundred leachers a year. Under Title li of the Education for economic Security Act, the Department
of Education distributes money by tormula for teacher training, and thus in principle reaches nearly all of the 1.5 million
public school teachers (and some private school teachers), but is 30 diluted by formula distribution that only a few dollars
reach each sChOO and teacher.

kinder current criteria, Federal funding for magnet schools is given to those school districts under court Orders to de, 'gra.
gate. While it reaches Only a small number of school districts (45.50), it roaches some very large ones (and thuS a greater
proportion of students) and many of those districts with continuing and significant racial Imbalances In gto delivery of education

iNonFederal spending is about $1 million to S8 million. 500.2,000 students.
glncludes National Science Foundation spending on data collection (Science Resources Studies, S5 million) part of policy

analysis (Policy Research and Analysis), and spending on education research (S10 million). The Department of Education's
Office of Educational Research and Improvement has a total budget of about $67 million, which includes among other things
funding for libraries. the ERIC database, major surveys, and the National Center for Statistics. Although only a miniscule
portion of this is targeted to science and mathematics education, overall data collection Includes science and mathematics
education. In addition, other mission agencies keep administrative records of their R&D and edcation programs and spend
small amounts on special research and data projects. Of special note are National Institutes of Health studies Including
the Institute of Medicine's biennial personnel needs analysis, and the Department of Energy's annual manpowe analysis.

SOURCE: Office of Technclogy Assessment, 1988.

to invigorate the current science and engineering
work force by reducing attrition of undergraduate
and graduate students. Such short-term retention
programs could increase output of scientists and
engineers within a few years. In contrast, recruit-
ment is a long-term strategy to enlarge the base of

potential scientists and engineers by recruiting more
and different students into science and engineer:ng.
Such a strategy entails working with schools and
colleges, and with children, teachers, and staff to
renovate elementary and secondary mathematics
and science education.

RETENTION POLICY OPTIONS

If the Nat ion wants more scientists and engineers
rclatively quickly, then retaining undergraduate and
graduate students in science and engineering is the
most useful policy strategy. Many able students leave
science and engineering during college, after earn-
ing baccalaureate degrees, and during graduate
school. Only about 30 percent of B.S. science and
engineering graduates enter full-time graduate study,
and nearly half of science and engineering doctoral
candidates never earn Ph.D.s. Some loss is inevita-
ble (and, indeed, beneficial to other fields), but those
who leave unwillingly and prematurely are a rich

resource that Lould be tapped. Because attrition rates
are so high and the population of research scien-
tists and engineers is relatively small, slight improve-
ments in retention (Amid inLreasc significantly the
number of scientists and engineers in the work force.
Federal politics Lould work at all levels to retain
more of these able, interested students in the pool.'

'Althuugh "scientists and engineers" art; addressed catcguncally
thruughuut must of this Juiptur, her arc differences betuecn them
that demand separate policy consideration. Potential scientists aim for
doctoral degrees, but most engineers enter the work force with a bac-
,aldureate degree. Sume engineers either ..untinue immediately, ur re.
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Many factors affect students' career choice and
persistence in science and engineering: interest and
aptitude; perceptions about careers gleaned from
university faculty, peers, and summer jobs; and an-
ticipated earnings and nonmonetary rewards. Stu-
dents considering academic careers must also weigh
the burden of undertaking and financing graduate
training. The Federal Government affects these ca-
reer decisions -Lrough targeted support of students,
universities, and research, and through its perva-
sive influence on the American econ .ny and re-
search agenda. The extent and form of Federal sup-
port for students, particularly graduate students,
affects the attractiveness of further study. Federal
R&D support and national research missions (e.g.,
in health, space, defense) shape students' perceptions
of the job market for scientists and engineers, as well
as the environments in which students are educated.

Many of the policies discussed blow involve
established mechanisms that could be expanded ef-
fectively. There is an adequate reserve of prepared
college graduates and graduate students who, with
the proven incentives of fellowships and potential
R&D-supported jobs, would be able to shift their
career choices.

1. Support Graduate Training

The Federal Government is the most important
source of direct support for graduate training, pri-
marily through fellowships and trainceships, and of
indirect support through universities (which pass on
money to s^udents through research assistantships).
This suppc t is intended to meet national research
and education needs by making graduate study at-
tractive to baccalaureate recipients, and sustaining
those who enter graduate school through comple-
tion of their Ph.D.s. To achieve these goals, the Fed-
eral Government can adjust the overall level of sup-
port, distribute money among different forms of
support, and vary the relative amounts of support

turn after gaining work experience, for a master's degree. Tradition.
ally only a small numbs hac sought Ph.D.s and these engineers have
most often taken an at.aderni, position Suenusts arc. mum likely to
ewer academia and o:hcr ncnprofit environnvins. This ,hapter con
centrates on the research work force, the subset of scientists and engi
necrs most likely to have Ph.D.s. Unless other ..we spet.ified, refereme
here to sdentists and engineers amans rocan.h suentwts and engine s.

given different categories of research, such as basic
research and mission R&D, and different catego-
ries of students and institutions.

Expand graduate fellowships and rrainer hips.
Shift distribution of student support among the
major fornts of support: fellowships, trainee-
ships, research assistantships ,RAs), teaching as-
sistantships (TAs), and loans. (Currently the
bulk is in RAs.)
Shift distribution of graduate student support
between the National Science Foundation
(NSF), the Department of Education, and the
mission agencies. Authorize mission agency sup-
port for graduate training in those agencies not

Irently authorized.
Expand special support programs for minorities
and women.
E pand postdoctoral fellowships and trainceships.
Clarify tax status of graduate student stipends
and support.

Federal suppcY1 if graduate training is a proven,
highly effective Leans of producing scientists and
engineers. Federal influence at the graduate ievel is
relatively straightforward: the support (Federal and
otherwise) availabh for graduate students influences
the number of students pursuing and earning Ph.D.s
and directs them toward funded research area
Different support mechanismsRAs, TAs, fellow-
ships, and loanssupport students in different stages
and aspects of their graduate study. This diversity
of support mechanisms has served U.S. universities,
students, and research dell. The Federal Govern-
ment has directed its support to an array of RAs
and fellowships, and to training grants tha benefit
both universities and students.

The allocation of Federal support among these
different mechanisms depends on the purposes
sough:. For example, if the Federal Government
wanted to encourage teaching as a career, it might
support. more TAs. Currently there is little Fede. al
funding of TAs, which total only about $3 million
annually. Fewer than 400 full-time graduate stu-
dents, or 0.1 percent, receive their primary support
from Federal TAs. If increasing the research experi-
ence of women and minority students is a goal, then
they could be targeted for RAs funded by Federal
research grants to faculty (see below). Fe., arguments
are mounted against Federal support of graduate stu-
dents, particularly in areas where there is clear na-
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tional interest, such as biomedicine, space sciences,
environmental science, and basic academic research.
The most controversial issues are the overall level
of support and the allocation of training support
among different types of students and institutions.

Fellowships and Traineeships.Fellowships and
traineeships are the cream of Federal support. Fel-
lowships provide flexible, generous support directly
to a few of the very best graduate students, and pro-
mote successful, rapid completion of Ph.D.s. Mul-
tiyear training grants are awarded to institutions,
which in turn distribute traineeships to graduate stu-
dents. Traineeships provide valuable support for the
university's education and research infrastructure.
Training grants are a proven means of nurturing
students who will become successful researchers. To-
gether, fellowships and traineeships are effective,
long-term, and low-risk investments in a core of crea-
tive graduate students and future researchers.' Ex-
pansion is possible; field-specific fellowships and
traineeships offered in the 1960s, under the National
Defense Education Act, helped spur unprecedented
increases in science and engineering graduate en-
rollments and Ph.D. awards.

Current Federal fellowships and traineeships to-
tal about $250 million per year and provide primary
support for about 13,300 (or 5 percent) of full-time
graduate students. Training grants form the bulk
of this support ($170 million annually, which sup-
ports about 9,000 or 3.7 percent of full-time gradu-
ate students). The single most important source is
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) National Re-
search Service Award traineeship. Fellowships alone
total $80 million annually, which support just 1.6
percent of full-time graduate students.

Fellowships and traineeships may be field-specific.
One risk of increasing field-specific predoctoral and
postdoctoral support is the national waste and per-
sonal cost of training students in fields with chang-
ing research priorities that undermine the job mar-
ket (as in environmental sciences or renewable
energy in the mid-to-late 1970s). However, such

`Be cal se fellowships and trameeships are usually awarded to the best
students, it is difficult to say to what extent the form of suppo-t en
hances graduate education and to what extent the better student would
exec' anyway. Undoubtedly, both the high quality raw material and
the gen:rous support arc important. The eomplete fellowship and
traineeship system, including promotion, selection, and the suppo-t
itself, is effective.

changes are difficult to predict. The best alterna-
tive is to encourage close monitoring of the labor
market by Federal funding agencies, universities, and
industry employers, to encourage universities and
students to shift fields of study where the job out-
look is bleak; and to help graduate students, new
Ph.D.s, and young researchers move to neighbor-
ing specialties as necessary.

"Portable" fellowships (awarded to individual stu-
dents who carry them to the institutions of their
choice) tend to reinforce concentration of Federal
R&D support in the best, well-established univer-
sity departments. The advantage of fellowships is
great for students and institutions, since they are
flexible and generous, and produce both good re-
search and Ph.D. researchers.

Traineeships and grant-linked research assistant-
ships direct Federal support to a broader range of
institutions. Because of the many years needed for
graduate training and the resulting delay between
fellowship awards and completion of Ph.D.s, no
form of graduate support can address short-term per-
sonnel shortages or urgent research problems. Grad-
uate students, however, seem to respond more
quickly to increases in support than to decreases.

Fellowships and traineeships are particularly ef-
fective for attracting and nurturing minorities and
women. Expansion of fellowship support is limited
by the relatively small numbers of minorities who
pursue graduate study; many more qualified women
B.S. graduates, however, could be attracted Cur-
rently, there are few such special programs in place;
an exception is the widely-acclaimed Minority Ac-
cess to Research Careers program of NIH. NSF
awards about 50-75 graduate fellowships annually
to minorities; the Department of Education offers
minority fellowships which, although not targeted
to science and engineering, are used by graduate stu-
dents in these fields. Several other mission agencies
have small programs that typically provide fellow-
ships for 5 to 30 minority graduate students. In all,
special Federal fellowship/traineeship programs for
minorities total about $8 million to $10 million an-
nually and fund about 100 to 150 graduate students
(only a few percent of minority graduate students).
Doubling special fellowship programs for minorities
and establishing similar programs for women at the
same level would require about $30 million dollars
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anr ually. Such funds could be set aside from exist-
ing fellowship programs, or additional funds could
be appropriated.

Postdoctoral fellowships, generally 2 years in du-
ration, augment the specialized knowledge and skills
acquired during graduate study. Postdocrorates are
particularly productive, creative researchers, because
they can devote themselves to research full time.
They are a reservoir of talent that fellowships can
rapidly and efficiently guide toward current research
priorities. Postdoctoral appointments also help re-
tain Ph.D.s in the research work force, especially
in slack job markets, and help shift researchers
toward current priorities. Current Federal support
is approximately $150 million per year, mainly in
the life sciences, supporting about 5,000 postdoc-
torates (23 percent of all postdoctorates). Another
$250 million or so per year supports about 11,J00
postdoctoral students through research grants.

Taxation of Graduate Student Aid.The tax sta-
tus of graduate student aid has changed in the past
few years with changes in tax law.' The guiding
principle of the 1986 tax reform was to minimize
special exemptions (e.g., student aid), while mini-
mizing the burden by reducing the overall tax
rate.' The general trend has been to reduce tax ex-
emptions on student aid, both stipends for living
expenses and aid to cover tuition fees. Currently,
all forms of student aidTAs, RAs, fellowships, and
traineeshipsare considered taxable income. Recent
tax reform affirmed in legislation the taxable status
of student aid, but both the tax code and its en-
forcement remain murky. There are varying inter-
pretations of whether all forms of aidfrom TAs,
which are given for providing teaching services, to
fellowships that have no formal work requirement

`This section is based on personal communications with Bob Lyke,
Congressional Research Service, February 1988, and Tom Linney,
Council of Graduate Schools, February 1988. Also sec Stacy E. Palmer,
"Measures To Tax Scholarships Pose Dilemma for Graduate Schools,"
The Chronicle of Higher Educatton, Apr. 16, 1986, p. Al; and Ar-
thur M Hauptman, Students in C.aduatc and Professional EduLartun.
What We Know and Need to Know (Washir In, DC. American Asso-
ciation of Universities, 1986), pp. 62.64.

SThe main goal of the original post-World War II tax exemptions
for student aid was to encourage college attendance. This goal has clearly
been achieved for undergraduates where the financial burden rests with
students and their families. Given the weak market incentives for grad-
uate study, there still seems to be a need and national justification fur
special financial buttressing of graduate study (for which educational
institutions and Federal and State Governments have traditionally paid).
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are covered by the same laws and taxed similarly,
and whether aid that goes to tuition should be taxed
in addition to stipend aid.

Most agree that tuition aid should not be taxa-
ble. However, there are concerns about scope and
implementation. The financial attractiveness of grad-
uate study is tenuous, given the low earnings of most
graduate students; increasing withho'..fing and stu-
dents' eventual tax burden without a compensat-
ing increase in stipend could deter or lengthen grad-
uate study.' To sustain the current level of support,
Federal and other contributions for student aid
would need to be increased. To compensate for the
added tax burden on the recipients of their awards,
NSF and other agencies are seeking to increase their
allocations. This step would simply maintain the cur-
rent levels of student and institutional support.
States and universities would need to boost institu-
tional support to maintain TAs and other forms of
aid.

Confusion and some unanticipated problems have
ariseA from lack of coordination between tax legis-
lation, the Employer Assistance Act, Internal Rev-
enue Service regulations, and student aid legislation
and regulations. Congress could clarify the tax sta-
tus of tuitions and stipends, and set out in a sepa-
rate section of the tax code the tax liability of each
form of student aid.

2. Sustain Academic R&D Funding

The Federal Government is the Nation's R&D
pacesetter. Its $60 billion annual R&D budget is
about half of U.S. R&D, and influences the rest
substantially. Federal R&D funds are even more vis-
ible on campus, where they support nearly two-
thirds of all R&D.

R&D spending not only helps develop scientific
and technological knowledge that is useful to na-
tional needs, but also has important and often un-
derappreciated effects on the education of scientists
and engineers (see table 4-3). First, the overall level
of R&D spending, as wel' s its distrib,tion among

`A related consideration is unanticipated or inequitable impacts of
the tax law on certain groups, particularly foreign students and mar-
ried students. Foreign student aid is withheld automatically at the high-
est rate, and they receive no deductions for children. This may chs
courage foreign graduate students and uoes n. ,ing to increase the
numbers of American students.
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Table 4-3.Annual Federal Support of Graduate Education and Research
(S = approximately $75 million)

Most Federal researchrelated funds that go to universities support current R&D, rather than
the education of future researchers. Research support also is the largest source of Federal sup.
port for graduate education; research assistantships from university research grants and con
tracts support over three times as many graduate students as do direct Federal fellowships
and traineeships.
Primary purpose: Education I Research

Category of support:
Individual student support (fellowship)
Training support $$

Institutional development $$ I $$$$

R&D support $$$$$$ (RAs) I $$$$$$$$$$S$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

KEY: RAs research assistantships.

SOURCE: Office of Technology Assessment. 1988.

fields and missions, both directly shapes the job mar-
ket for scientists and engineers and is the single most
important predictor of their future supply.' Sec-
ond, the portion of Federal R&D spending that goes
to fund science and engineering research on campus
helps support large numbers of RAs, which are the
most common form of Federal graduate student
support.

Changes in national R&D policies affect both the
attractiveness of the science and engineering career
as well as the ease with which students can prepare
for one. Currently, over one-quarter of Ph.D. re-
cipients have federally-funded research assistantships
during their graduate study, a mechanism that pro-
vides about $500 million in annual student support.
The vast majority of this spending comes from the
mission research agencies, which provide about $5.5
billion in academic research support annually. About
30,000, or 12 percent, of graduate students receive
their primary support from RAs annually. Overall,
about 5 to 15 percent of research funds awarded to
university investigators is spent on RAs, with this
proportion varying significantly by field, Federal

'Lewis C. Solmon, "Factors Determining and Limiting the Supply
of New Natural Science and Engineering Baccalaureate_ Past Experi-
ence and Future Prospects," prepared for the National Science Foun-
dation Workshop on Science and Engineering Manpower, draft man-
uscript, p ly 8, 1986; Eli Ginzbcrg, "Scientific and Engineering Personnel.

Lessons and Policy Directions," The Impact of Defense Spending on
Nondefense Engineering Labor Marke , A Report to the National
Academy of Engineering (Washington, DC: National Academy Press,
1986).

agency, and the purpose for which the funds are
provided.

Recognize the educational as well as the scien-
tific benefits that accrue from Federal R&D sup-
port to colleges and universities.
Shift the distribution of Federal R&D support
among academia, industry, and government,

"4"

BASIC SCIENCE

Photo credit: National Institutes of Health

Federal research and development funding bolsters
and guides demand for scientists and engineers,
graduate students as research assistants, and the
universities and colleges that train future scientists
and engineers. National Science Foundation support
of basic scientific research forms the backbone of
education and research in science and engineering.
But the Federal mission agencies provide, overall, more
funding, and dominate funding in fields related to their
mission. Striking the balance between these two routes

of Federal support never has been easy.
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taking account of the different educational ben-
efits that derive from spending in each cc these
areas. Consider shifting the balance of R&D
spending between defense and civilian areas,
and among basic, applied, and development-
oriented programs, in light of their different
educational effects.
Increase overall R&D support as a way of im-
proving the attractiveness of science and enL,i-
neering careers and expanding the research
work force.

Research Assistantships and the Mission Agen,
cies.In general, RAs provide vital bench research
experience in state-of-the-art university research pro-
grams. Next to fellowships, they are the most sought-
after form of graduate student support. Designat-
ing RAs for women and minority students encour-
ages persistence to the Ph.D. and is thus a tool for
altering the composition of new entrants to the sci-
ence and engineering research work force.

Most RAs are provided through funds from NIH;
its expenditures on health and biological research
dwarf the total spending of NSF and many other
agencies. Among other mission agencies, the De-
partment of Defense is a prominent funder of engi-
neering and mathematical research, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration dominates
space science, the Department of Energy is promi-
nent in energy and physics research, and the De-
partment of Agriculture is a major funder of agri-
cultural research. In some fields (such as geodesy,
space science, and high-energy physics), the respec-
tive mission agency is the only supporter of research;
it seems reasonable that each agency look after its
own research work force as well. NSF, however, is
entrusted with Federal support of basic research rele-
vant to the general interests of the Nation rather
than any particular mission. Overall, four of five
federally supported full-time graduate students are
funded through the mission agencies.

One consideration in assessing the allocation of
funds among the agencies is the variable proportion
of academic research funds from each agency that
goes to RAs. For example, the proportion is much
higher for NSF grants than for those from the De-
partment of Defense. In general, a greater propor-
tioa of academic, civilian, and basic research fund-

ing (as it is variously labeled) goes to support students
than does defense and development funding.

Closer educational links could be forged between
academia and the mission agencies' own labora-
tories. Mission agencies could be encouraged to fund
programs to provide graduate training (via fellow-
ships or internships) for students at their labora-
tories. Such programs would improve the dissemi-
nation of students' research, help the laboratories
to recruit talented students, and improve relations
with universities. In some cases, the relevant legis-
lation governing each agency's research activities
might have to be amended to permit such programs
to be established.

3. Control the Flow and Retention of
Foreign Students

The vitality of U.S. universities attracts increas-
ing numbers of foreign science and engineering grad-
uate students and visiting scholars, many of whom
stay in the United States after completing their
degrees. In engineering, more than one-half of all
graduate students and more than one-third of new
faculty are foreign.

The unprecedented visibility and even predomi-
nance of foreign citizens in certain fields has raised
concern. Most observers see the problem as a short-
age of Americans rather than a surfeit of foreign sci-
entists and engineers. (U.S. graduate students in
engineering increased by 20 percent for 1975-85; for-
eign graduate students in engineering increased even
more. It is important to look at absolute numbers
as well as proportions.)

Immigrants make val 'able contributions to U.S.
research. They are highly selected, academically
competent, and valuable researchers who have
maintained many university departments as Amer-
ican student and faculty numbers have slowed. Stu-
dent entry is the dominant path of immigra-
tion for scientists and engineers. Relying on foreign
talent in key areas is seen to have many drawbacks.
Some consider foreign students and faculty as a na-
tiona: risk; othe.s cite their difficulty in "fit-
ting in," owing to language and cultural differences;
and some worry that they drain talent from their
home nations.
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Encourage Americans to undertake graduate
study and academic careers in selected fields.
Continue the selective entry and immigration
of educated, skilled foreign scientists and en-
gineers.
Use immigration and naturalization policies, fi-
nancial support eligibility, or employment reg-
ulations to open or close the doors to foreign
students and/or immigrant scientists and en-
gineers.

Apart from the widely accepted goal of encourag-
ing American graduate students in science and engi-
neering, a fundamental issue is whether to encourage
foreign students and workers, or to restrict them.
These people add skills, creativity, and energy to
U.S. science. Although the greatest contributions
are likely to come from immigrants who stay per-
manently, temporary visitors and graduate students
also contribute to U.S. research while they are here.
Furthermore, even after visitors leave they usually
maintain contacts within the U.S. research commu-
nity. Several mechanisms are available to broaden,
selectively encourage, or restrict the entry, length
of stay, and permanent immigration of scientists and
engineers.

Most suggestions to encourage American study
in fields with high proportions of foreign students,
such as engineering, mathematics, and computer
science, center on one tactic: increasing RA or TA
stipends to make graduate study more competitive
with employment, usually setting the target figure
at half the average starting bachelor's-level salary.
Similar measures have been used with young faculty
members; universities have supplemented faculty sal-
aries in competitive fields such as engineering, busi-
ness, and medicine. This step can create jealousy
on campus. In some cases, the supplements have
been temporary, until the labor markets have ad-
justed and more Americans take faculty posts; in
other case$, separate salary scales for faculty are in-
stituted.

Most foreign scientists and engineers originally
came to the United States as students (on temporary
or nonimmigrant visas). Those who stay usually ob-
tain visas as temporary workers (H-1 or H-2 tem-
porary visas); under current Immigration and Na-
turalization Service (INS) policy, these visas are
generally good for 5 years, renewed annually on the
basis of continued need by employers. Some work-

ers apply for permanent visas, with the sponsorship
of employers, by a process known as labor certifi-
cation. Graduate students who stay on are the
largest source of permanent foreign entrants to the
science and engineering work force. Direct immigra-
tion of experienced scientists and engineers is much
less common and less of a policy issue.'

The Federal Government could use eligibility con-
straints to expand or restrict support of foreign stu-
dents. Most Federal fellowships are not open to for-
eign citizens; the cost of graduate education for
foreign science and engineering students must be
defrayed by support from their home countries or
the U.S. universities they attend. Making foreign
citizens eligible for fellowships would allow agencies
to recruit people in fields where American students
are scarce. Another option is to restrict foreign eligi-
bility for research or teaching assistantships, which
would depart from the tradition of faculty auton-
omy in selecting assistants and deter many good for-
eign students from U.S. graduate study.

Other mechanisms include:

Changing the approval criteria for labor certifi-
cation.' The Federal Government could encour-
age foreign nationals in science and engineer-
ing to stay in the United States by eliminating
the requirement for labor cerfication altogether.
Changing the regulations that require students
who have held exchange visitor (J-1) visas to
return home before applying for a permanent
visa. Extending this requirement to all students

'Perhaps 150,000 foreign science and engineering students enter each
year, mostly on temporary student visas (F.1), some on exchange visi-
tor visas 0-11. They favor fields with rapid employment growth such
as Lumputer sLience and engineering, as do American graduate stu-
dents. Under current policies, students can apply to extend their visas
for 1 year of practical training, and then convert to a temporary worker
visas (I-1-1 or H-2) for up to 5 years. In 1985, about 12,000 foreign sLi-
ence and engineering students (or former students) converted to per-
manent visas, while about 5,000 immigrants in science and engineer-
ing occupations entered the United States. In addition, some students
on temporary visas stay and work. Overall, about half of foreign grad-
uate science and engineering students stay In the United States to work
for a number of years. Dennis Keith, Immigration and Naturalization
Service, personal communication, Jan. 29, 1988.

'About 30 percent of immigrant scientists and engineers receive an
employer-submted labor certification, which demonstrates that the
SeLretary of Labor has determined that the job 1 annot be filled by a
U.S. worker and that employment will not adversely affect U.S. workers
similarly employed. The Immigration and Naturalization Service then
has to consider the individual's petition for immigration (on the basis
of quotas and ocLupattonal preferences).
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and/or to temporary workers would probably
reduce both permanent immigration and stu-
dent entry by decreasing the attractiveness of
university study as a simple means of perma-
nent immigration.
Controlling the number of student and tem-
porary visas issued by INS and the Department
of State, possibly by field (currently there are
no quotas). Such a measure would likely reduce
the number of foreign students.
Further restricting entry according to country
of origin or field, thus reducing the number of
immigrant scientists and engineers. In addition,
certain occupations are exempted from certifi-
cation; expanding this list could impose occupa-
tional preferences for immigration quotas.

4. Support Institutions That Make
Special Contributions to Undergraduate

Science and Engineering Education

Graduate education builds on the base laid by un-
dergraduate educationthe 4-year period in which
the student pursues coursework in the fundamen-
tal subjects of science and engineering, may actively
work in research projects, and first encounters
faculty mentors who are research professionals. Al-
though the Federal Government does not support
undergraduate education in the same direct way as
it does graduate education (primarily via research
grants), it does provide considerable indirect fund-
ing. The routes by which these funds are supplied
include overhead on research grants and student
awards, and programs for improving institutional
development, instructional equipment, libraries, and
facilities. Much of this funding is not specifically
directed to science and engineering education, al-
though it does benefit these fields.

The bulk of this support goes to a small number
of elite research universities, which graduate most
of those who go on to science and engineering
careers. Yet the large scale and research orientation
(often at the expense of teaching) of these institu-
tions may deter others from considering graduate
study. There are other, smaller institutions that are
strong in undergraduate science and engineering
without having the research focus of the research
universities. These smaller institutions, such as re-

search colleges, historically Black colleges and uni-
versities (HBCUs), women's colleges, and primar-
ily engineering institutions, in fact graduate large
numbers of science and engineering students who
go on to further study in these fields.' These suc-
cessful, and often neglected, undergraduate environ-
ments may merit special Federal support, and cer-
tainly provide le.sons that could be aeapted to other
institutions, including the research universities.
sities.

Expand research, student, or institutional sup-
port of institutions that are especially produc-
tive of baccalaureate degree recipients who be-
come science and engineering Ph.D.s. Doubling
current special programs for research colleges
would require $10 million to $20 million annu-
ally. Doubling current support for minority in-
stitutions would require $500 million to $750
million annually.

About 100 research universities train the vast
majority of science and engineering Ph.D.s. They
also produce most of the bachelor's recipients in
these fields who go on for Ph.D.s. They receive
nearly all of Federal academic R&D funds and are
well-endowed; few argue that they need new Fed-
eral funding. Some observers contend, however, that
they neglect undergraduates in favor of research and
graduate tra'ning. Yet the academic reward system,
based on success in research, is largely impervious
to change. Institutions might be more productive
of undergraduates if faculty were encouraged to pay
attention to teaching through mechanisms that shift
funds toward mentor grants and undergraduate re-
search participation, or if research funds were some-
how tied to overall teaching performance.

The research collegessmall, 4-year liberal arts col-
leges that concentrate on science and research
are especially effective in educating and encourag-
ing students who go on to be esearch scientists. Ob-

WA large category of institutions omitted from this list are the com-
prehensive universities. Seventy percent of these 600 institutions are
State svhouls. They represent a point of avvess to higher education
for many students who either do not qualify for or cannot afford more
selective institutions. Some believe that their role in undergraduate
svienve and engineering education, and as a feeder of the research
universities, could also expand if resources to meet the same instrumen-
tation and faculty needs of other teaching environments were made
available. See Philip H. Abelson, "Science at the Four-Year and Master's
Universities," Science, vol. 239, Feb. 12, 1988, p. 705.
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servers attribute this success to their emphasis on
teaching, programs that prevent attrition, student
research participation, and continuous personal con-
tact between faculty and students. Current Federal
support for research colleges rests with NSF, with
programs supporting special instructional equipment
and research. NSF's College Science Instrumenta-
tion Program is currently funded at $10 million per
year. Less than $35 million, or 0.5 percent of Fed-
eral academic R&D funding, goes to the research
colleges annually. Special programs could provide
equipment and facilities for teaching and research,
coordinate research and education activities that re-
sult in significant student participation in faculty
research at the research colleges, and promote co-
operation and resource-sharing among small col-
leges, and between small colleges and universities."

HBCUs, numbering abou- 100 and located pre-
dominantly in the South, graduate about one-third
of all Black bachelor's recipients. HBCU.: have long
received special Federal support, dating from legis-
lation to ensure minorities' access to higher educa-
tion. These institutions send many of their gradu-
ates on to Ph.D.s in science and engineering. HBCUs
provide a supportive intellectual and social environ-
ment that heightens minority student retention and
sparks graduate study. In addition to HBCUs, with
their special legislative status, there are several hun-
dred 2- and 4-year colleges with predominantly mi-
nority enrollments, including a growing number of
institutions with large Hispanic enrollments. These
institutions have underutilized potential for nurtur-
ing science and engineering talent.

Total Federal support of HBCUs is about $700
million per year, most of it general institutional sup-
port. Funds for equipment, facilities, faculty ex-
changes and development, educational materials,
and various student services are awarded by the De-
partment of Education (about $630 million under
Title III of the Higher Education Act and $5 mil-
lion under the Minority Institutions Science Im-

"The 1987 Oberlin Report calls for a 10.year investment of $1 bil-
lion, half for "maintenance and enhancement of effective teaching and
research" (e.g., faculty and student grants, and new instrumentation),
15 percent for construction and renovation of laboratories and class-
rooms, and the rest for additional faculty positions. See Sam C. Car-
rier and David Davis -Van Atta, Maintaining America's &lentil&
Productivity. The Necessity of the Liberal Arts Colleges (Oberlin, OH.
Oberlin College, March 1987), p. 133.

provement Program).' Little of the support under
Title III has been directed at science and engineer-
ing. NSF, NIH, the Department of Agriculture, and
other mission agencies have smaller, more informal
programs that benefit HBCUs.

Setting aside special support for some group of in-
stitutions can be politically controversial. To what
extent should existing productive environments be
supported, and how much effort should go into iden-
tifying and reproducing the characteristics that foster
productivity? A related question is whether more
support would automatically make scientist- and
engineer-producing institutions even more produc-
tive. Some have argued, for example, that funding
large amounts of research (instead of teaching) at
research colleges could undermine the emphasis on
teaching. Federal initiatives such as the NSF Sci-
ence Development Program have worked, although
they expensive even when costs are shared by
State and private sources of funding. There is sub-
stantial inertia in the structure and culture of indi-
vidual colleges, and in the overall hierarchy of in-
stitutions."

5. Expand Undergraduate Hands-on
Research Experience

Research experiences in actual research settings
provide science students with valuable previews of
scientific research careers. These programs take
many formsformal c ,operative arrangements, ap-
prenticeships, field work, undergraduate research fel-
lowships and teaching assistantships, summer jobs,
and internships. Extensive testimony and some re-

"James B. Stedman, Congressional Rescarch Service, Library of
Congress, "Title III of the Higher Education Act. Provisions and Fund-
ing," issue brief, Mar. 31, 1987, pp. 4.6. Also see Margaret Seagers,
Executive Director, White House Initiative on Historically Black Col-
leges and Universitet, In U.S. Congress, House Commute on Science,
Space, and Technology, Subcommittee un Science, Research and Tech
nology, Federal Science and Technology Support for Historica!ly Black
Colleges and Universities (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Print-
ing Office, Oct. 9, 1987), pp. 197.209.

'Another concern is wl ether funding special environments, such
as women's and minority colleges, would perpetuate undesirable sepa-
rate education and preserve an artificial "hothou,c" environment that
nurtures students while they are in it, but does not prepare them for
mainstream research later. (There is some indication, for example, that
women baccalaureates from women's colleges, while they are more likely
than women from coeducational institutions to earn a scicnce ur engi-
neering Ph.D., are less likely to continue in research careers.)
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Undergraduate research participation can be a highly
effective way to encourage undergraduates to consider

entering graduate school and becoming research
scientists or engineers.

search data suggest that students who participate
in undergraduate research are more likely to become
productive scientists.

Engineering students planning to enter the work
force with B.S. or M.S. degrees have a similar op-
tion in cooperative education. Cooperative educa-
tio students alternate their regular academic studies
with paid jobs related to their major, usually off-
campus in industry or government. The work ex-
perience gained in a cooperative programas in
other summer or part-time work related to a stu-
dent's major or in research projects for science
studentsprovides early exposure to a planned ca-
reer and a valuable head start on "real-life" work-
place skills. Formal cooperative programs encom-

pass only about 2 percent of science students and
10 to 15 percent of engineering students.

Increase funding for undergraduate research by
NSF and possibly the mission agencies, as spe-
cial programs or supplements to research grants.
Target women or minorities.
Increase support for cooperative education (fund
university programs, provide incentives to em-
ployers, and encourage Federal agencies to host
more cooperative education students).

A line-item addition to grants could reward in-
vestigators and institutions for involving under-
graduates, especially women and minorities, in re-
search projects. NSF has built such an incentive into
some of its research programs, and it could expand
the effort. Adding student participation in research
as a criterion when evaluating applications for sup-
port (or even accreditation) would raise conscious-
ness about experiences that are critical to budding
research careers.

Current annual Federal support of undergradu-
ate research is in the $15 million to $100 million
range, involving 7,000 to 12,000 undergraduates.
NSF leads with a dedicated program, Research Ex-

__SL.Nottg

Photo credit University of Tulsa and The Chronicle of Higher Education

Cooperative education programs combine academic
coursework with periods of offcampus industrial
training. They give students valuable early exposure
to "reallife" work skills, and help employers find and
prepare students for employment after graduation. The
Federal Government supports cooperative education

programs both through its mission agencies and
through a grant program from the Department

of Education.

.
o
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perience for Undergraduates ($9 million annually
and 2,000 students). Other research, education, sum-
mer research, and outreach programs in NSF, NIH,
and mission agencies generally, also involve under-
graduates in special programs.

Federal support of cooperative education has in-
cluded financial support to universities to set up and
administer cooperative programs, incentives to in-
dustry, and the hosting of cooperative students by
Federal agencies. Support under Title VIII of the
Higher Education Act has helped universities estab-
lish and expand cooperative programs. Current Fed-
eral support is $15 million per year under Title VIII
for nearly 200,000 undergraduates in cooperative
programs at several hundred institutions.

The main argument against expanding support
of undergraduate research and cooperative educa-
tion programs is the cost. Beneficial undergraduate
research and cooperative study demands commit-
ment to education by employers. Many employers
are reluctant to invest in short-term apprentices, and
this resistance limits the attraction of their partici-
pation in cooperative education without additional
external funding.

6. Target Support for Undergraduate
Science and Engineering Students

The Federal Government has expanded access to
higher education for most Americans. College en-
rollments increased rapidly in the late 1960s and
early 1970s as the baby boom generation grew up.
With the help of Federal aid, especially programs
authorized by the Higher Education Act of 1965,
a larger proportion of high school graduates went
on to college. Federal and State financial aid has
been awarded primarily on the basis of financial
need, regardless of the planned or declared major
of the student.

Link part of existing need- or merit-based col-
lege student aid programs (for example, Pell
Grants) to field or institution of study. Certain

groups, such as women, minorities, or talented
and disadvantaged students, could be targeted.
Create new programs to support science and
engineering students regardless of need.

Federal financial aid is a powerful lever on stu-
dents aspiring to college educations. This lever could
be used to influence the field distribution of under-
graduates. The tradition of egalitarian aid based on
need and respect for individual choice, regardless
of institution and field of study, must be weighed
against the possible national benefits of directing
more or selected students into certain institutions
or fields (for equity, personnel, or institutional de-
velopment goals). Federal aid linked to field is ac-
cepted as necessary support of graduate students and
as a way to meet national needs; field-linked per-
sonnel training (at both the undergraduate and grad-
uate levels) as a justification for Federal involvement
can be traced to the Morrill Act.

There is a circularity to the Federal role in career
choice and market demand: indirectly the Federal
Government affects the market, without affronting
individual freedom of choice. Should it explicitly set
priorities on the supply side as well? One option
might be for any or all agencies that support col-
lege studentsFederal, State, or privateto award
some or all need-based aid by planned or declared
field of study. Congress might direct the Department
of Education to consider field of study in offering
and awarding need-based aid. (NSF's undergradu-
ate programs already do this to some extent, but
ti Ley are merit- rather than need-based, and very
few in number.) This might be done in the junior
or senior year, when fairly reliable near-term mar-
ket demand for those students can be projected.
However, most students will have made their choices
of major by this time."

"The most prudent course would be to adjust aid at the broad field
level (chat is, science and engineering versus other fields) rather than
to specific fields of science or engineering. The former builds a stock
of human resources, the latter fac ors certain disciplines and skills within
the stock.

RECRUITMENT POLICY OPTIONS

The basic goal of recruitment is to expand and
improve the talent pool. The years to do this are
elementary school through the first few years of col-
lege. A particularly critical time is 6th through 12th

grade, when course-taking becomes more specialized
and career plans are formed. Policies to expand the
mathematics and science talent pool differ from
those to accelerate or improve the education of a
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small core population. Students who take early, en-
thusiastic likings to science and mathematics can
be served differently from those whose interests are
still developing.

For all students, the content and quality of their
elementary and secondary education determine their
academic preparation for college, their likelihood
of entering college, and their ability to derive the
greatest benefit from a college education. Better high
school graduates mean better college graduates, and
ultimately better scientists and engineers. Significant
changes must occur in students' early preparation,
awareness, and interest before they are drawn into
college and science and engineering majors, and
eventually to graduate and R&D programs. The
continuing low participation in science and engi-
neering of women and minorities indicates that the
current educational system and career incentives
must be made to work better.

There are two demonstrably successful ways to
recruit young peopis.: to science and engineering: give
special science and mathematics enrichment pro-
grams to selected students, and give all students
good, enthusiastic teaching. An area of lively in-
novation is informal educationscience museums,
television programs, camps, and other experiences
outside the formal school system.

In the near term, policies must work with exist-
ing teachers, schools, textbooks, and equipment, in
a system with multiple educational objectives. Truly
significant change is difficult to achieve incremen-
tally. In the longer term, substantial improvements
in recruitment might come through full-scale revi-
sion of elementary and secondary curricula, track-
ing, testing, and course structure. Such sweeping
change should be undertaken with all students and
all purposes of education in mind (not just science
and engineering), but would be hard to achieve
given the scale of American education and the in-
ertia of the existing system.

1. Encourage Intervention Programs

"Intervention programs," within or outside of
schools, can increase participation in science and
mathematics by raising students' interest, opportu-
nity, and academic readiness for science or engineer-
ing majors. Such programs are especially useful with

students at greater risk or disadvantage in regular
classrooms and curricula.

Most effective programs involve learning science
by doing, rather than through lectures or reading;
working closely with small groups of other students;
contact with attentive advisors, mentors, and role
models who foster self-confidence and high aspira-
tions; and exposure to career information. Most pro-
grams work at the junior high and high school levels.
Many have great success in sending participants on
to college and to science and engineering majors.
Programs vary greatly in duration, intensity, and
expense; they range from full-time summer research
projects to occasional career seminars. The goal of
most college-level programs is to help students com-
plete their chosen science or engineering degrees.
In addition to peer support and academic enrich-
ment, college-level programs often sponsor scholar-
ships, jobs, or research related to participants'
majors.

Fund new, ongoing, and expanding interven-
tion programs for students defined in various
ways: female, minority, learning disabled, hand-
icapped, gifted, and talented.
Encourage private investment in intervention
programs, with matching incentives for Federal,
State, and local government participation.
Encourage Federal research age cies to partici-
pate in outreach programs.
Gather and disseminate information on inter-
vention and on its lessons for formal education.

The often impressive success of intervention pro-
grams argues strongly for Federal financial and other
support. These programs are labor-intensive, but not
extremely costly. At the precollege level, annual
budgets are usually several hundred dollars per stu-
dent. College-level intervention programs, often in-
cluding costs for scholarships, may budget as much
as several thousand dollars per participant. They
are easy to mount and evaluate on a trial basis, but
rely heavily on gifted and determined teachers. The
main issues are the extent to which funding inter-
vention programs "compete" with funding for regu-
lar education; where and to what extent Federal sup-
port is warranted, given the extensive State and
private activity; and the groups to be targeted.

Most intervention programs serve limited popu-
lations, especially the needs of girls and disadvan-
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caged minority children." A few enrich the educa-
tion of "academically gifted" children, traditionally
a fertile source of scientists and engineers. Greater
investment in gifted students would likely increase
the quality and quantity of science- and engineering-
inclined students. Broadening the ways "giftedn,..s"
is defined could produce a more intellectually di-
verse pool of students than is presently created by
the use of aptitude tests. A possible Federal role is
to help identify students who could benefit from spe-
cial programs, but who are not being served, and
then to let the interventions take over. Most inter-
vention programs reach only a few students; a lo-
cal program may reach 30 to 150 students each year.
A few of the most successful programs have received
substantial support from State governments and
foundations and have expanded their reaches state-
wide, and in some cases nationwide, to thousands
of students.

Intervention cannot compete with or replace the
regular classroom. The long-term goal is to change
the mainstream school system so that it promotes
success for all children in science and mathematics.
Intervention programs can exist side by side with
diverse public and private schools, providing alter-
natives, experiments, and enrichment outside the
classroom, as well as offering lessons for improving
formal education.

2. Bolster Elementary and Secondary
Teaching

There are no substitutes for good teachers. Edu-
cation reform depends on getting better =tilers and
giving them better support, in the forms of curric-
ula, textbooks, mathematics and science super% isors,
equipment, preparation time, and training. From
kindergarten through graduate school, it is the
teacher who inspires or turns off the student.

Increase support to imprtne preserk it.e and in-
service teacher training.

"Attracting and sustaining the inrcresr of girls in mathematics is .1
recurrent theme in many intercention programs. The opportunity to
experience mathematics in the presence of other girls seems to change
the learning process, remove the stigma attached to excelling as school
mathematics, and feed self-confidence and determination. Such a trans-
formation will have to occur if more girls, presently the largest untapped
resource in the talent pool, are to entertain the possibility of careers
in science or engineering.

Offer financial incentives and other rewards to
science and mathematics minority teachers
(through awards, forgiveable loans for aspiring
teachers, a separate merit pay scale, or sup-
plementary allocations to hire specialists).
Increase support for enrichment programs for
teachers, such as research participation at Fed-
eral laboratories.

The quality of teaching and teachers is a peren-
nial issue, as old as American schools. Although all
fields need good teachers, mathematics and science
face particular difficulties because of the rapidly
changing nature of the material, the desirability of
augmenting classroom instruction with laboratories,
and the stiff competition teaching faces in attract-
ing qualified science and engineering majors away
from R&D careers. An imminent problem is a short-
age of minority mathematics and science teachers.

A controversy in mathematics and science teacher
training is whether future teachers should be ex-
pected to have a baccalaureate degree in specialist
subjects in addition to some education training.
Many elementary school teachers earn baccalaure-
ate degrees in educat;on, with only parts of their
programs devoted to specialist mathematics and sci-
ence courses.'6

Several groups active in the current reform move-
ment have studied the future of the teaching profes-
sion. The Holmes Group (an informal consortium
of education deans in research universities) has at-
tached particular priority to upgrading elementary
and secondary teachers' subject - specific knowledge
by int:sting that they have a baccalaureate in a sub-
ject area. The group has called for much more
subject - specific teaching, and for more subject-
intensi% e preparation of those teachers.'' Parallel-

'Tor example, virtually all elementary mathematics teachers and
elementary sciencc teachers hate a degrec in a subject other than math
ematics or science. At the high school level, however. 40 percent of
mathematics teachers and 60 percent of science teachers have a de-
gree in those subjects, and another 36 and 24 percent, respectively,
have either a degree in mathematics and science education or a joint
degree, i.c.. viii. that cornbines a mathematics or science field loth $4.1
tact or mathematics education. Sec Iris It Weiss, Report of thc 1985

Ndhohal Sort c y 8c,cmc and A fathematics Education (Research
Triangli. Carl., NC. Research Triangle Institute, Nu. ember 1987), to
ble 45.

"Holmes Group, Inc., Tornorrott's Teachas (East Lansing, MI.
19S6). So far, only Texas has reformed its 4.ertifkation requirements
in this way. Starting in 1991, new entrants w the profession will need
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ing these developments, the National Science
Teachers Association and the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics both require considerable
amounts of subject-specific coursework of applicants
for their own voluntary certification programs. Most
important is the content, not the labeling, of the
courses that students training to become teachers
take (such as mathematics education), but the long-
term trend is to emphasize specific skills for specific
subjects rather than an all-embracing "education"
approach.

Two issues face the Federal Government: to what
extent and on what basis does it enter the debate
over wha has traditionally been a State (and lo
cal) prerogative; and how does it spend money of

on what works. A large part of the diffi-
culty facing the Federal Government or any other
actor trying to improve teaching is that society does
not attach great distinction or reward to teaching.
It is not certain to what extent higher salaries, merit
pay, and o7.her financial incentives attract and keep
better teachers. While some teachers leave teach-
ing because of low pay, many more probably leave
because of poor working conditions. Teacher sala-
ries have risen significantly since the education re-
form efforts of the early 1980s, although they con-
tinue to lag other professions. Indications are that
with national laments over a teaching "crisis" and
"quality," incentives of merit pay and boosts in sal-
aries and responsibility for teachers in many school
districts have increased student interest in teaching
careers.

The Federal Government has supported, especially
through NSF summer institutes, inservice training
for mathematics and science teachers. Current in-
service training is limited in scale and can do only
so much. While the teaching force is well-qualified
and informed about the most effective teaching tech-
niques, it often fails to use them. Boring textbooks
are widely used iii unimaginative ways. Teachers are
not encouraged to use re. aniques such as hands-
on science. Teachers' training does not always cou-
ple pedagogy to subject knowledge.

The main needs arc:

to have both a subjeLt spekifiL degree and a tbammum of )10 more (Ilan
18 course hours in tduLation. Lyn.) (Awn, "Texas TcaLitcr EduacurN
in Turmoil 0% er Reform Late' 'E
7, No. 14, Dec. 9, 19t,7, p. 1

to determine w'hat makes for good inservice and
preservice education;
to give the current teaching force much more
inservicz education than it currently receives;
to give the current teaching force better access
to research results and curriculum reform
efforts;
to impose a science and mathematics education
requirement on new science and mathematics
teachers, as part of State certification; and
to recognize that elementary and secondary
teachers have different problems and needs.

Finally, accountability pressures on teachers must
change to encompass proc.ess and not just outcomes.
"Teaching to the test" has been emphasized in many
schools at the expense of broader educational ob-
jectives. Schools, teachers' unions, States, school dis-
tricts, and the colleges and universities that train
teachers must share responsibility for measuring ac-
countability.

The Federal Government has some limited influ-
ence over teacher training through support for un-
dergraduate education and through NSF programs
in teacher preparation and enhancement Two ex-
isting avenues could be used to bolster mathematics
and science teaching: Title II of the Education for
Economic Security Act ($80 million annually) and
National Science Foundation programs ($22 million
annually). NSF's Teacher Enhancement Program
needs to be expanded and should continue to em-
phasize science and mathematics pedagogy together
with content. Through inservice training and alter-
native certification, the teaching ranks could be
opened to those with mathematics and science ex-
pertise who lack teaching degrees.

Current Federal support for inservice training to-
tals about $160 million per year, reaching perhaps
10 to 35 percent of science and mathematics
teachers. Other mission agencies reach a small num-
ber of teachers through a variety of programs. Ad-
ditionally, of Federal education Hock grants for cur-
riculum and staff development, OTA estimates that
around 25 percent, or $10 million per year, go to
science and mathematics teaching."

contrast, during the heyday of the National Science Founda
S.ICIlLc And MathclnatiLs miner MatitulcS, the Fcdcral

un tcaLher itaining v.as ahuut RI milltun annually tin 14b0,
dollars) and rta,hed, ova the do.adc, perhaps half the sktenc teachers
in America.
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3. Support Informal Education

Education and exposure to science outside of
school offer alternative ways to get children inter-
ested in science. By augmenting classroom learning,
science and technology centersat least 150 in the
United States aloneare excellent places for moti-
vating :nterest in science. Science centers also con-
duct teacher training, especially for elementary
science teachers. Mmy audiovisual techniques, espe-
cially science on television, are powerful teaching
vehicles. Learning and research projects at camps
and science fairs also reach children by offering a
variety of sciences that cannot all be explored in
the classroom. Together these sorts of experiences
are known as "informal education."

Increase funding of science and technology
centers, particularly for education and teacher
training.
Increase funding of science television and other
experimental teaching methods.

In terms of the supply of future scientists and engi-
neers, science centers are excellent at motivating,
but not at enhancing formal learning. Their con-
tribution is more for enlarging the pool at an early
age. Outreach programs are increasing access to sci-
ence centers by minority and disadvantaged stu-
dents, and minority teachers.

Current annual Federal support of informal edu-
cation is about $13 million to $20 million for a va-
riety of programs funded by NSF and the Depart-
ment of Education. In addition, about $90 million
to $100 million per year goes to science-rtlated
Smithsonian and National Zoo museum and edu-
cation programs. Other actors are local communi-
ties, States, industry, and museum visitors (who pay
to attend). Communities are quite successful at ini-
tiating the operation of centers; a possible Feder!
role is to capitalize on this success for education.

4. Improve Opportunities for Women

Women have made significant inroads into sci-
ence and engineering over the past 15 years, on the
heels of equal opportunity activism and legislation.
This progress varies greatly by field; women are a
substantial proportion of biologists and social sci-
entists, but are still scarce in engineering and the
physical sciences. Overall, women's interest in earn-

ing science and engineering degrees seems to be
plateauing. This fact causes congressional concern,
not only for reasons of equity, but because women
could substantially augment the research work force
if their interest in research careers burgeoned. Sev-
eral factors combine to turn women away from sci-
ence: p :rvasive, accumulating societal bias at home,
in school, and among friends against the notion of
girls as good science and mathematics students and
against women as research scientists and engineers;
difficulty juggling family responsibilities with grad-
uate education and especially research; the disin.-en-
tives of the often second-rate career opportunities
and salaries for women in science and engineering,
and weaker academic preparation than men through
secondary school and college, particularly in science
and engineering (which, to some extent, is a func-
tion of the first two factors).

Raising women's interest in science and engineer-
ing careers could go far toward compensation for
the projected decline in bachelor's recipients in these
fields. The research potential of women is great,
though they still face pervasive social and economic
barriers.

Enforce more stringently Title IX of the Edu-
cation Amendments of 1972 and other equal
opportunity legislation.'
Support intervention programs for women at
all levels.
Fund special fellowships and undergraduate re-
search opportunities for women.

Federal legislation, in particular Title IX of the
1972 Education Amendments, has provided leader-
ship, law, and most importantly a national commit-
ment to sex equity, and has impelled substantial so-

"Title IX prohibits sex discrimination in education. Other related
Federal legislation includes:

The Women's Eduwtiunal Equity Au of 1972 supporting dissem-
ination of model materials that promote women's educational
equity;
Title IV of the 1964 Civil Rights Act providing support to States
(and originally to local education agencies and training institutes)
to wmply with Federal laws prohibiting &summation in Federal
programs, Title VII of this act prohibits disaimination on the ba-
sis of sex; and
Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984 requiring States
to set aside funds for programs for women.

See Patriva A. SLhmuLk, "Administrati.e Strategies for Implement-
ing Sex Equity," Handbook for Achieving Sex Equity Through Edu-
cation, Susan S. Klein ed.) Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity Press, 1985), pp. 119.120.
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cial and economic changes. Title IX eliminated overt
discrimination and encouraged equitable treatment
of men and women both inside and outside educa-
tion. The greatest gains of women in science (and
other traditionally male professions) were made dur-
ing the early days of Title IX, during broad inter-
pretation of the legislation, vigorous enforcement,
national leadership, and social fervor.

Since its passage, enforcement of Title IX has les-
sened, grant support for its implementation under
the Women's Educational Equity Act has been re-
duced, and its applications have been narrowed by
Federal and court rulings." Inequitable access and
discrimination still exist in education and research,
as in the rest of society.

The past clear success of Title IX in reducing dis-
crimination and encouraging women to enter non-
traditional fields argues that, to encourage further
participation of women in science and engineering,
the Nation recommit itself to equity and enforce Ti-
tle IX and related legislation." Rigorous enforce-
ment is essential to eliminate barriers to careers for
women in science and engineering as in other fields.
This should require little new funding; most of the
achievements of Title IX were made through changes
in practice rather than Federal appropriations for
new programs.

In addition to sex equity and civil rights legisla-
tion, the Department of Education, NSF, and mis-

201n 1984, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Grove City College v
Bell that Title IX applied only to the specific program that was leder
ally funded, not to the entire institution that housed the program.
Repeated legal challenges from women's and education interest groups
have cited lax enforcement of Title IX by the Department of Educa-
tion. Recent legislation has restored the original intent of the ci.a rights
legislation.

Funding for model education programs under the 1974 Women's Edu
canon Equity Act and fur technical Suppurt for compliance undcr T.
tic IV of the Civil Rights Act declined substantially in the 1Q80s Fund
ing for the Department of Education Office of Civil Rights has declined
See Phyllis W. Chcng, University of Southern California, "The New
Federalism and Women's Educational Equity," doctoral dissertation,
December 1987, pp. 44-51.

21About half the States have laws that cover part or all of Title IX;
of these, 13 have broad gender equity laws similar to Title IX. State
Title IX officers cite Federal Title IX legislation as more important than
State legislation in achieving educational equity. "State sex equity in
education laws are merely an addition to existing Federal pruvisiuns,
not a replacement for them." See Phyllis W. Chcng, Prulect un State
Title IX Laws, Los Angeles, CA, "Can Educational Equity Sun, ivc
Under the New Federalism:" unpublished manuscript, November 1987,
pp. 14, 16.
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sion R&D agenues also are charged ith awarding
fellowships and research grants equitably. Equity is
part of a Federal package that also includes support
of effective programs discussed earlier, especially in-
tervention programs for women at all levels, and
special fellowships and undergraduate research op-
portunities for women.

5. Improve Opportunities for Minorities

In comparison with women, non-Asian minorities
(particularly Blacks) have made little progress in sci-
ence and engineering education and careers. Only
in the social sciences and health-related fields are
there significant numbers of Black or Hispanic re-
searchers. The civil rights victories of the 1960s and
the resulting legislation raised awareness and
launched programs, but entrenched social and eco-
nomic barriers still deter many Blacks. Equal op-
portunity for participation in higher education and
in research for all groups is a long-term social goal
that will be achieved only with steady national com-
mitment and investment.

Enforce more stringently civil rights legislation.
Expand support of intervention programs. par-
ticularly at the precollege level. Redistribute sup-
port for intervention programs among the De-
partment of Education, NSF, and the mission
agencies.
Move the Minority Institutions Science Im-
provement Program from the Department of
Education to NSF, which knows how to tar-
get and spend "science dans" fruitfully.
Support the HBCUs in all ways, from infra-
structure to faculty and student assistance.

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits
discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national
origin in federally-funded programs. Enforcement
timetables and procedures by the Department of
Education were mandated by Adams v. Califano
(1977), and by Adams v. Bell (1983), but enforce-
ment by the Department of Education's Office of
Civil Rights and the Department of Justice has been
lax."

U.S. Congress, Huusi. Committee un Guvernment Operations,
Failure and Fraud in at 41 Rights Enfon.ement by thi. Department of
Education tWashingtva, DC. U.S. Guvernment Printing Office, 1987).
Also see Scott Jaschik, "Civil-Rights Gruups Assail t.. S. Ruling That
4 States Comply With Bias Laws," The Chrunia, of Higher EduLa
lion, vol. 34, No. 23, Feb. 17, 1988, pp. Al, 24.
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6. Invigorate Elementary and
Secondary Education

Policy initiatives to modify the structure of elemen-
tary and secondary education must be long-term,
systemic measures. Reform in several areasmagnet
schools, science-intensive schools, curricula and
course-taking, tracking, and testingcould substan-
tially improve and extend precollege science and
mathematics education. Many have tried to improve
education by changing some of its basic components,
such as the school calendar, curriculum, teaching
practices, class size, textbooks, grade promotiol., and
structure of the schools themselves. Many of these
innovations have benefited the children they reached;
much has been learned from the failures as well.
However, most education reform makes little last-
ing difference. Most innovations, such as magnet
and science-intensive schools, reach only a few per-
cent of students. Even reforms in curricula and test-
ing, which have the potential to reach all students,
in practice reach only a few because of the domi-
nance of the existing course structure and tests. The
education system is large, with current practices and
incentives firmly established.

The areas discussed here hold great, albeit uncer-
tain, potential for he quality of science and math-
ematics education. Pursued at their current level and
without accompanying changes in the education sys-
tem that must adopt such reform, they can have
only limited impact on limited numbers of students.
Realizing the full potential of these reforms would
require full -scale renovation of the existing system,
from teaching and testing to course structure and
content, with the substantial uncertainty and po-
litical challenges such an initiative would raise. Such
full-scale reform would undoubtedly have unex-
pected impacts on education, far beyond science and
mathematics education. As a result, while such re-
form is desirable given the dismal state of U.S.
elementary and secondary science and mathematics
education, it should be pursued incrementalt Ind
carefully, but vigorously.

Magnet Schools.Magnet schools are designed
to desegregate school districts by offering special
courses of study that attract students of different
races. About one-quarter of these special schools em-
phasize science, mathematics, computer science, and
pre-engineering. Magnet school programs are de-

vised and operated by local school districts. They
are funded by States and school districts. To sup-
port the special costs entailed in the process of ra-
cial desegregation, the Federal Government has also
funded such programs, but the main actors are
States and school districts.

Many science and mathematics magnet schools
provide high quality mathe.natics and science in-
struction for those enrolled in them. Many empha-
size hands-on learning. Magnet schools probably sus-
tain those students who are interested in science and
engineering, and deter those who are not interested.
Magnet schools increase the racial and ethnic diver-
sity of science and mathematics students by bring-
ing courses to science-starved areas, and by sorting
students by their enthusiasm as often as by achieve-
ment. Magnet schools may socially set science and
mathematics students apart from the rest to create
a climate of intellectual support by peers and
teachers. These schools also cost somewhat more
than routine schooling.

The Federal Government could promote magnet
schools on a basis other than that of racial desegre-
gation (as is already proposed). Promoting magnets
would probably improve the quality and variety of
students planning science and engineering careers,
but would not much increase the number of inter-
ested students. Current Federal support of magnet
schools is about $75 million annually from the De-
partment of Education, under Title VII of the Edu-
cation for Economic Security Act, awarded com-
petitively to a very limited number (less than
one-half of 1 percent) of the largest school districts.

Science-Intensive Schools and Other Experi-
ments.The academic environment of special high
schools can provide students interested in science
and mathematics with excellent educations, and give
them early exposure to and encouragement in re-
search careers. They are powerful environments for
the few students they serve. Such science-intensive
programs and schools are State showpieces, dem-
onstrating the virtue of encouraging the best and
most eager. However, they reach only a tiny frac-
tion of students.

Alternative social organizations of schools are also
possible. For example, academically-bound students
from several high schools could be brought together
in one school or during the summer. Universities
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or community colleges could take over grades 11 and
12, and provide instruction at public expense. It is
not clear that Federal support is needed, since States
seem to be forging ahead; more appropriate Federal
roles might be research and technology transfer.

Coursetaking.Taking advanced science and
mathematics courses in high school is crucial to pre-
pare students for science and engineering majors in
college. But failure to take such courses in high
school should not bar students from later partici-
pation in science and engineering. Community col-
leges and universities are offering more stepping-
stone preparatory and remedial courses. Such alter-
native course-taking places additional and generally
unwelcome burdens on universities and may unduly
discourage course-taking in high school, although
the number of college-level high school courses (for
example, advanced placement calculus) is rising. Ac-
cess to such advanced courses by many students,
particula,ly those in inner-city and rural schools,
is limited. Finding a better "math path" for the
majority of students is essential. Removing the
stigma of succeeding in such courses, especially
among girls, and linking interest in mathematics
with aspirations to a scienc ngineering career
are central to improving course- taking patterns.

Taking more advanced courses (assuming they are
taught well) probably enhances the quality and in-
creases the number of students available for science
and engineering majors. Imposing course require-
ments, however, puts a burden on teachers who may
not be qualified, and may undermine provision of
other good opportunities, such as hands-on ex-
periences.

Access to more courses by more students does not
automatically produce more learning or interest. The
issue is whether to offer, recommend, or require
more science and mathematics courses in high
school. The proper balance lies somewhere between
building on existing interest and fostering it through
mandatory exposure.

Recognize the Strengths and Weaknesses of
Tracking.Given the continued existence of com-
prehensive education to age 18, differentiating and
sorting of students by abilities, interests, and prep-
aration are inevitable. Some form of tracking is prac-
ticed everywhere, but its potency and rigidity are
declining. In mathematics and science, tracking

favors those who show early, recognizable academic
talent and are selected into the college-bound,
mathematics- and science-intensive path of the aca-
demic track. When practiced from an early age,
tracking erodes the self-confidence of lower-tracked
students and can cramp academic potential, often
suppressing the exp. on of talent when applied
too rigidly.

The need is to break down the rigidity of tracks,
build pathways between them, and improve the sort-
ing of talent between tracks. Tracking based exclu-
sively on IQ and multiple-choice achievement tests

Photd credit: William Mills, Montgomery County Public Schools

The curriculum develooment projects funded by the
National Science Founaation in the 1960s, such as this
one in physics, have generally proved to be successful,
but only when teachers have been well trained and

supported in the use of the new materials.
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penalizes some g:oups of students. Although the
alternatives lie in the hands of schools and teachers,
the Federal Government could do the following:

provide incentives, including financial ones, for
school districts to improve the efficiency of sort-
ing between tracks and to use better techniques
for identifying potential talent; and
continue to fund and disseminate research on
tracking, and its particular effects on mathe-
matics and science instruction, and on women
and minorities.

Revise Testing Procedures and Tools.The cur-
rent national system of testing, which relies on
standardized multiple-choice questions, is simple to
administer, inexpensive, and is seen as largely scien-
tificially objective. It has many harmful effects, how-
ever. It puts pressures on teachers to "teach to the
test," and on students to learn for the test, emphasiz-
ing parrot-like repetition of facts at the expense of
so-called higher-order thinking skills. It appears also
to discriminate against those not exposed to certain
courses and lacking test-taking skills. In mathematics
and science, it emphasizes the contemporary belief
that science is a system of facts to be memorized,
rather than a system of tentative beliefs and a frame-
work for understanding natural phenomena.

Testing could be improved by emphasizing:

written responses, as well as multiple-choice
questions;
higher-order thinking skills, i.e., deductive and
lateral thinking;"
oral skills, using oral tests; and
experimental and deductive skills, by doing ex-
periments and practical manipulations in ex-
aminations.

The most likely Federal role in testing reform is sup-
porting research on alternative forms and uses of
testing, and in disseminating "better" tests. Refine-
ment of the National Assessment of Educational
Progress should continue, with special emphasis on
eliminating any gender and ethnic biases and a search
for more useful, wide-ranging test instruments.'

'The National Research Council's Committee on Indicators of
Precollege Science and Mathematics Education has proposed a national
research center to facilitate the creation of student and teacher tests,
especially measures of the higher-order thinking skills of students in
kindergarten through grade five. These would augment, if not replace,
multiple-choice tests. Sec National Research Council, Improving In-
dicators of the Quality of Science and Mathematics Education in Grades
K -12 (Washington, DC. National Academy Press, 1988).

"See FairTest EAamincr, "FairTest Wins NAEP Reforms. More
Problems Remain," winter 1988, p. 3. The National Assessment of
Educational Progress has already begun testing of handson skills in
science.

MANAGEMENT OF FEDERAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
EDUCATION

Federal agency leadership and interagency coordi-
nation are needed to raise the visibility of science
and engineering education. The collection, dissem-
ination, and use of data for evaluating outcomes and
developing new programs are essential for improving
the reach and content of science and engineering
education.

1. Strengthen National Science
Foundation Leadership in Science

Education

Federal responsibility for the long-term health of
the system of science education, from the early
grades through postdoctoratt .udy, rests in the
hands of NSF. NSF has been the lead agency, ever
since its inception, in Federal initiatives to improve

science education, and has administered most Fed-
eral science and engineering education programs.
Such programs form part of NSF's overall mission
to support the education and training of research
scientists and engineers and to promote basic re-
search."

Under its broad charge, NSF has supported,
largely through the Science and Engineering Edu-
cation (SEE) Directorate, a range of efforts to im-

"The National Institutes of Health spend more on such programs
than the National Science Foundation dues, although this funding is
concentrated on graduate and postgraduate education. Other agen-
cies also spend significant sums on education programs, primarily in
order to interest young students in scientific and engineering careers
or to channel students into particular fields.
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prove precollege and college science and mathe-
matics education including:

teacher institutes;
curriculum development;
student research;
research, evaluation, and testing of advanced
teaching technologies; and
encouragement of partnerships among business,
industry, professional associations, civic groups,
and local schools to sustain the above ac-
tivities.26

In addition, NSF has supported the familiar gradu-
ate fellowships, RAs, and traineeships administered
by the research directorates.

Having a strong, central, competent, committed
administrative home is crucial to the implementa-
tion of Federal science education programs. In addi-
tion, because of the local nature of American edu-
cation, a visible national focus is important to
provide leadership to support, inform, and capital-
ize on the many local initiatives that dominate
American education. At NSF, with its commitment
to the basic research community, the traditional em-
phasis on research and graduate education has been
largely divorced from its elementary, secondary, and
undergraduate education programs.

Reinforce NSF's role as lead agency for Federal
science and engineering education activities by
altering NSF's administration of these activities.
Require NSF to employ more staff experienced
in the practice of elementary and secondary
education in schools, school districts, and State
education agencies, rather than those recruited
from research environments in higher edu-
cation.

There is no single home or central coordination
for human resource programs at NSF. In addition
to the SEE Directorate, considerable funds are spent
by the other directorates on education and human
resource programs and by research grants that fund
RAs. NSF regards teaching and research v., be in-
separably related activities at the higher level of the
education system, and is sensitive to the variability
of educational problems from discipline to discipline.

26Ben Brodinsky, Improving Math and Science Education: Problems
and Solutions (Arlington, VA: American Association of School Ad-
ministrators, 1985).

Thus, NSF considers it best for the research direc-
torates to control programs with joint educational
and research objectives.

Consider the main types of NSF programs that
contribute to science and engineering education:

direct support of educational initiatives, such
as teacher institutes, curriculum development,
and fellowships;
support for research activities that have educa-
tional benefits, such as research projects in
general or research participation by particular
groups (such as undergraduates, high school stu-
dents, or teachers); and
support to enhance the opportunities for cer-
tain populations and types of institutions to do
high-quality research through grants designed
to improve or sustain research capability.

Taken together, support for these activities is often
labeled as being for "Education / and Human
Resources." NSF's fiscal year 1988 spending for pro-
grams of this kind will be over $350 million, of which
$139 million is spent through the SEE Directorate.
The difference between these two sums arises from
the education and human resource spending of the
research directorates, which includes programs in
undergraduate science education, the Presidential
Young Investigator program, and other programs
intended to provide seed and institutional research
support for either specific groups of researchers or
institutions. Even then, NSF's designation of Edu-
cation and Human Resources does not include the
amount of NSF research awards that is spent on
providing RAs to graduate students (an estimated
$120 million in fiscal year 1988). At the precollege
level, the research directorates spend nothing, so
all of that funding comes from SEE. Table 4-4 indi-
cates the distribution of these funds by educational
level, showing that the bulk of the broad category
of "Education and Human Resources" funds goes
to graduate and postgraduate education.

NSF spending on science and engineering educa-
tion through SEE has fluctuated (see table 4-5, for
fiscal years 1983-1988). Its golden years were the late
1950s and early 1960s, when never less than one-
third of NSF's total budget went to its SEE Direc-
torate. In later years, although SEE spending in-
creased (reaching a peak of $134 million in fiscal year
1968), overall NSF spending rose even faster, giv-
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Table 4.4.-National Science Foundation Fiscal Year 1988 Spending and Fiscal Year
1989 Requested Funding for Education, by Level of Education

(in millions of dollars)

Funds from the
SEE Directorate
1988 1989

Funds from other
Directorates

1988 1989

Precollege $90.0 108.5 0 0

Undergraduate 19.0 23.5 21.0 41.4

Graduate fellowships, etc. 30.3 24.0 2.5 2.7
research assistantships 0 0 119.0 125.0

(est.)
Postdoctoral, including Presidential

Young investigators 0 0 52.9 58.7

Research initiation and broadened
participation in research 0 0 22.7 27.0

Totals $140 3 156.0 217.1 255.0
SOURCE. Office of Technology Assessment estimates bas 3d on personal communications with the National Science Foun-

dation. Office of Budget, Audit, and Control, 1988.

Table 4.5.-Requests, Appropriations, Spending, and Unobligated Funds for the
National Science Foundation's Science and Engineering Education Directorate,

Fiscal Years 1983.88 (in millions of dollars)

1983 1984
Fiscal years

1985 1986 1987 1988

Request
Appropriation
Actual spending
Unobligated
(carried forward)

$15.0
30.0
16.0
14.0

$39.0
75.0
57.0
32.0

$75.7
87.0
82.0a
32.0

$50.5
55.5
84.0-

$89.0
99.0
99.0

$115.0
139.0

aln fiscal year 1985, 55 million was transferred by the Science and Engineering Education Directorate to the Biological, Be
havioral, and Social Sciences Directorate for support of a program on Research in Teaching and Learning

SOURCE. Laurie Garduque, "A Look at NSF's Educational Research Budget," Educational Researcher, June-July 1987, pp
18.19, 23. Based on National Science Foundation Budget Summary, Fiscal Year 1983 (and annual volumes through
1988).

ing education a declining share. After fiscal year
1968, SEE spending fell every year until 1974, and
held level in the 1970s at about $60-$80 million an-
nually. In fiscal year 1982, the Reagan Administra-
tion attempted to cut out NSF's education spend-
ing altogether; at its nadir, the SEE Directorate
funded only a reduced program of graduate fellow-
ships. Since 1982, however, the SEE Directorate has
slowly been resuscitated and will be funded at $139
million in fiscal year 1988. This appropriation, in
actual dollars, is the largest ever in the history of
SEE. The majority of SEE's spending is on K-12
programs.

Table 4-5 indicates that, in each year from 1983
to 1988, Congress appropriated between 10 and 100
percent more than NSF requested for the SEE Direc-

torate. It also indicates that, in fiscal years 1982-1984,
NSF did not spend all that it was appropriated and
carried forward never less than 35 percent of each
year's appropriation to the next fiscal year. Data on
education spending in the research and related direc-
torates appear in table 4-6. It is estimated that, in
fiscal year 1987, NSF spent over $200 million on
education in these directorates.

Persistent issues that arise in NSF's science and
engineering education programs are:

The balance to b.:: struck between programs for
the elite of potential researchers and the mass
of science learners in schools and colleges who
are less likely to become scientists. A recent con-
gressionally mandated review urged that NSF
"take the lead nationally in broadening the base
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Table 4.6.National Science Foundation Education Spending by the Research and
Related Directorates, Fiscal Years 1982.87 (in millions of dollars)

Level of education 1982 1983

Fiscal years

1984 1985 1986
1987
(est.)

Postdoctoral $43.0 $44.2 $51.0 $56.5 $56.0 $58.4
Graduate students

(including RAs)
72.2 76.6 90.8 102.3 107.0 115.4

Undergraduate:
Students n.a. n.a. n.a. 7.9 8.0 19.5
Faculty 1.0 1.0 8.2 10.2 12.4 15.9

Totals 116.2 121.8 150.0 176.9 183.4 209.2
RAs - research assistantships.
n.a.- not available.

SOURCE' National Science Foundation Office of Budget, Audit, and Control, personal communication to Office of Technol
ogy Assessment, January 1988

of science learners as their primary mandate
rather than 'skimming the cream'."'
The coordination of NSF education programs.
Education groups, such as the National Science
Teachers Association, urge that all funding for
K-12 and undergraduate science and engineer-
ing education should be coordinated under a
single head. NSF argues that the unique nature
of advanced education in the sciences and engi-
neering, which involves the union of teaching
and research, means that some education func-
tions are best conducted through the research
directorates.
Concern that the rcsearch-oriented culture of
NSF skews the operations of SEE and other sci-
ence education activities, and discourages SEE
from undertaking any kind of replication of suc-
cessful programs in favor of one-of-a-kind "ex-
perimental" research projects.
Concern about transfers of funds from SEE to
the research directorates, to be spent on re-
search rather than education. Other than a $5
million transfer in fiscal year 1985 for a program
of research in teaching and learning, there is
no evidence that such transfers have occurred.

As it stands, particularly in the undergraduate
area, science and engineering education appears to
gain a bonus from the education programs con-
ducted in the research and related directorates. In
the case of undergraduate science education, NSF

17Michael S. Knapp et al., Opportunities for Strategic Investment
in K-12 Science Education: Options for the National Science Founda-
tion, vol. 1 (Menlo Park, CA: SRI International, June 1987), p. 6.

has created a new Office of Undergraduate Science,
Mathematics, and Engineering Education to coordi-
nate activities from all across NSF. Because NSF
does use funds from research directorates to fund
science and engineering education, there is a dan-
ger that any increases in the annual appropriation
to the SEE Directorate will merely displace spend-
ing from the research directorates and not lead to
a net increase in science and engineering education
spending. For example, in fiscal year 1988, some
activities, such as undergraduate curriculum reform
efforts that were to be funded through the research
directorates, will be funded through SEE (although
the funding will still be controlled largely by the rele-
vant research directorates). In fiscal year 1988, such
reallocation of spending will only amount to a few
million dollars.

Given the history of science education at NSF,
somv believe that its priority will be assured only
by creation of a separate board, patterned on the
National Science Board. Such a board would over-
see all science education activities. Whether this
board would be of status equal to the National Sci-
ence Board, and how its decisionmaking and bud-
get authority would be reflected in a revised table
of organization for the National Science Founda-
tion, are just two issues that deserve serious con-
gressional consideration. A separate board would
ensure that funding for science and engineering edu-
cation and other human resource programs is cen-
trally coordinated through the SEE Directorate,
rather than being dispersed across the research direc-
torates of NSF.
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2. Improve Federal Interagency
Coordination and Data Collection

Coordinating related programs among Federal
agencies is a perennial problem in all mission areas,
not just education and research. To facilitate coordi-
nation, information sharing, and to avoid fruitless
duplication, Congress has mandated various forms
of organized consulting mechanisms, such as inter-
agency coordinating committees. Ad hoc, informal
communication among colleaguestelephone calls,
meetings, etc.is as important as formal commu-
nications. Coordinating committees have been most
commonly used in areas undergoing significant
change, such as areas of new Federal involvement
and regulation, or with important public or foreign
policy interest (such as biotechnology). In science
and engineering education, there seems to be no
such motivation for extensive formal coordination.
Congress could change the tone, if not the motiva-
tion, for interagency coordination.

Using the unique aspects of the education pro-
grams sponsored by the mission agencies could be
an essential part of coordination. Regional labora-
tories and centers often develop close ties to local
schools and universities. Mission R&D has an in-
herent attraction to youngsters (for example, space,
aeronautics, and nuclear power) lacking in the basic
research that NSF funds. The mission agencies also
monitor and analyze their personnel needs, as in
the Department of Energy-supported data series on
energy-related manpower. (Although not a Federal
agency, the Institute of Medicine likewise sets a high
standard with its analysis of biomedical and be-
havioral research personnel supply and demand.)'
Such planning may be easier to do in a narrow,
applications-oriented field than for science and engi-
neering as a whole.

Mission agencies should have the authority and
funds to capitalize on their strengths, including sci-
ence education. Often they must scavenge educa-
tion money from research programs. NSF is needed
to ensure the renewal of the research work force for

28U.S. Department of Energy, Energy-Related Manpower 1986
(Washington, DC: annual); and Institute of Medicine, Personnel Needs
in the Biomedical and Behavioral Sciences 1987 (Washington, DC.
biennial).

basic, long-term research; the mission agencies need
to handle their shorter-term, more volatile science
and engineering personnel needs.

There is also no comprehensive and systematic
summary of all Federal science and engineering edu-
cation programs. Many Federal agencies involved
in scientific and engineering activities have educa-
tion programs, but these programs are not centrally
coordinated. The National Science Foundation col-
lects and publishes reliable data on the funding pro-
vided by each Federal agency for R&D at universi-
ties and for support of graduate students. These data
also include funding for instructional equipment.
Although NSF has historically been the lead agency
for science and engineering education programs,
more funds for such programs are provided by NIH
than by NSF.

Raise the level and visibility of interagency plan-
ning and coordination of science and engineer-
ing education programs. Foster informal ex-
changes of ideas and information among NSF,
the Department of Education, and the mission
agencies. Establish a Federal coordinating com-
mittee on science and engineering education
among these agency representatives.
Attach higher visibility to science and engineer-
ing education programs (and possibly expand
them) in R&D mission agencies by requiring
reports or by giving such education programs
line items in budget proposals.
Require NSF to assemble a biennia; ,eport on
the overall state of Federal programs in science
and engineering education. Or ask the Office
of Management and Budget to do a special bud-
get analysis on Federal science and engineer-
ing education, which would tabulate the net re-
sult of all types of programs, categorized by level
of education and the destination of funding (in-
cluding students, faculty, and institutions).
Support data collection, analysis, and dissemi-
nation at the Department of Education and
NSF, especially longitudinal studies.
Redivide NSF and Department of Education
data responsibilities by mandating reports, al-
lotting budgets, and requiring the Department
to collect science and engineering education
data.
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Continue to revamp the National Center for
Education Statistics.'
Improve the use of education data, in particu-
lar, information dissemination and technology
transfer of successful research and practice. Ex-
pand the Department of Education's Nation&
Diffusion Network and support networking ef-
forts (through agency funding of newsletters,
professional societies, and conferences).

Department of Education
Contributions

Occasional proposals have been made to move
lead Federal responsibility for precollege science and
mathematics education from NSF to the Depart-
ment of Education. Proponents of such a step cite
the massive funding that flows through the Depart-
ment, and its extensive ties to local school districts
and other education authorities. The Department
of Education has been concerned mainly with the
welfare of the education system as a whole. The large
formula grant and student aid programs it admin-
isters already make substantial demands on its re-
sources. As the agency most closely associated with
the scientific research community, NSF has re-
mained the administrative home of, and lead agency
for, precollege science and engineering education.

At the undergraduate level, the Department of
Education could enlarge its contribution through
greater emphasis on science and engineering pro-
grams and students, for example, by using its re-
sources to advertise and build on NSF pilot programs
and research. The Department also administers pro-
grams to develop local activities in science and engi-
neering education, primarily under Title II of the
Higher Education Act of 1965. Such programs to
support science and engineering dents as a pop-
ulation meriting special attention in the national
interest could be expanded. But shifting primary
responsibility to the Department, given the changes
in mission, spending, and staffing that would be re-
quired, seems unwarranted at this time.

'National Research Council, Creating tl Center for Education Stn
tams. A Time for Action (Washington, DC. National Academy Press,
1986).

Federal Programs:
Data and Evaluation

Several studies have looked at the provisions of
all Federal agencies for a particular aspect of science
and engineering education,' and some agencies
publish reports that describe their own programs."
Appendix B lists the major Federal science and engi-
neering education programs along with their cur-
rent levels of effort and estimated numbers of stu-
dents or institutions served. While collating such
information on a regular basis would take time and
money, it might help Federal policymakers coordi-
nate the regions, populations, and institutions af-
fected by Federal programs and to identify groups
that have "fallen through the cracks" of the differ-
ent agencies. A one-time in-depth review of science,
mathematics, and engineering education support,
including the role of agency research programs in
education, might also be fruitful.

The Department of Education and NSF have long
collected data relevant to their respective missions
the Department of Education on the condition of
elementary, secondary, higher, and vocational edu-
cation, and NSF on higher education of research
scientists and engineers.32 Three national longitu-
dinal studies have provided valuable information
on students moving through the educational sys-
tem." NSF data and analysis on U.S. science and
engineering is widely used and internationally emu-

`'See, for example, U.S. General Accounting Office, No Federal
Programs Are Designed Primarily to Support Engineermg Education,
But Many Do, GAG/PAD-82-20 (Washington, DC. U.S Government
Printing Office, May 14, 1982); and U.S. General Accounting Office,
University Funding. Federal Funding Mechanisms in Support of Uni vet,
say Research, GAO, RCED-86-53 (U'ashington, DC. U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, February 198(.4.

"See, ft), example, U.S. Department of Energy, University Research
and Scientific Education Programs of the U.S. Department of Energy,
DOE, ER'''296 (Washington, DC. U.S. Government Printing Office,
September 1986). The National Science Foundation collects extensive
information on its own programs and publishes some of it.

'A 1987 Rand Corp. study to explore indicators for the perform.
aricc of precollegc mathemat..s and science education in the United
States called for development of a comprehensive indicator system and
offered several options for improving the National Science Founda
tion's current ad hoc data collection and analysis efforts. See Joseph
liaggin, "Assessment of Precollege Science Training Probed," Chemi
cal & Engineering News, Oct. 12, 1987, pp. 20.21.

"These are the National Longitudinal Survey (following the 1972
high schuul senior class), High Schuul arid Bound ( following 1980 high
school sophomores and seniors), and the Ndwrial Education Lurigitu
dinal Survey (beginning in 1988).
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lated. In general, however, the production of sta-
tistical and evaluative information on education has
declined noticeably in the last decade.4

Data help policymakers identify trends and evalu-
ate the impact of programs. However, large amounts
of new national-level data would be expensive and
are not desperately needed. Ntw data collection is
a burden to Federal agencies and the information
sources (usually schools and universities); education
data from mission agencies should minimi.e new
reporting requirements (information can be extracted
from existing proposal and reporting data). System-
atic evaluation of education programs would pro-
vide accountability and information on what works.
(There are some models: at the precollege level, the
Department of Education's What Works series, and
in higher education, evaluations of NSF's Science
Development Program and University-Industry Co-

"U.S. General Accounting Office, Education Information: Changes
in Funds and Priorities Have Affected Production and Quality,
GAO/PEMD88.4 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Of
Tice, November 1987) Also see Mania C Linn, "Establishag A R.
search Base for Science Eduation Challenges, Trends, and Rewm
mendations,"Journal of Researt.h in SLierk, Tea hang, %ul. 24, Nu.
3, 1987, pp. 191.216.

operative Research Centers.) Modest evaluation of
student support meLhanisms would also be useful.
Better, more timely data based on careful survey and
analysis design and budget allocation are needed.
Even more pressing is better dissemination and 113e
of the data that already exist.

Congress can continue oversight of data collec-
tion and management, the use of data in program
evaluation and design, and be unflagging in its call
for education data. The Federal Task Force on
Women, Minorities, and the Handicapped in Sci-
ence and Technology is another impetus for the col-
lection and analysis of information. Efforts such as
this, in turn, should mobilize the research commu-
nity, perhaps through umbrella organizations such
as the American Asseciation for the Advancement
of Science," to take a greater interestas informa-
tion clearinghouses and symbolic leadersin science,
mathematics, and engineering education. The Na-
tion requires such a concerted effort.

"Fur example, sec Amern.an Assutiatiun for the Advamement of
Staem.g., OffiLe of St.teme and Tedmology EduLation, The Continu
ang Crays SLiethe Edut.ation. The AAAS Besponds, A Report to
the Board of Directors (Washington, DC: 1986).
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Appendix A

Alphabetical Listing of Leading
Undergraduate Sources of Science and
Engineering Ph.D.s in Two Institutional

Categories, 1950-75

The following alphabetical lists are based on an OTA analysis of the colleges and universities granting baccalaure-
ate degrees to students who went on to earn a Ph.D. in science or engineering. Because large degreegranting inbutu-
dons would be favored in a ranking based on the absolute number of baccalaureates produced that go on to earn
Ph.D.s in science and engineering, OTA measured the contributions of baccalaureategranting institutions to Ph.D.
production, controlling for size of the institution.'

The 100 Most Productive Institutions

This category lists alphabetically the 100 institutions
of all types with the highest ratios of baccalaureate
degrees awarded (in all fields) to students who later
earned science or engineering Ph.D.s (at any insti-
tution)r

Amherst College/MA
Antioch College/OH
Bard College/NY
Bates College/ME
Beloit College /WI
Berea College/KY
Blackburn College/IL
Bowdoin College/ME
Brandeis University/MA
Brown University/RI
Bryn Mawr College/PA
Buck nell University/PA
California Institute of Technology
Carleton College/MN

'Betty D. Maatield. institutional Prods:scin. The Cndcrgraduate Origins
of Science and Engineering Ph.D.s." OTA contractor report. July 19!4;.
calaurcates awarded are based on the Department of Education's National Cen-
ter for Statistics institutional counts, repotted in Earned Drama ConicrrrJ, Six
academic years were sampled in this analysis for baccalaureate data: 1950, 1955,
1960, 1965,1970, and 1975. All baccalaureate information was matched (through
1956) with Ph.D. data from the National Research Council's Doctorate Records
File, which is based on annual Surveys of Earned Doctorates. New rh.D....qm.
ents, in cooperation with their institutions graduate studies offices, complete
questionnaires that pros ide basic demographic, educational, and planned em-
ployment characteristics. This information is the basis of the Ph.D. counts used
in calculating the institutional ratios of science and engineering Ph.D.s per hi
baccalaureates,

'These liXt include the 15 "technical" institutions (that emphasi, science or
engineering) whose productivity was shown separately in figure 3-6. The ratio
of science and engineering Ph.D.s earned per IC) baccalaureate degrees awarded
by these institutons range from 4 to 44.

Carnegie-Mellon University/PA
Case Western Reserve University/OH
Centre College of Kentucky
City University of New York
Clark University/MA
College of Charleston/SC
College of Wooster/OH
Colorado School of Mines
Columbia University/NY
Cooper Union/NY
Cornell University/NY
Dartmouth College/NH
Davidson College/NC
Delaware Valley College/PA
Drew University/NJ
Duke University/NC
Earlham College /IN
Eckerd College/FL
Franklin and Marshall College/PA
Grinnell College /IA
Hamilton College/NY
Hampshire College/MA
Harvard University/MA
Harvey Mudd College/CA
Haverford College/PA
Hope College /MI
Illinois Benedictine College
Illinois Institute of Technology
Iowa State University
The Johns Hopkins University/MD
Juniata College/PA
Kalamazoo College /MI
Kenyon College/OH
King College/TN
Knox College/IL
Lafayette College/PA
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Lawrence University/WI
Lebanon Valley College/PA
Lehigh University/PA
Maca !ester College/MN
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Muhlenberg College/PA
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology
Oberlin College/OH
Occidental College/CA
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science/PA
Pitzer College/CA
Polytechnic University/NY
Pomona College/CA
Princeton University/NJ
Radcliffe College/MA
Reed College/OR
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute/NY
Rhodes College/TN
Rice University/TX
South Dakota School of Milling and Technology
Stanford University/CA
State University of New York at Binghamton
State University of New York, College of

Environmental Science and Forestry
State University of New York at Stony Brook
Stevens institute of Technology/NJ
St. Johns College/MD
Swarthmore College/PA
Union University/NY
United States Merchant Marine Academy/NY
U ed States Military Academy/NY
University of California at Berkeley
University of California at Davis
University of California at Irvine
University of California at Los Angeles
University of California at Riverside
University of California at San Diego
University of California at Santa Cruz
University of Chicago/IL
University of Rochestet/NY
University of South Florida, New Coll
Vassar College/NY
Wabash College/IN
Webb Institute of Naval Architecture/NY
Wellesley College /MA
Wesleyan University/CT
Whitman College/WA
Williams College/MA
Worcester Polytechnit. Institute/MA
Yale University/CT
Yeshiva University/NY

49 Liberal Arts Colleges

The 50 liberal arts colleges di at participated in the Sec-
ond National Conference on "The Future of Science at
Liberal Arts Colleges" at Ober.in College in June 1986
defined this list (presented alpI.qbetically)."

Albion College/MI
Alma College/MI
Amherst College/MA
Antioch College/OH
Bates College/ME
Beloit College/WI
Bowdoin College/ME
Bryn Mawr College /PA
Bucknell University/PA
Carleton College/MN
Colgate University/NY
College of the Holy Cross/NIA
College of Wooster/OH
Colorado College
awitton College/NC
Denison University/OH
Depauw University/IN
Earlham College/PA
Franklin and Marshall College/PA
Grinnell College/IA
Hamilton College/NY
Hampton University/ VA
Harvey Mudd College/CA
Haverford College/PA
Hope College/MI
Kalamazoo College/MI
Kenyon College/OH
Lafayette College/PA
Macalester College/MN
Manhattan College/NY
Middlebury College/VT
Mt. Holyoke College /MA
Oberlin College/OH
Occidental College/CA
Ohio Wesleyan University
Pomona College/CA
Reed College/OR
Smith College/MA

11,m e, I 11.1tnZd C.arge". Cat egad, Nefe 11.4 frPOtted
If OM 04101114J l'ravemts Thus. the CO Ft 11. Ibtf:11 ale. tour c, SITICTIMO
telettes1 "tese.g,h hc,..aust A their cluphs.., utsdergeAduate
Jtkl ls.uk5 fr.C.ifklt theft' IC..liked to 44. The r.ttsos A a. seINC. Qrld risgaiterifIg

Caned 1,Cf 1kV FA. aLiUI fatZS ay.arded 1 y thr.0 Ififitt.f colt .tom
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St. Olaf College/MN
Swarth, re College/PA
Trinity CAlege/CT
Union University/NY
Vassar CoPege/NY
Wabash C.) Ilege/IN

Wellesley College/MA
Wesleyan University/CT
Wheaton College/IL
Whitman College/WA
Williams College/MA
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Appendix B

Major Federal Science and Engineering
Education Programs

The following information, in fiscal year 1988 obliga-
tions where possible, shows approximate Federal support
of science and engineering education programs by agency
and type of program. Obligations are the amount that
an agtiicy commits to spend out of its budget; the ac-
tual amount of funds spent may differ somewhat from
the amount obligated. There may be large variations from
year to year in agency budgets due to changes in con-
gressional appropriations or legislation creating and elim-
inating programs. Changes in agency priorities also af-
fect funding levels.

The estimates in this table are based on information
provided to OTA by staff responsible for education,
university relations, research and development (R&D),
and/or personnel at each of the departments listed, sup-
plemented by published sources. This table is not the
result of an exhaustive survey, but does indicate the
breadth and diversity of Federal support across the agen-
cies for science and engineering education. Because of
differences in recordkeeping, it is difficult to make pre-
cise statements on spending.

The programs listed are of several types. 1) the educa-
tional programs of the Department of Education and
Veterans Administration that support all students and
institutions, including but not specifically targeted to sci-
ence and engineering; 2) agency support of university re-
search, which indirectly funds students (as research as-
sistants), and 3) special programs, usually much smaller
in scope and budget, which have the support of science
and engineering education as their primary goal. Faculty
programs are not included. The :eft hand column lists
the funding department and major programs, according
to the educational level served (postgraduate, graduate,
undergraduate, precollege, institutional). The two right
hand columns list, respectively, estimated 1988 agency
obligations and the number of science or engineering stu-
dents (noted with an "s") or institutions (noted with an
"i") that receive funds or participate in the program. The
obligations and students listed are only those related to
science and engineering (including social sciences). Our
inability to estimate obligations or students is indicated
by .

Department and major programs

U.S. Department of Education

Graduate and Professional Opportunities
Program (about 1/2 are in science/engineering (s/e))
Cooperative education (Title VIII, Higher Education
Act) (1/3 to 1/2 is s/e)
Title II, Education for Economic Security Act
State grants (teacher training, supplies)

magnet schools (@30% of total $72 M)
Discretionary programs (total $11 M)

television, e.g., "3-2-1 Contact"
National Diffusion Network, miscellaneous

programs, e.g., Physics Teach to Learn, CADPP (elementary
mathematics)

Institutional
Minority Institutions Science Improvement
Program (MISIP)

1988 budget (estimated,
in millions of dollars, Number of students or

where noted)' institutions supported
(science/engineering-related only)

6M

5-7 M

109 M
22 M

3.25 M (1987)

700 s
100,000 s

105 i

5M 180i

Based on OTA personal communications with Federal agency staff. Additional published wun.es are National &Acme FoundationA Directory ..f Federal R&D
Agencns' ?rograms to Attract VG omen, Minorities, and the Physically Handicapped to Careers in Sum". and Engineering, NSF 85 51 tWashington, DC 1985), and
U.S. general Accounting Office, Federal Funding Mechanisms in Support of Linisersity Research, GAO, RCED 86-53 t\X'aslungton, DC. 19863
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The Department of Education spends billions of dol-
lars on education, some of which goes to science and
mathematics programs, teaching, education research, and
computer technology. These include programs such as
Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, student and institutional aid,
and more likely sources of suent.e.'mathemant.s improve-
ment. or seed money such as the Officc of Educational
Research and Improvement ($67 million) or the Fund for
the Improvement of Postsecondary Education ($11 mil-
lion). Two centers dedicated to the study of mathematics
and science teaching and learning were added in 1988
to the roster of 19 National Educational Research
Centers; each of the 2 has a budget of $500,000. One

of the ERIC clearinghouses of eduLatiunal research and
information is dedicated to science, mathematics, and
environmental education. Together these large, broad
support programs and other discretionary or general pre
grams provide exten.,:v e funds for science and mathe-
matics education. Discretionary funds may in partit.ular
be applied to seed programs. It is impossible to quantify
the amount or direuness of support for science and math-
ematics education from these large national programs,
many of them formula programs. One approach is to esti-
mate that 15 to 40 percent of funding is relevant to sci-
ence and mathematics education.

Department and major programs

National Institutes of Health (NIH)

Postdoctorate
National Research Service Awards
Postdoctoral Fellowship Grants
(includes M.D.-Ph.D., about 50% of total)

Graduate
National Research Service Awards
Predoctoral Training Grants
Research assistants (RAs)
on research grants
(@ 5-15% of academic R&D)
Minority Access to Research Careers (MARC)
Predoctoral fellowship

Undergraduate
MARC Honors Undergraduate Research Training
National Institutes of Mental Health
Minority Fellowships

Precollege
NIH Minority High School Student
Research Apprenticeships

Institutional
Minority Biomedical Research Support (MBRS)
Regular MBRS program projects
Undergraduate Biomedical Research
Participation
Supplemental Awards for Improvement
of Animal Resources and Facilities
Research Centers for Minority Institutions

National Science Foundation (NSF)

Postdoctorate
Presidential Young Investigators
Postdoctorates (six programs)
NATO postdoctorates (NATO funds,
supplemented by NSF)

1 25

1988 budget (estimated,
in millions of dollars, Number of students or

where noted)' institutions supported
(science/engineering-related only)

130 M 5,800 s

100 M

150-450 M

665,000 68 s

6.3 M 385 s

1.8 M 150 s

1.5 M 410 s

28 M

5 M 100i

40 M
58 M

5,200 s

7,000 s

100 i
450 s

1,200 s

800 s
80 s
50 s
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1988 budget (estimated,
in millions of dollars,

where noted)'
Number of students or
institutions supported

Department and major programs (scienceiengineeringrelated only)

Graduate
Graduate RAs on research grants 120 M 8,300 s
Supplemental funding for minority/women RAs
Dissertation improvement 1.2M 190 s
Graduate fellowships
Graduate fellowships 25M 700 s
Minority graduate fellowships 2.7 M 75 i

Undergraduate
di Engineering Undergraduate Creativity Awards 2M 30 s

Undergraduate research experience 9M 2,800 s
Career access for women, minorities, and the disabled 2M
College Science Instrumentation Program 12 M
Curriculum development 7M

Precollege
High school research experience
Young Scholars 3.7 M 1,600 s
RAs for minority high school students 100,000
Informal education 13.5 M
Materials development 20 M
Teacher preparation and enhancement 45.5 M
Research in teaching and learning 4M

U.S. Department of Energy

Graduate
Graduate fellowships 1.4 M 70 s
Summer research support 2,000 s
RAs on research grants 15-50 M 3,500 s
(@5-15% of $350 million university R&D)

Undergraduate
Science and Engineering Research Semester 600,000 115 s

Summer research internship 3M 1,000 s
Co-op/Junior Fellows 50.65 s

Precollege
Prefreshman Engineering Program (PREP) 300,000 2,000 s
High School Honors Research Program 550,000 320 s
Minority Student Research Apprenticeships 120,000 200 s
Precollege teacher training and research
(summer research experience at labs, short courses,
materials)

250,000 50 teachers

Institutional
HBCU 12 M

The Department of Energy has a University- Labora
tory Cooperative Program, whi,h includes faculty, re-
search, and institutional development programs in adds
tion to the undergraduate and graduate summer research
programs noted above. Of a total budget of $8.8 million,
about $2.5 million goes to science education centers be-

ing developed with the national laboratories, and about
$6.3 million to summer research programs and other sci-
ence education programs. DOE and the national labora-
tories also have many volunteer outreach and technical
assistance programs, such as Partnership in Education
(adopt a high school).

1 2 6
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Department and major programs

Department of Defense (DoD)

Graduate
Graduate RAs on research grants
(@ 5-15% of academic research)

Undergraduate
Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC)
(75% of Air Force and 80% of Navy ROTC
funds are set aside for technical majors)
JETS/UNITE (Uninitiated Introduction to
Engineering)
Co-op/Junior Fellows

Precollege
Research and Engineering Apprenticeship
(REAP) (at DoD laboratories)
Extensive informal outreach: career fairs,
science fairs and awards, recruitment

Air Force/Air Force Office of Scientific Research
Air Force laboratory postdoctoral
scholar programs
Graduate fellowships
Graduate Student Summer Support Program
(laboratory employment for graduate students)
High school apprenticeship (summer jobs at
laboratories; primarily minorities)

Army/Army Research Office (ARO)
Army Graduate Fellowship Program
(no continuing funds appropriated)
REAP
Introduction to Engineering (UNITE)
(6 residential programs for minorities)
Junior Science and Humanities Program symposia
(research talent search)
Computer-Related Science and Engineering
Studies (CRES) (4 residential weeks
ar universities)
Science and Engineering Fair Program,
International Mathematical Olympiad
(ARO contributes awards, judges)

Navy/Office of Naval Research
Young Investigator Program
(10-30 new multiyear awards each year)
Graduate fellowships
(45-50 new multiyear awards each year)
High School Apprentice Program
(mentored summer work in labs; targets inner-city,
minorities, disadvantaged)

127

1988 budget (estimated,
in millions of dollars, Number of students or

where noted)' institutions supported
(science/engineering-related only)

50-150 M 4,000 -5,000 s

21,000 s

2,500-3,000 s

3M

1.5 M 75 s
100s

7M

275,000
100,000

750,000

50,000

50,000

2.5M

25M

120,000

36 s

140 s
150-180 s

7,000 s

60 s

500,000 s

50 s

150 s

130 s
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Department and major programs

1988 budget (estimated,
in millions of dollars, Number of students or

where noted)' institutions supported
(science/engineering-related only)

Historically Black College Council 2.6 M 17 i
(seeds research programs, graduate fellowships, summer
faculty research, research instrumentation, high school ap-
prenticeships)

Strategic Defense Initiative Office/
University Research Initiative

Graduate RAs on research grants 5-7.5 M 600 s
(@ 10-15% of $50 M academic research)

Institutional
1-11:3CUs

Manpower/Education Research
Center for the Advancement of Science,
Engineering and Technology (CASET) 1 M

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

Postdoctorate
Postdoctoral research associateship 12 M 200 s
(1 year of research at NASA)

Graduate
Graduate student researchers fellowships 4.8 M 240 s
(1 year thesis research support)
Minority graduate fellowships 2 M
Graduate RAs on research grants 22M
(@ 8% of academic R&D)

Undergraduate
Education and curriculum research 4.7 M
Co-op/Junior Fellows

Precollege
Aerospace Education Services (Spacemobile) 2.1 M
Innovative programs 1.3 M -
- NASA Education Workshops for Mathematics
and Science Teachers (NEWMAST)

NASA Education Workshops for Elementary
School Teachers (NEWEST)
Space Science Student Involvement Program (SSIP)
Individual NASA laboratories have many local
research apprenticeships, student employment,
teacher resource centers, and outreach programs

Institutional
University Advanced Design Program 1.5 M 25 i
Centers of Excellence
Space Engineering Research Centers 4 M 10 i
HBCUs 9 M

U.S. Department of Agriculture

Postdoctorate
Postdoctorates (Agricultural Research Service

ARS) 100 s

60-110 s

1,100-1,200 s
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Department and major programs

1988 budget (estimated,
in millions of dollars, Number of students or

where noted)' institutions supported
(science/engineering-related only)

Graduate
Graduate fellowships 2.9 M 150 s
RAs on research grants (@10% of academic R&D) 48 M

Undergraduate
Co -op /Junior Fellows 500-650 s
Summer employment 10,000 s

Precollege
4H 70-100 M 5,100,000 s
Research Apprenticeship Program (ARS) 250,000 200 s
Junior Fellowship 200 s

Program in Agricultural and Lifesciences
for Minority Students (PALMS)
(career orientation) 10,000 30 s

Beginning Agriculture Youth Opportunities
(BAYOU), Southern University, LA

Summer Youth Enrichment, Delaware
Other programs include Stay In School, fairs,

summer aides, D.C. Mayor's Youth
Employment, high school visits, curriculum
development; Forest Service teacher training and summer
student programs

Institutional
Cooperative State Research Service

Strengthening Grants for 1890s 1.9 M -
- Morrill - Nelson ($50,000 per State) 2.6 M -
- 1890 Research Facilities 9.6 M 17 i

Evans Aliens 21.5 M 17 i

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Graduate
RAs on research grants (@5-15% of academic R&D) 4.10 M
Graduate fellowships/traineeships -0- -0-
(in past years, $2-5 million for academic
training, forecasting, and community colleges)

Undergraduate
Community college-based training
(curriculum development, 2+2 programs) -0- -0-
Minority Student Fellowship Program 275,000 50-70 s
(summer jobs; part of Minority
Institutions Assistance Program)
Co -op /Junior Fellows 800 s

Precollege
Summer internships

U.S. Department of Commerce/National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Undergraduate
Sea Grant student assistance 1.56 M
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Department and major programs

1988 budget (estimated,
in millions of dollars, Number of students or

where noted)' institutions supported
(science /engineering - related only)

Co-op/junior Fellows
Precollege

D.C. Career Orientation
(summer work for girls and minorities)

Institutional
Sea Grant (entire program)

U.S. Department of Commerce/National Bureau of Standards

Postdoctorate
Postdoctoral research fellows

Graduate
Summer program (graduate and undergraduate)
Graduate Engineering for Minorities (GEM)

Undergraduate
Co-op/junior Fellows

Precollege
Volunteer outreach programs

Resource Education Awareness Program (REAP)
Montgomery County Science Fair
Career Awareness and Resource Education (CARE)
Adventures in Science (privately run)
Montgomery Education Connection

There are also internal staff development programs, including graduate fellowships.

U.S. Department of the Interior/U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)

Postdoctorate
Resident Research Associateship Program, USGS

Undergraduate
Co-op/junior Fellows
Summer jobs for teachers (with National
Association of Geology Teachers)
Volunteer programs: science fairs, career
seminars, classroom demonstrations and visits
HBCU (R&D, training, equipment, evaluation,
education, graduate research internships)
Federal Equal Opportunity Recruitment
Program (FEORP)
(Programs for Minority Participation
in the Earth SciencesMPES)

U.S. Department of Transportation

Graduate
RAs on research grants 850,000-2.6 M
(@5-15% of academic R&D)

Undergraduate
Undergraduate/graduate research fellowships
(National Highway Institute)
Co -op /Junior Fellows

100.250 s

30,000 24 s

40 M

756,000

640,000

130

250,000

20 s

2s

100-200 s

30,000 s
200 s

135 s
20.90

teachers

15s

300-350 s
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Department and major programs

Veterans Administration

Undergraduate
(assume s/e as 35% of total trainees)

1988 budget (estimated,
in millions of dollars, Number of students or

where noted)' institutions supported
(science/engineering-related only)

G.I. Bill 120 M 58,500 s
New (Montgomery) G.I. Bill 12 M 6,800 s
Other programs:
Dependent's Education
Vocational Rehabilitation
Post Vietnam Education Assistance
(DoD and trainee contributions)

(College level trainees only; includes some graduate, does not include vocational /technical, includes part time.)

33 M
24 M
56 M

13,700 s
5,400 s

25,200 s

Government-Wide Programs

Cooperative education (co-op). The Federal Govern-
ment employs cooperative students at high school
through graduate school levels, although the under-
graduate level dominates. At the graduate level, co-op
is a recruiting tool. Overall, the Federal Government
employs about 16,000 co-op students in 54 agencies;
about half of these are in s/e. Engineering is the largest
occupation, with 28 percent of co-op students. Fed-
eral agencies consider co-op an excellent recruitment
tool, but are having trouble competing with industry
for good co-op students in high-technology areas. One
problem is that the co-op budget fluctuates at agen-
cies along with regular research budgets; some man-
agers do not have money or job slots to spare. Co-op
is particularly effective in providing career-related ex-
perience for minorities and women.

Junior Fellowship. Career-related summer employment
for talented but needy students from high school
graduation through college graduation. Junior fellow-
ship is a recruitment tool; successful fellows are on the

fast track to career appointments. OPM delegates slots
to agencies, which makes fellows attractive hires for
managers. There are about 2,000 Junior Fellows in 5
Federal agencies, slightly over half of them in s/e.

Stay in School. Part-time entry-level "routine" jobs for
at-risk youths to keep them in school. Many employ-
ees are clerical, some are technical aides; few are in s/e.

College Work -Study Program. The Department of Edu-
cation awards grants to universities to create jobs. Fed-
eral agencies can also host students. First authorized
by the Economic Opportunity Act, now under the
Higher Education Act, Title IV, Part C.

Federal Equal Opportunity Recruitment Program
(FEORP) also known as the Affirmative Action Re-
cruitment Program (part of the Civil Service Reform
Act of 1978). Targets minorities and women.
Assistance to HBCUs.

Resident (or Cooperative) Research Associateship. Post-
doctoral (administered by the National Research
Council). Open to non-U.S. citizens.

Summer Employment.
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Appendix C

Contractor Reports
Full copies of Contractor Reports done for this p-oject
are available through the National Technical Informa-
tion Service (NTIS), either by mail (U.S. Department of
Commerce, National Technical Information Service,
Springfield, VA 22161) or by calling them directly at
(703) 487-4650.'

Higher Education
(NTIS order #PB 88-177 951/AS)

1. "The Apollo Program: Science and Engineering Per-
sonnel Demand Created by a Federal Research Mis-
sion," Arnold S. Levine

2. "Institutional Productivity: The Undergraduate Ori-
gins of Science and Engineering Ph.D.s," Betty D.
Maxfield

3. "The History of Engineering Education: Perennial Is-
sues in the Supply and Training of Talent," Steven
L. Goldman, Lehigh University

Elementary and Secondary Education
(NTIS order #PB 88-177 944/AS)

1. "Images of Science: Factors Affecting the Choice of
Science as a Career," Robert E. Fullilove, University
of California at Berkeley

2. "Identifying Potential Scientists and Engineers: An
Analysis of the High School-College Transition,"
Valerie E. Lee, University of Michigan

'Guy R. Heave's report, "Sueme and Engineering Wort. rum Po Imo Weg
ern Europe," is only available through the Science, Education, and Tramporta
non Program office (202) 228.6020.
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International Comparisons
(NTIS order #PB 88-177 969/AS)

1. "Japan's Science and Engineering Pipeline: Structure,
Policies, and Trends," William K. Cummings, Harvard
University

2. "Soviet Science and Engineering Education and Work
Force Policies: Recent Trends," Harley Balzer, George-
town University

Funding for Higher Education: Part I
(NTIS order #PB 88-177 928/AS)

1. "Federal Funding of Science and Engineering Educa-
tion: Effect on Output of Scientists and Engineers,
1945. 1985," Betty M. Vetter (Commission on Profes-
sionals in Science and Technology) and Henry Hertz-
feld (Consultant)

2. "Science in the Steady State: The Changing Research
University and Federal Funding," Edward J. Hackett,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Funding for Higher Education: Part II
(NTIS order #PB 88-177 936/AS)

1. "Industrial Support of University Training and Re-
search: Implications for Scientific Training in the
`Steady State'," Michael E. Gluck, Harvard University

2. "Financial Assistance, Education Debt and Starting
Salaries of Science and Engineering Graduates: Evi-
dence From the 1985 Survey of Recent College Grad-
uates," Applied Systems Institute, Inc., Richard Wab-
nick (Principa: Investigator)
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Appendix D

Workshop Participants
Participants in Science and Engineering Manpower Data Workshop, July 10, 1986

Alan Fechter, Workshop Chairman
Executive Director

Office of Scientific and Engineering Personnel
National Research Council

Washington, DC

Daniel Hecker
Supervisory Labor Economist
Occupational Outlook Division
Office of Economic Growth and Employment

Projections
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Washington, DC

W. Edward Lear
Executive Director
American Society for Engineering Education
Washington, DC

Robert Neuman
Head
Department of Professional Services
American Chcmical Society
Washington, DC

Vin O'Neill
Administrator of Professional Programs
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,

Inc.
Washington, DC

Peter Syverson
Director of Information Services
Council of Graduate Schools
Washington, DC

John W. Wiersma
Wiersma & Associates
Austin, TX

Stig Annestrand
Committee on Science and Technology
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC

Robert Armstrong
Manager, Professional Staffing
Employer Relations Department
E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co
Wilmington, DE

Eleanor Babco
Associate Director
Commission on Professionals in Science and

Technology
Washington, DC

Myles Boylan
Policy Analyst
Policy Research and Analysis
National Science Foundation
Washington, DC

Michael Crowley
Director, Demographics Study Group
Division of Science Resource Studies
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